
Designation: F 2020 – 02a

Standard Practice for
Design, Construction, and Procurement of Emergency
Medical Services Systems (EMSS) Ambulances 1

This standard is issued under the fixed designation F 2020; the number immediately following the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of revision, the year of last revision. A number in parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscript epsilon (e) indicates an editorial change since the last revision or reapproval.

1. Scope

1.1 This practice covers certified, tested, commercial type,
EMSS ambulances built on chassis that are suitable for the
intended application and meet the requirements herein. The
ambulances are front or rear wheel driven (4x2) or four wheel
driven (4x4) and warranted as specified in Section 9.

1.1.1 Definition of Ambulance—An ambulance is a vehicle
for emergency medical care which provides: a driver’s com-
partment; a patient compartment to accommodate an emer-
gency medical technician (EMT)/paramedic and two litter
patients (one patient located on the primary cot and a second-
ary patient on a folding litter located on the squad bench) so
positioned that the primary patient can be given intensive
life-support during transit; equipment and supplies for emer-
gency care at the scene as well as during transport; two-way
radio communication; and, when necessary, equipment for
light rescue/extrication procedures. The ambulance shall be
designed and constructed to afford safety, comfort, and avoid
aggravation of the patient’s injury or illness.

1.1.2 This practice may be used to procure an ambulance
and the applicable additional systems and equipment.

1.1.3 Purchasers should follow the ordering data in 9.2 to
aid them with the preparation of their procurement specifica-
tion, requisition, and contract. The purpose of this practice is to
describe minimum requirements for design, construction, per-
formance, equipment, testing, and appearance of EMSS ambu-
lances that are authorized to display the “Star of Life” symbol
so as to provide a practical degree of standardization. The
reasons for such standardization are to provide ambulances that
are easily detected, nationally recognizable, properly con-
structed, easily maintained, and, when appropriately equipped,
will enable Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs) to safely
and reliably perform their functions as basic and advanced
prehospital life support providers as set forth in national EMSS
standard training guidelines. These functions include:

1.1.3.1 Responding to, providing appropriate basic or ad-
vanced life support, on-site, to persons reported experiencing

acute injury or illness in a pre-hospital setting, and transporting
them, while continuing such life support care, to an appropriate
medical facility for definitive care.

1.1.3.2 Providing interhospital critical transport care.
1.1.3.3 Transporting essential personnel and equipment to

and from the site of a multiple medical emergency or a triage
site and transporting appropriately triaged patients to desig-
nated medical facilities.

1.1.3.4 Other functions deemed appropriate by EMSS am-
bulance service managers and approved by designated EMSS
medical directors.

1.2 “Star of Life” Certification—Ambulance manufacturer/
contractor shall furnish the purchaser(s) citing this practice an
authenticated certification and label (see 6.19) that certifies a
“Star of Life” ambulance and equipment complying with this
practice and applicable amendments (if any) in effect on the
date of manufacture (see 7.3). Ambulance vehicles so certified
may display the registered “Star of Life” symbol, as defined by
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), see Fig. 1.

1.3 Classification—“Star of Life” ambulance designs in-
cluded in this practice may be described in terms of their body
type (I, II, or III), class of drive (“1” for two rear wheel drive
or “2” for four wheel drive), and floor configuration (A for
Advanced Life Support or B for Basic Life Support). Such
descriptions may be used to define a variety of ambulance
designs which are eligible for certification as “Star of Life”
ambulances. (To specify, see 9.2.2 and 9.2.3).

NOTE 1—For optional advanced life support (ALS) applications, users
should consider specifying a modular (Type I or III) ambulance. Modular
ambulances provide additional space and compartmentation for cardiac
monitors, drug cases, and so forth. The basic life support (BLS) configu-
ration is standard on all types.

1.3.1 Type I—Conventional truck, cab-chassis with modular
ambulance body (see Fig. 2).

Class Configuration

Two rear wheel driven (4x2) A or B
Four wheel driven (4x4) A or B

1 This practice is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee F30 on Emergency
Medical Services and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittee F30.01 on EMS
Equipment.
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Configuration A: Elevating cot and squad bench for ALS (see 6.1.5.1
and 6.11.4).
Configuration B: Elevating cot and squad bench for BLS (see
6.1.5.2).

1.3.1.1 Type I—AD (Additional Duty—with increased
GVWR, storage, and payload capacity)—A or B or Neonatal,
Critical Patient Transport, or A or B with Rescue and Fire
Suppression Package (see 6.1.2.1).

Class Configuration

Two rear wheel driven (4x2) A or B*
Four wheel driven (4x4) A or B*

*As specified by purchaser. The configuration shall provide for a
neonatal, critical patient transport, configuration A or B with fire sup-
pression package and rescue capability when specified.

1.3.2 Type II—Standard van, integral cab-body ambulance
(see 6.1.3 and Fig. 3).

Class Configuration

Two rear wheel driven (4x2) A** or B
Four wheel driven (4x4)* A** or B

*Requires conversion of chassis to four wheel drive (4x4), (see
6.1.6).
**On a Type II, ALS features are limited, (see 9.2.3).

1.3.3 Type III—Cutaway van, cab-chassis with integral or
containerized modular body ambulance (see 6.1.4 and Fig. 4).

Class Configuration

Two rear wheel driven (4x2) A or B
Four wheel driven (4x4)* A or B

FIG. 1 “Star of Life Symbol”
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FIG. 2 Type I Ambulance
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FIG. 3 Type II Ambulance
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FIG. 4 Type III Ambulance
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*Requires conversion of chassis to four wheel drive (4x4), (see
6.1.6).
Configuration A: Elevating cot and squad bench for ALS (see 6.1.5.1
and 6.11.4).
Configuration B: Elevating cot and squad bench for BLS (see
6.1.5.2).

1.3.3.1 Type III—AD (Additional Duty—with increased
GVWR, storage, and payload capacity) A or B or neonatal,
critical patient transport, or A or B with rescue, or fire
suppression package, or both (see 6.1.4.1).

Class Configuration

Two rear driven (4 3 2) A or B*
Four wheel driven (4 3 4) A or B*

*As specified by purchaser. The configuration shall provide for a
neonatal, critical patient transport, configuration A or B with fire sup-
pression package and rescue capability when specified.

1.4 Order of Precedence—In the event of a conflict between
the text of this practice and the references cited herein, the text
of this practice shall take precedence, except where required by
law including Federal, State, and local laws and regulations.

1.5 The values stated in SI units are to be regarded as the
standard. The values given in parentheses are for information
only.

1.6 This standard does not purport to address all of the
safety concerns, if any, associated with its use. It is the
responsibility of the user of this standard to establish appro-
priate safety and health practices and determine the applica-
bility of regulatory limitations prior to use.

2. Referenced Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
B 117 Practice for Operating Salt Spray (Fog) Apparatus2

F 920 Specification for Minimum Performance and Safety
Requirements for Resuscitators Intended for Use With
Humans3

F 960 Specification for Medical and Surgical Suction and
Drainage Systems4

F 1177 Terminology Relating to Emergency Medical Ser-
vices3

F 1328 Guide for Training Emergency Medical Technician
(Basic) to Prepare Patients for Medical Transportation3

F 1517 Guide for Scope of Performance of Emergency
Medical Services Ambulance Operations3

F 1949 Specification for Medical Oxygen Delivery Systems
for EMS Ground Vehicles3

2.2 Federal Specifications:5

L-S-300 Sheeting and Tape, Reflective, Nonexposed Lens,
Adhesive Backing

RR-C-901/3 Cylinders Compressed Gas: With Valve or
Plug and Cap; ICC3aa

2.3 Federal Standards:5

Federal Standard No. 297, Rustproofing of Automotive
Vehicles

2.4 Military Standards:6

MIL-STD-461 Requirements for the Control of Electro-
magnetic Interference Characteristics of Subsystems and
Equipment

MIL-STD-1223 Nontactical Wheeled Vehicles, Painting,
Identification Marking and Data Plate Standards

2.5 Laws and Regulations:7

21 CFR 820 Quality System Regulation (QSR) (FDA)
29 CFR 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Administra-

tion (OSHA) Standards
40 CFR 86 Control of Air Pollution from New Motor

Vehicles and New Motor Vehicle Engines
47 CFR, PART 90 Private and Land Mobile Radio Services;

Sub Part B: Public Safety Radio Pool
49 CFR 393 Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations

(FMCSR)
49 CFR 571 Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards

(FMVSS)
2.6 Other Publications—The following documents form a

part of this practice to the extent specified. Unless a specific
issue is identified, the issue in effect on date of invitation for
bids or request for proposal shall apply.

American Heart AssociationStandards and Guidelines for
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and Cardiac Care8

State of California Motor Vehicle Code9

The Tire and Rim Association Inc. Yearbook10

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), Inc., Standards and
Recommended Practices:11

J163 Low Tension Wiring and Cable Terminals and Splice
Clips

J537 Storage Batteries
J541 Voltage Drop for Starting Motor Circuits
J551 Measurement of Electromagnetic Radiation from Mo-

tor Vehicles and Devices
J553 Circuit Breakers
J561 Electrical Terminals, Eyelet and Spade Type
J575 Tests for Motor Vehicle Lighting Devices& Compo-

nents
J576 Plastic Materials, For Use In Optical Parts Such As

Lenses and Reflectors of Motor Vehicle Lighting Devices
J578 Color Specification for Electric Signal Lighting De-

vices
J595 Flashing Warning Lamps for Authorized Emergency,

Maintenance, and Service Vehicles
J638 Test Procedure and Ratings for Hot Water Heaters for

Motor Vehicles

2 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Vol 03.02
3 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Vol 13.02.
4 Discontinued; See 2001Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Vol 13.01.
5 Copies of Federal Standards and Specifications are available from Federal

Standards and Specifications, Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 732 N. Capital St., NW, Mail Stop: SDE, Washington, DC 20401.

6 Copies of Military Specifications and Standards required by suppliers in
connection with specific procurement functions should be obtained from the
procuring activity or as directed by the contracting officer.

7 Available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC 20402. When indicated, reprints of certain regulations may
be obtained from the Federal agency responsible for issuance thereof.

8 Circulation Magazine, Vol 102, Number 8, Aug. 2, 2000 (Supplement 1—ECC
Guidelines).

9 Available from Department of Motor Vehicles, 2570 24th St., Sacramento, CA
95809.

10 Application for copies should be addressed to The Tire and Rim Association,
Inc., 175 Montrose W. Ave., Suite 150, Copley, OH 44321.

11 Available from Technical Division, SAE, 400 Commonwealth Dr., Warren-
dale, PA 15096.
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J639 Safety Practices for Mechanical Vapor Compression
Refrigeration Equipment or Systems Used To Cool Pas-
senger Compartment of Motor Vehicles

J682 Rear Wheel Splash and Stone Throw Protection
J683 Tire Chain Clearance
J689 Approach, Departure, and Ramp Breakover Angles
J771 Automotive Printed Circuits
J845 Method for Determining the Flash Energy of a Light
J858 Electrical Terminals, Blade Type
J928 Electrical Terminals, Pin and Receptacle Type
J994 Backup Alarms, Performance Test and Application
J1054 Warning Lamp, Alternating Flashers
J1127 Battery Cable
J1128 Low Tension Primary Cable
J1292 Automobile, Truck, Truck-Tractor, Trailer, and Motor

Coach Wiring
J1318 Strobe Warning Lights
J1349 Engine Power Test Code, Spark Ignition and Diesel
J2498 Minimum Performance of the Warning Light System

Used on Emergency Vehicles
National Truck Equipment Association/AMD:12

AMD Standard 001 Static Load for Ambulance Body Struc-
ture Test

AMD Standard 002 Body Door Retention Components Test
AMD Standard 003 Oxygen Tank Retention System Test

(Main and Portable Cylinders)
AMD Standard 004 Litter Retention System Test
AMD Standard 005 Ambulance 12 Volt dc Electrical Sys-

tems Test
AMD Standard 006 Sound Level Test Code
AMD Standard 007 Carbon Monoxide Levels For Patient

Compartment Interiors
AMD Standard 008 Ambulance Patient Compartment Grab

Rail (Load Test)
AMD Standard 009 120 VAC Electrical Systems
AMD Standard 010 Water Spray Test
AMD Standard 011 Ambulance Equipment Temperature

Test
AMD Standard 012 Temperature Tests
AMD Standard 013 Weight Distribution Test
AMD Standard 014 Cooling System Test
AMD Standard 015 Ambulance Oxygen System Test

3. Terminology

3.1 Definitions:
3.1.1 ambulance, n—see 1.1.1.
3.2 For definitions of terms used in this practice, refer to

Terminology F 1177.

4. Summary of Practice

4.1 The principle of this practice is to define the range of
designs, features, performance characteristics for manufactur-
ers, purchasers, and users, of “Star of Life” ambulances
recommended for EMSS ambulance services.

5. Significance and Use

5.1 This document describes the practices for commercial
ambulance manufacturers/venders for:

5.1.1 Design and construction, and outfitting of a variety of
EMSS ambulances designs using commercially available light
truck vehicle chassis, fabricated vehicle bodies, and commer-
cially available components and equipment.

5.1.2 Testing the performance of ambulances and equipment
in accordance with nationally accepted ambulance manufac-
turers (AMD) test standards.

5.1.3 Outfitting and equipping ambulances with medical
equipment as recommended by appropriate medical associa-
tions to meet needs specified by purchasers.

5.1.4 Certification of ambulances in accordance with “Star
of Life” criteria.

5.1.5 Painting coloring and marking EMS ambulances in
accordance with “Star of Life” standards preparatory to deliv-
ery to purchasers.

5.2 This document describes practices for ambulance pur-
chasers for:

5.2.1 Preparation of a purchase description for the procure-
ment of an EMSS ambulance in accordance with this practice,
using guidance contained in Section 9.

5.2.2 Specifying ambulance inspections, tests and documen-
tation preparatory to acceptance of delivery.

5.3 This document describes practices for ambulance users
for:

5.3.1 Acquainting ambulance service medical directors with
features of various ambulance designs and capabilities for
planning purposes.

5.3.2 Acquainting ambulance service managers and opera-
tors (EMTs) with ambulance designs, equipment, and expected
performance characteristics to enable them to safely operate
EMS ambulances in accordance with Guide F 1517, and
effectively prepare patients for medical transport in accordance
with Guide F 1328.

5.4 Standard Coverage—This practice does not include all
the varieties of medical service vehicles commercially avail-
able. This practice covers only the ambulances approved to
display the “Star of Life” symbols and purchased to provide
pre-hospital emergency medical services in accordance with
provisions of other ASTM Committee F30 standards.

5.5 Precautions and Observations—Purchasers should read
the entire document before requisitioning an ambulance, in
order to be knowledgeable of just what equipment is standard,
and which options need to be exercised. Due to the variety of
ambulance equipment or features, some options may be incom-
patible with the model desired (reference chassis and ambu-
lance manufacturer’s data books).

6. Requirements

6.1 General Vehicular Design, Types, and Floor Plan:
6.1.1 Design—The ambulance and the allied equipment

furnished under this practice shall be the manufacturer’s
current commercial vehicle of the type, class, and configuration
specified. The ambulance shall be complete with the operating
accessories, as specified herein. It shall be furnished with such
modifications and attachments as may be necessary to enable

12 Available from the Ambulance Manufacturer’s Division (AMD) of the
National Truck Equipment Association, 37400 Hills Tech Dr., Farmington Hills, MI
48331.
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the vehicle to function reliably and efficiently in sustained
operation. The design of the vehicle and the specified equip-
ment shall permit accessibility for servicing, replacement, and
adjustment of component parts and accessories with minimum
disturbance to other components and systems. The term
“heavy-duty,” as used to describe an item, shall mean in excess
of the standard quantity, quality, or capacity and represents the
best, most durable, strongest, and so forth part, component,
system, and so forth that is commercially available on the
Original Equipment Manufacturer’s (OEM) chassis.

NOTE 2—Ambulance crash tests and analysis are being conducted to
identify ambulance occupant crash injury mechanisms. Problems identi-
fied in these tests should lead to ambulance design changes in 6.4.1,
6.10.5, 6.10.6, 6.10.7, 6.10.8.1, and 6.11.3 which will prevent or reduce
the severity of ambulance crash injuries. Appropriate changes, based on
automotive crashworthiness principles will be incorporated in future
changes to this practice.

6.1.2 Type I Ambulance—Type I vehicle, Class 1 or 2,
Configuration A or B, shall be a chassis furnished with a 2-door
enclosed cab. The chassis-cab shall be suitable for subsequent
mounting of a transferable, modular, ambulance body con-
forming to the requirements specified herein. (See Fig. 2.)

6.1.2.1 Type I—AD (Additional Duty) Ambulance—Type
I-AD, Class 1 or 2, Configuration A, B, or other user specified
configurations such as for critical patient or neonatal transport,
shall be a conventional truck, cab-chassis with modular body
and increased GVWR, storage, and payload. Additionally,
other on board systems or equipment may be specified for
rescue or fire suppression or combination of applications. The
chassis shall be suitable for mounting of a transferable modular
ambulance body conforming to the requirements herein.

6.1.3 Type II Ambulance—Type II vehicle, Class 1 or 2,
Configuration A or B, shall be OEM chassis manufacturer’s
commercial, long wheel base, integral van. This vehicle shall
be suitable for subsequent ambulance conversion/modification
in compliance with the requirements herein (see Fig. 3.)

6.1.4 Type III Ambulance—Type III, Class 1 or 2, Configu-
ration A or B shall be a “cutaway” van with a transferable,
modular, ambulance body or unitized cab-body mounted on a
chassis. The chassis with unitized cab-body or front section
cab-chassis shall be suitable for the subsequent fabrication,
conversion, or modification into an ambulance incorporating
the requirements and the equipment specified herein. (See Fig.
4.)

6.1.4.1 Type III—AD (Additional Duty) Ambulance—Type
III-AD, Class 1 or 2, or other user specified configurations,
such as for critical patient or neonatal transport, shall be a
cutaway cab-chassis with modular body, and increased
GVWR, storage, and payload. Additionally, other onboard
systems or equipment may be specified for rescue or fire
suppression or combination of applications. The chassis shall
be suitable for mounting of a transferable modular ambulance
body conforming to the requirements herein.

6.1.5 Configuration of Patient Compartment—Unless oth-
erwise specified (see 9.2.3), Configuration “B”, Basic Life
Support (BLS) shall be provided in the patient compartment.
All litters shall be loaded to position the patient’s head forward
in the vehicle.

6.1.5.1 Configuration “A” (ALS)—When specified for
Types I or III (see 9.2.2), Advanced Life Support (ALS)
applications, one primary patient shall be on a wheeled
elevating cot and a secondary patient lying on a folding
stretcher or combination stretcher chair on the squad bench, or
one primary patient and three secondary seated patients on the
squad bench (see 6.11.4) and one seated EMT/paramedic. The
primary cot shall be center mounted or, when specified (see
Table 8, Item 21), a dual position mount shall be furnished.
Unless otherwise specified (see Table 7, Item 28), a CPR seat
conforming to all specification requirements shall be furnished
on the left (street) side of the body facing the patient’s thoracic
region and include a seat belt and padding at the EMT’s head
region. Space shall also be furnished in the action wall/counter
area for placement of a cardiac monitor/defibrillator. When
specified (see Table 8, Item 25), a crash stable mounting
bracket for securing the cardiac monitor/defibrillator shall be
furnished. A locking drug kit compartment per Table 7, Item 14
and high intensity light per Table 7, Item 8 also shall be
furnished. Two each I.V. hangers, per 6.11.9, shall be provided
for the primary patient and the secondary patient, one at the
patient’s head and one at the patient’s lower extremities.

6.1.5.2 Configuration “B” (BLS)—Unless otherwise speci-
fied (see 9.2.3), Configuration “B” shall provide for one
primary patient on a wheeled elevating cot and one secondary
patient on a folding stretcher or combination stretcher/chair on
a squad bench, which is also capable of accommodating three
seated patients (see 6.11.5) and one seated EMT (see 6.10.3).

NOTE 3—It is preferable that the primary patient’s cot be positioned on
the left (street) side or centered in the ambulance patient compartment.
The anatomy of the tracheal bronchial tree is such that an unconscious
patient will be less likely to aspirate fluids into the trachea if placed on
their left side with the right side up.

6.1.6 Four Wheel Drive, Class 2, 4x4:
6.1.6.1 When a 4x4 chassis is specified (see 9.2.2), the

additional curb weight of the 4x4 chassis above the 4x2 chassis
will reduce the payload proportionally. When available, a Class
2 ambulance shall be an original chassis manufacturer’s
(OEM) 4x4 chassis for Type 1 ambulances, or an OEM 4x2
model with a professionally engineered conversion to a four
wheel drive (4x4) conforming to all applicable requirements
herein. All workmanship, welding, mechanical fit grade, and
quality of components and materials used in conversions shall
be equal to or greater than OEM manufacturer’s production
4x4 units. Conversion components shall not interfere with
other body, chassis, or mechanical parts through the complete

TABLE 1 Wiring Criteria

Circuit Breaker
Rating, Amps

Minimum Wire Size For
Circuit Rating and Voltage Drop

10 16
15 14
20 12
30 10
40 8
50 6
75 4

100 2
125 0
150 00
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range of suspension and wheel angle travel and allow proper
alignment of axles. The tracking and wheelbase of the front/
rear axles shall be identical on both sides of the vehicle. When
available, the chassis manufacturer’s OEM components used
on the chassis manufacturer’s other models with the same or
greater GAWRs and GVWRs shall be furnished, including but
not limited to: spring hangers, shackles, drive axle, integral
transmission/transfer case, universal joints, steering linkage,
stabilizer bars, radius and torque rods, transfer case shaft
linkage, brake calipers, pads, rotors, shock absorbers and
springs. When available, the chassis manufacturer’s guidelines/
requirements for 4x4 conversions shall be followed. The
design of the 4x4 conversion shall minimize the height of the
vehicle’s chassis. The 4x4 converter shall include a complete
chassis modifier FMVSS certification and sticker.

6.1.6.2 The 4x4 converter shall provide to the purchaser a
full parts and labor warranty covering all added 4x4 parts and
materials, including workmanship and design. The warranty
shall also cover all OEM components affected or modified by
the conversion process. This warranty shall be at least equiva-
lent, in mileage and time, to the OEM chassis manufacturer’s
warranty, including any extended warranties required or fur-
nished.

6.1.6.3 Accompanying each conversion shall be complete
manuals showing operation, maintenance, and repair proce-
dures, chassis manufacturer’s part numbers, drawings for
components used in the conversion, and dimensioned drawings
for manufactured parts, alignment procedures, and specifica-
tions.

6.2 Vehicle Ambulance Components, Equipment, and
Accessories—The emergency medical care vehicles, including
chassis, ambulance body, equipment, device, medical accesso-

ries, and electronic equipment shall be standard commercial
products, tested and certified to meet or exceed the require-
ments of this practice. The ambulance shall comply with all
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) and other
federal and state regulations applicable or specified for the year
of manufacture. The chassis, components, and optional items
shall be as represented in the chassis manufacturers current
technical data. The ambulance body, equipment, and accesso-
ries shall be as represented in their respective manufacturer’s
current technical data. Data shall be limited to specifications
and technical materials identical to that furnished to the
authorized company representatives and shall be furnished to
the engineering/technical offices of the procuring activity and
the suppliers (contractor’s) offices prior to acceptance of the
ambulance. The supplier shall provide total standardization and
interchangeability between similar vehicles, equipment, items,
and accessories specified for all ambulance units under each
contract.

6.3 Recovered Materials—All equipment, material, and ar-
ticles required under this practice are to be new or fabricated
from new materials produced from recovered materials. The
term “recovered materials” means materials that have been
collected or recovered from solid waste and reprocessed to
become a source of raw materials, as opposed to virgin raw
materials. None of the above shall be interpreted to mean that
the use of used or rebuilt products is allowed under this
practice.

6.4 Vehicle Operation, Performance, and Physical Charac-
teristics:

6.4.1 Operation and Performance—Unless otherwise speci-
fied by the purchaser, all requirements in 6.4 shall be met with
the ambulance loaded to meet or exceed the minimum specified
payload including all specified equipment and devices installed
and operating at the maximum power-consuming condition, for
example, air conditioning, lights, radio(s), and so forth, with
the chassis performing in accordance with the specified chassis
manufacturer’s technical data. The vehicle shall be capable of
operating safely and efficiently under environmental conditions
outlined herein or as specified in the invitation for bid, contract,
or order. When specified by the purchaser for ambulances
requiring higher GVWRs to carry additional specialty equip-
ment, for example, medical; rescue; neonatal; (see 9.2.4),
lower performance levels are acceptable in 6.4.6-6.4.8.2.

6.4.2 Temperature Conditions—The ambulance, including
all required systems, equipment, and medical devices (except
when medical devices are regulated by another agency) fur-
nished inside the ambulance, when serviced and maintained in

TABLE 4 Ambulance Stretchers, Cots, and Litters

Stretchers, Cots, and Litters

Dimensions, cm/in.

Length,
Minimum

Width,
Minimum

Bed Height,
Maximum (Collapsed)

Style 1–wheeled cot (elevating) 191/75 56/22 38/15A

Style 2–wheeled cot (elevating with additional front roll-in wheels) 200/79 56/22 33/13
Style 3–folding stretcher or combination stretcher chair 189/73.5 48/19 21/8.25
Style 4–navy stokes litter (resting on floor) 215/84.75 60/23.5 19/7.5
Style 5–standard army and NATO litters (with poles)B 90 (+0, -1⁄4) 23 (+6⁄10 , -3⁄4) 17/6.75

A Measured to top of positioned 7.6-cm (3-in.) thick mattress.
B Dimensions of Army and NATO litters are in accordance with North Atlantic Treaty Organization Standardization agreement STANAG No. 2040.

TABLE 5 Minimum Interior Storage Requirements

Minimum Volume

Item Cubic Metres Cubic Feet

Medicine dispensary cabinet(s) 0.17 6
Medical supplies cabinet 0.25 9
Linen supplies 0.11 4
Trash receptacle compartment and

sharps disposal container
0.06 2

Oxygen installation (main) (see 6.12) 0.17 6
Oxygen unit (portable) 0.06 2
Telemetry equipment 0.06 2
Radio equipment & antenna 0.03 1
Storage, miscellaneous 0.06 2
Vacuum aspirator unit 0.03 1
Air conditioning unit as required
Heating system as required
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accordance with the OEM manufacturer’s recommendations
(7.4), shall be capable of being stored without damage or
deterioration in ambient temperatures of -34 to 52°C (-30 to
125°F). Testing shall be in accordance with AMD Standard 011
(Ambulance Equipment Temperature Test). Medical devices,
such as resuscitation and suctioning apparatus, shall be cold
tested for the required flow performance on 12-V dc vehicle
power and 115 V ac power modes (see 6.12.1.1). Type
certification from medical and other equipment manufacturers
is acceptable.

6.4.3 Noise and Sound Level Limits, Exterior—Unless more
stringent sound levels are regulated by the states and munici-
palities where the ambulance will be based, the exterior noise
level produced by the vehicle, except siren, shall not exceed
federal regulations.

6.4.4 Vehicle Performance—The ambulance shall provide a
smooth, stable ride with minimum noise and without abnormal
vibration. The ambulance to be certified shall be tested under
conditions of 7.4.4.

NOTE 4—ASTM Task Group F30.01.01 recognizes this practice is weak
with respect to provisions regarding shock, and vibration. It was previ-
ously proposed that this practice be changed by referencing two additional
SAE Standards J1490 J1739; however, it was determined that these
standards were not applicable. It is noted that with the exception of
requirements for vibration, acceleration, and shock testing of ambulance
oxygen system components required in Specification F 1949, this practice
lacks performance and test requirements for shock and vibration. Task
Group F30.01.02 on Air Ambulances currently is considering application
of provisions of MIL-STD-810F for air ambulances. When the air
ambulance standards are updated, it is planned that applicable improve-
ments in the air ambulance standards will be proposed as changes in this
practice.

6.4.5 Brakes—The ambulance braking system as delivered
to the user shall comply to performance values required by
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS), and when
available from the chassis manufacturer shall include ABS.

6.4.6 Speed—The vehicles shall be capable of a sustained
speed of not less than 105 km/h (65 mph) over dry, hard
surfaced, level roads, at sea level, and passing speeds of 113
km/h (70 mph) when tested under normal ambient conditions.

6.4.7 Acceleration—Vehicle shall have a minimum average
acceleration, at sea level, of 0 to 88 km/h (0 to 55 mph) within
25 s. Test shall be performed under normal ambient conditions.
Test under 7.4.4.

6.4.8 Gradeability—At full payload, the vehicle shall be
capable of meeting the following requirements. The determi-
nation shall be made by actual test or chassis manufacturer’s
certified computer prediction or chassis manufacturer’s certi-
fication.

6.4.8.1 Gradeability at Speed—Minimum gradeability at
speed shall be 89 km/h (55 mph) on a 3 % (1.72°) grade.

6.4.8.2 Minimum Low Speed Gradeability—The minimum
low speed gradeability of 8 km/h (5 mph) on a 35 % (19.3°)
grade is required for Class I (4x2) vehicles and 45 % (24.2°)
grade for Class 2 (4x4) vehicles in the low 4x4 range.

6.4.9 Fuel Range—Unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.5),
the ambulance shall be capable of being driven for at least 402
km (250 miles) without refueling under the conditions in 7.4.4.

6.4.10 Fording—The vehicle shall be capable of three
fordings, without water entering patient and equipment com-
partments while being driven through a minimum of 20 cm (8
in.) of water, at speeds of 8 km/h (5 mph), for a distance of at
least 30.5 m (100 ft). Test under 7.4.4.

6.4.11 Vehicle Physical Dimensional Requirements:
6.4.11.1Length—Overall length of the ambulance shall not

exceed 671 cm (22 ft), including bumpers, but excluding rear
step and bumper guards. Purchaser may specify (see 9.2.6)
additional length if necessary to accommodate special equip-
ment or larger bodies and crew cabs but should consult with the
manufacturer to determine that other safety/handling, and
functional characteristics are not compromised.

6.4.11.2Width—Unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.7), the
overall (OA) width of ambulance bodies having single rear
wheels shall be between 200 and 213 cm (79 and 84 in.),
excluding mirrors and lights. The ambulance body sides, on a
chassis with dual rear wheels, shall be within66.35 cm (62.5
in.) of the overall width of the tires (outside sidewalls) (see
6.5.6, 6.6.5.8, and 6.9.7). Tires shall not extend beyond the
fenders. Unless approved by the purchaser and permitted by
state laws, the maximum ambulance body width shall not
exceed 244 cm (96 in.), excluding mirrors, lights, and other
safety appurtenances. The wide track axle shall be furnished on
dual rear wheeled vehicles, unless a narrow ambulance body is
specified by the purchaser (see 9.2.7).

6.4.11.3Height—Unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.8),
overall height of the ambulance at curb weight (see 6.5.1) shall
not exceed 279 cm (110 in.), including roof mounted equip-
ment, but excluding two-way radio antenna(s).

6.4.11.4Ground Clearance—With the exception of the
chassis manufacturer’s furnished and installed components, the
lowest part of the vehicle, when loaded to the Gross Vehicle
Weight Rating (GVWR), shall have a minimum of 20 cm (8
in.) of ground clearance, and 15 cm (6 in.) for chassis-mounted
components.

6.4.11.5 Angle of Approach, Ramp Breakover, and
Departure—With the exception of the chassis manufacturer’s
furnished and installed components, the ambulance, loaded to
the GVWR, including payload, (see 6.5.2) with bumpers and
rear step (down if folding style), shall provide not less than the
following clearance, measured in accordance with SAE J689.

Approach angle = 20°
Ramp breakover = 10°
Departure angle = 10°
6.4.11.6Turning Radius—Shall not be greater than chassis

OEM standard.
6.4.11.7Floor Height—The finished floor (loading) heights

shall not exceed 84 cm (33 in.) on Class I (4x2) vehicles and
97 cm (38 in.) for Class 2 (4x4) vehicles. The height shall be
measured at curb weight plus full payload but minus patients
and personnel. The use of an automotive “dump valve” on air
suspension vehicles is acceptable to achieve the loading height
requirement. The system shall include an interlock that only
permits vehicle lowering when the vehicle is in neutral or park,
and the parking brake is set.

6.5 Vehicle Weight Ratings and Payload:
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6.5.1 Curb Weight—Curb weight is the total weight of the
complete ambulance and is defined as: chassis (including
batteries, spare tire, jack tire changing tools), cab, body,
minimum required equipment per this practice, and a full
complement of fuel, lubricants, and coolant, excluding optional
equipment in 6.15.3 and 6.15.4, and any nonportable vehicle
mounted rescue (extrication) equipment, permanently mounted
fire suppression system and equipment including nozzles,
hoses, tanks, pumps, and so forth and including a full comple-
ment of water and related foam, chemicals, and so forth.

6.5.2 Payload Allowance—Each vehicle’s payload allow-
ance shall be determined and displayed in accordance with the
weight/payload certification form (sticker) (see Fig. 5). Sticker
shall be located in a conspicuous location in the vehicle.
Payload shall be over and above the specified curb weight (see
6.5.1) of the vehicle and include specified options, miscella-
neous medical equipment, and communications equipment that
is appropriately distributed within the vehicle. The usable
payload for additional duty modular Type I-AD or Type III-AD
(with increased GVWR, for example, 14 000 lbs) ambulances

shall be specified by the customer. (Warning—Because of
potential hazards and damage to vehicle’s chassis, the ambu-
lance shall not be overloaded. The purchaser should consult
with the ambulance and chassis manufacturer(s) or both to
determine actual reserve capacity above the specified minimum
required herein.) Unless additional payload is specified (see
9.2.9) by the purchaser, the required minimum payload per
vehicle shall be as follows:

6.5.2.1 Single, rear wheeled, modular (Type I or III)—680
kg (1500 lbs)

6.5.2.2 Single, rear wheeled, van ambulances (Type II)—
771.11kg (1700 lbs)

6.5.2.3 Dual, rear wheeled, modular ambulances (Type I or
III)—793.79 kg (1750 lbs)

6.5.2.4 Additional Duty Modular Ambulances (Type I)—
payload as specified by customer. The payload shall be evenly
distributed throughout the vehicle and shall consist of the
following:

(a) Driver and EMT at 79 kg (175 lbs) each (see Fig. 5).
(b) Two patients at 79 kg (175 lbs) each.

FIG. 5 Payload Allowance Certification
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(c) Main and portable oxygen cylinders, stretchers, cots, and
patient handling equipment.

(d) Portable, removable, medical devices.
(e) Durable and disposable medical items.
(f) Optional vehicle equipment such as battery charger,

inverter, or any other optional items or equipment not supplied
as a base vehicle requirement.

(g) Communications equipment.
(h) Extrication and rescue equipment.
(i) Portable fire extinguishers in addition to units required in

6.15.2 as specified by purchaser.
6.5.3 Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR)—The ambu-

lance gross vehicle weight rating shall equal or exceed the
combination of the vehicle’s curb weight and payload weight.
The chassis manufacturer’s rating label shall show the actual
gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) and the gross axle weight
rating (GAWR) of the vehicle (see 6.19).

6.5.4 Weight Distribution—To provide for maximum safety,
purchasers and manufacturers shall locate vehicle-mounted
components, equipment, and supplies to provide a vehicle that
is laterally balanced and has front/rear loading that is propor-
tional to axle ratings. The weight distribution of a properly
loaded ambulance on a level surface shall permit conformance
to the braking requirements in FMVSS 105 and for air brake
vehicles FMVSS 121. The right and left wheel of each axle, at
curb weight, (see 6.5.1) of a completed ambulance, shall be
weighed to determine weight distribution. The weight between
the right and left side of a given axle, when on a level surface,
shall be within 5 % when calculated in accordance with 7.4.3.1
and tested in accordance with AMD Standard 013 (Weight
Distribution Test). The ambulance manufacturer shall locate
the center of gravity (CG) of the ambulance/ambulance body to
determine and assure the purchaser that the CG of the
completed ambulance does not exceed the maximum limits set
by the chassis manufacturer. To meet the above weight
distribution requirements, consideration shall be given by the
purchaser and manufacturer to locate equipment and compo-
nents to permit inherently proper lateral balance, front/rear axle
loading, and center of gravity. (Warning—Ambulance pur-
chasers and manufacturers should pay particular attention to
the front/rear weight distribution of the vehicle in order to
maximize handling characteristics, traction, and braking per-
formance. Weight distribution should be proportional to the
front and rear GAWRs.)

6.5.5 Ratings—Vehicle and component ratings shall be the
chassis manufacturer’s published ratings and shall not be raised
above the chassis manufacturer’s rating. When ratings are not
published or chassis has been modified, the verification data of
the component manufacturer’s rating shall be made available to
the appropriate offices of the procuring activity.

6.5.6 Cab to Axle (CA), Type I and III Vehicles—Cab to axle
(CA) dimension of the vehicle chassis shall permit a minimum
of 50 % of the outside body length (including cab extensions)
forward of the rear axle centerline, plus cab to body clearance.
Bodies designed with wheel openings shall have the rear
wheels centered,6 5 cm (2 in.) longitudinally, within the
opening, and613 mm (0.5 in.) laterally.

6.6 Chassis Power Unit, and Components:

6.6.1 Chassis Frame—The chassis shall include the chassis
manufacturer’s ambulance component package or, if not avail-
able, chassis manufacturers heavy-duty components that will
enhance vehicle’s reliability, durability, safety, and comfort.
The chassis frame and components shall be constructed to
withstand the strains of on-off road service and any special
service and equipment requirements specified herein. All
chassis (including cab) components shall be as represented in
the chassis manufacturer’s technical data.

6.6.2 Vehicle Lubrication—The chassis components, de-
vices, accessories, and added equipment requiring lubrication
shall be fully equipped with lubrication fittings, as provided by
the chassis or equipment manufacturer.

6.6.3 Power Unit, Engines:
6.6.3.1 Power Unit—The power unit shall meet or exceed

the required vehicle performance specified herein (see 6.4), at
not more than the engine manufacturer’s recommended oper-
ating engine speed. It shall be of such design and construction
that it will provide a smooth flow of power, at all rpms, without
undue vibration, strain, or overheating of engine parts.

6.6.3.2 Engine Low Temperature Starting—The engine
shall start satisfactorily without the aid of preheating devices
(except glow plugs) at -12°C (10°F), for the diesel engine and
-28.9°C (-20°F) when a gasoline engine is specified (see
9.2.10). When specified by the purchaser, auxiliary engine/
battery heating and starting devices, or both shall be provided
to meet other starting requirements. Verification test to be
performed during environmental test.

6.6.3.3 Power Plant Heaters, Minimum -34°C (-30°F)
Startability—In addition to the chassis manufacturers standard
block heater on diesel engines, when specified (see Table 7,
Item 16), the manufacturer’s standard power plant heater(s)
(coolant or immersion type crankcase heaters and battery
heaters) shall be furnished for the gasoline engine, which limits
starting an engine at -34°C (-30°F).

6.6.3.4 Diesel Engine—The chassis manufacturer’s highest
horsepower/displacement diesel engine and power train shall
be provided, complying with requirements of 6.4. Net horse-
power rating shall conform to SAE J1349. Additionally, the
chassis manufacturer’s block heater shall also be furnished. For
type AD vehicles the power train shall meet the performance
requirements specified herein or as specified or approved by
the purchaser.

6.6.3.5 Gasoline Engine—When specified (see 9.2.10), a
gasoline engine shall be furnished which permits warranted
operation on unleaded gasoline, when operated in accordance
with OEM’s manual. When specified (see 9.2.50) or required
for export, the vehicle shall be capable of warranted operation
on either leaded or unleaded gasoline. Engine horsepower end
torque requirements shall be sufficient to comply with the
requirements specified in 6.4. Net horsepower ratings shall
conform to SAE J1349. Vehicle(s) being offered/supplied with
catalytic converters shall be identified to all purchasers.

NOTE 5—Purchasers should be aware that, because of the severe
operating conditions to which an ambulance is exposed, the use of a
gasoline engine results in substantially higher underhood and under
vehicle temperatures which could seriously impact vehicle reliability,
dependability, safety, and may result in some manufacturer’s chassis
warranty being voided.
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6.6.4 Power Unit Components:
6.6.4.1 Oil Filter—The oil filter shall be the chassis manu-

facturer’s standard for the engine offered.
6.6.4.2 Air Filter—The air filter shall be the chassis manu-

facturer’s standard for the engine offered.
6.6.4.3 Air Pollution Control (see9.2.11)—Vehicles des-

tined for the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa shall comply
with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations
governing Control of Air Pollution from New Motor Vehicles
and New Motor Vehicle Engines in effect on date of manufac-
ture of the chassis/engine. In addition, vehicles destined for
California shall comply with State of California regulations
governing air pollution control in effect the date of manufac-
ture. When specified (see Table 7, Item 17), the vehicle shall
comply with the EPA high altitude regulations. For export
vehicles, the chassis/engine manufacturer’s export vehicle
emission package shall be furnished that complies with desti-
nation requirements.

6.6.4.4 Fuel System—The fuel system shall conform to
FMCSR Subpart E, 393.65 and 6.4.9 herein. Unless otherwise
specified (see 9.2.5), fuel tank(s) capacity shall meet the range
requirements set forth in 6.4.9. When more than one tank is
furnished, tanks shall be interconnected and, when available
from the chassis manufacturer, separately controlled and shall
have a dash-mounted fuel gage controlled by a selector switch
which will permit separate fuel level readings for each tank.
When available from the chassis manufacturer, the Class 2
ambulance shall have the fuel tank(s) protected by a metal
shield (skid-plate) and shall be located in an area which will be
free from hazards encountered in off-road, cross-country op-
eration. A permanent plate at the fuel filler opening shall be
specifying type of fuel required.

6.6.4.5 Cooling System—The engine cooling system shall
be a closed, air free, liquid state type with a coolant overflow
recovery tank. The supplier shall provide the heaviest duty
components and maximum size cooling system available from
the chassis manufacturer. The cooling system design shall
maintain the engine at safe operating temperatures at all
drivable altitudes and grades encountered during on and off
road vehicle use. Verification test: the cooling system shall be
capable of maintaining a safe stabilized engine operating
temperature for a minimum of one hour, at a minimum ambient
temperature of 38°C (100°F), at all altitudes up to 3048 m
(10 000 ft). For gasoline engines, the cooling system shall be
capable of maintaining a safe operating temperature for not less
than 40 min, at sea level, in a minimum ambient temperature of
35°C (95°F). Testing shall be at the engine speed required to
maintain the generating systems specified in 6.7.6 and shall be
in accordance with AMD Standard 014 (Cooling System Test).

6.6.4.6 Antifreeze—The cooling system shall be protected
with the chassis manufacturer’s recommended type and con-
centration of permanent type antifreeze.

6.6.4.7 Exhaust System—Vehicle shall be equipped with an
exhaust system in accordance with Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Regulations, Part 393.83. The exhaust system shall be
suspended using not less than three hangers, excluding the
manifold attachment. The exhaust shall discharge at the verti-

cal side(s) of the ambulance at a maximum distance of 25 mm
(1 in.) beyond the side of the module and be angled/positioned
to project the exhaust away from the door(s) to minimize fumes
and contaminants entering the interior. On modular vehicles,
the tailpipe outlet shall not terminate within 15 mm (6 in.) of
the vertical axis of the fuel tank filler opening(s). Modifications
or extensions made to the OEM exhaust system shall meet or
exceed chassis manufacturer’s requirements in terms of back-
pressure, components, design, and workmanship.

6.6.5 Drive Train:
6.6.5.1 Drive Train Components—The drive train and com-

ponent’s torque capacity shall meet or exceed the maximum
torque developed in the lowest gear ratio by the engine.
Transmission and controls shall comply with FMVSS 101 and
102.

6.6.5.2 Automatic Transmission—Unless otherwise speci-
fied (see 9.2.12), the chassis manufacturer’s automatic trans-
mission shall be provided. The transmission shall provide not
less than four speeds forward and one reverse and shall be
equipped with the chassis manufacturer’s heaviest duty oil
cooler.

6.6.5.3 Automatic Transmission Auxiliary Heavy-Duty Oil
Cooler—When specified (see Table 7, Item 20), a heavy-duty
fin-type auxiliary transmission oil cooler in addition to the
OEM manufacturer’s basic cooler (see 6.6.5.2) shall be pro-
vided and installed, in series, in a suitable location except
behind the radiator.

6.6.5.4 Transfer Case for Class 2 Ambulance—Unless oth-
erwise specified (see 9.2.12), a part-time four-wheel drive
system shall be provided for Class 2 vehicles. These vehicles
shall be furnished with two-speed transfer case that is integral
with the main transmission. A shift pattern located on the shift
knob or decal, within the cab shall be provided. Front-wheel
drive hubs (see 6.6.5.11) and special traction rear-end differ-
ential (see 6.6.5.10), shall also be furnished on 4x4 vehicles.
When furnished as part of a Class 2 conversion, the differential
shall be identical to or heavier duty than the unit furnished on
the OEM’s original 4x4 Type I, Class 2 chassis.

6.6.5.5 Heavy-Duty Skid Plate (Class 2, (4x4))—Unless
otherwise required (see 9.2.12) and when available from the
chassis manufacturer, a heavy-duty skid plate shall be installed
protecting engine, transmission, and transfer case from ground
contact if there is less than 38 cm (15 in.) of clearance to the
ground. Skid plate shall be demountable for servicing the
engine and transmission. Openings shall be provided to enable
draining of transmission and servicing the underside of the
engine. For fuel tank protection, see 6.6.4.4.

6.6.5.6 Clutch—Vehicles with manual transmissions shall
be furnished with the manufacturer’s largest heavy-duty clutch
available for the engine and model offered.

6.6.5.7 Drive Line—The driveline (driveshaft, U-joints, and
so forth) shall be balanced and supported to perform through-
out the design range without whipping or vibrating. Modifica-
tions resulting from lengthening the wheelbase or from 4x4
conversion shall be of chassis manufacturer’s approved design.

6.6.5.8 Axle Ratings, Ratios—Axle ratings shall exceed the
load imposed on each axle, measured at the ground, when
vehicle is loaded. When specified (see 9.2.12) that the vehicle
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is used in mountainous terrain, manufacturer shall provide the
highest numerical axle ratio. The chassis OEM “wide dual”
rear axle shall be furnished on dual rear wheel chassis, unless
otherwise specified (see 9.2.12) for a narrow modular body.

6.6.5.9 Brake System Service and Parking—Chassis manu-
facturer’s heaviest duty, power assisted brakes, linings, and
parking brake shall be furnished on the chassis model offered.
ABS brakes shall be furnished when available. When air brakes
are furnished, the system shall be designed to provide braking
proportional to the front-rear weight distribution of the fully
loaded vehicle. Additionally an air drier with moisture ejector
shall be furnished and shall include a heater to prevent icing.

6.6.5.10Special Traction (Rear End) Differential—Unless
otherwise specified (see 9.2.12) or if not available from chassis
manufacturer, all vehicles shall have a positive traction, limited
slip differential, or automatic, locking type differential.

6.6.5.11Drive Hubs, Front Wheel, (4x4, Class 2)—Unless
otherwise specified (see 9.2.12), and when available from the
chassis manufacturer, automatic-type front wheel locking hubs
shall be provided. Additionally, when a 4x4 conversion is
furnished, the heaviest duty front hubs available from the axle
manufacturer shall be furnished.

6.6.5.12Suspension—Vehicle shall be equipped with later-
ally matched sets (front and rear) of spring, torsion, or air
suspension system components. Components shall have a rated
capacity in excess of the load imposed on each member. For
better riding quality, vehicle springs shall have chassis manu-
facturer’s lowest clamped deflection rating (smoothest riding
suspension) for the model offered. Suspension stabilizer bar(s)
shall be furnished for front and rear, when available from
chassis manufacturer for the model chassis furnished. Only
corrections permitted by the chassis manufacturer to compen-
sate for lean due to normal spring tolerance variations are
permitted. Correction of lean as a result of imbalance is not
permitted. Vehicle shall be balanced.

6.6.5.13Spring Stops—The chassis manufacturer’s stan-
dard spring bumpers and axle stops shall be furnished. The
stops/bumpers shall prevent the wheel and axles from striking
the engine, oil pan, fenders, and body under all conditions of
operation. Additionally, when a 4x4 conversion is furnished,
spring stops/bumpers shall be provided and, at a minimum, be
of OEM quality.

6.6.5.14Shock Absorbers—Shock absorbers, double-acting
type, heaviest duty available from chassis manufacturer for
model offered, shall be furnished on the front and rear axles.
Class 2 (4x4) vehicles shall additionally be furnished with quad
front shocks when available from chassis manufacturer.

6.6.6 Steering—The OE chassis manufacturer’s standard,
power assisted steering shall be furnished.

6.6.7 Wheels—Unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.13),
Types I and III vehicles shall be equipped with dual metal
wheels. Type II vehicles shall be equipped with single, front
and rear wheels. Wheels shall conform to the recommendations
of the Tire and Rim Association,13 and shall be identical in
type, size, and load rating for all wheels on the vehicle,
including the spare.

6.6.8 Tires—Unless otherwise specified or permitted by
purchaser (see 9.2.14), tires shall be OEM tubeless, steel belted
radials with “All Season Type Tread” for the GVWR of the
vehicle. All tires furnished shall be identical and comply to
FMVSS 120. To provide a softer ride for a loaded ambulance,
the tires shall be inflated only to the tire manufacturers cold
inflation air pressure absolutely necessary to support the load
on each tire measured at the ground. The manufacturer shall
provide instruction for the correct front and rear tire pressures
required for the ambulance GVWR.

6.6.9 Inner Tubes—When tube type tires are furnished,
inner tubes shall conform with the recommendations of the Tire
and Rim Association.

6.6.10 Spare Tire and Storage—Unless otherwise specified
by the purchaser (see 9.2.15), one inflated spare wheel/tire
assembly identical to those on the vehicle shall be furnished.
The spare assembly shall be stored in an accessible weather
protected compartment or area. When available from the
chassis manufacturer, the spare tire shall be located under the
rear of the vehicle. The spare tire assembly shall be accessed by
the chassis manufacturer’s winch-type carrier. An equivalent
winch carrier assembly may be retrofitted on other chassis.
When locating spare tire assembly under the vehicle, all other
specification requirements (for example, departure angle,
ground clearance, weight distribution) shall be in compliance.
Access door shall be fitted with suitable latch and lock when
accessible from outside the vehicle. Loose or removable
panel(s)/door(s) shall not be acceptable. The spare tire assem-
bly shall be accessible without removal of the patients from the
compartment. The spare assembly and tools shall have restrain-
ing devices to eliminate rattling and dislocation in case of an
accident. The carrier design shall enable removal and mounting
of the spare assembly using only the tools specified in 6.6.13
(see 6.11.3).

6.6.11 Tire Chain Clearance—Tire chain clearance on the
furnished body shall be provided for all driving wheels in
accordance with SAE J683. Additionally, sufficient chain
clearance shall be provided to permit off road operation with
the ambulance loaded to the maximum payload.

6.6.12 Wheel Tire Balancing—Wheel/tire, hubs, and brake
drum assemblies of the vehicle shall be in balance to a
minimum of 112 km/h (70 mph).

6.6.13 Tools (Tire Changing)—When provided as original
equipment from the chassis manufacturer, vehicle shall be
furnished with tools for exchanging mounted tire assembly
with the spare assembly and shall include at least a jack, jack
handle, and wheel nut wrench. The jack height, when closed,
shall permit its location under the axle or other satisfactory lift
point at any wheel with the tire flat. The jack, without having
to block the jack, shall be capable of raising any wheel of the
loaded vehicle to a height adequate to permit removal and
replacement of the wheel and tire assembly. Tools shall be
stored in accordance with 6.6.10.

6.6.14 Hub Caps—Manufacturer’s (OEM) standard hubcap
or wheel cover shall be fitted on each wheel except the spare.
Vehicles with dual wheels and Class 2 modular vehicles (see
6.16.2.1) do not require hubcaps.

6.7 Electrical System and Components:13 Tire and Rim Association, 175 Montrose Ave., W., Copley, OH 44321.
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6.7.1 Electrical System—(see Fig. 7 or Fig. 8). The ambu-
lance electrical system shall be equipped with but not limited
to, the following: dual chassis manufacturer’s 12-V batteries;
generating, starting, lighting, visual and audible warning sys-
tems; specified electronics equipment and devices (including
master consoles located in the cab and patient compartment);
and other specified accessory wiring. The electrical systems
and equipment shall comply with all applicable FMVSS,
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSR) and shall
also conform to all the applicable SAE recommended standards
and practices, whether or not specifically referenced in this
document, while complying with the subparagraphs herein. All
electrical and electronic components shall be selected to
minimize electrical loads thereby not exceeding the vehicle’s
generating system capacity. All electrical system components
and wiring shall be readily accessible through access panels for
checking and maintenance. All switches, indicators, and con-
trols shall be located and installed in a manner that facilitates
easy removal and servicing. All exterior housings of lamps,
switches, electronic devices, connectors, and fixtures shall be
corrosion resistant and weatherproofed. All electrical devices
and equipment installed, including the electromagnetic coils of
high current solenoids and relays and so forth, which produce
RFI, shall include filters, suppressors, or shielding to prevent
electromagnetic radiation and the resultant interference to
radios and other electronic equipment (see 6.7.12). Vehicles
equipped with electronic engine controls shall be immune from
interference caused by radio transmissions. (Warning—
Electrical loads shall be minimized. Additional electrical loads
above those required by this practice should be avoided
because heavy loads cause alternator and battery failures.

Failure of these components will likely result in the ambulance
not being able to complete its mission.) The electrical system
shall include patient compartment outlets for 12-V power (see
6.7.7.3) for medical equipment. A driver compartment console-
mounted “module disconnect switch or device” (see 6.7.7.4)
shall be provided which controls the equipment as defined in
Fig. 7.

6.7.1.1 Warning Indicators—The electrical system shall
incorporate a warning light panel located in the driver’s
compartment. It shall provide indicator lights for showing:
open patient compartment entry door(s) (see 6.10.8); open
equipment compartment door(s); and when batteries are turned
on by the battery disconnect switch (when furnished) (see
6.7.7). The “Door Open” warning lights shall be red, flash
battery, and approximately 13 mm (1⁄2 in.) in diameter, or
equal, in area. The hazard indicator light shall be green with a
lens approximately 13 mm (1⁄2 in.) in diameter, or equal, in
area. Electronic displays that are visible in all ambient light
that project narrative information may be used in lieu of
discrete, colored, indicator/warning lights provided the pro-
jected message is at least as visible as the basic required
warning light and complies with FMVSS 101 for displays. The
use of “high intensity” LEDs in lieu of the 13-mm warning
light is acceptable. Warning indicators shall be identified and
marked per 6.7.11.

6.7.2 Wiring Installation—The ambulance body and acces-
sory electrical equipment shall be served by circuit(s) separate
and distinct from vehicle closed circuits. All wiring provided
by the ambulance manufacturer shall be copper and conform to
all the SAE J1292 requirements and shall have type SXL or
GXL high-temperature crosslinked polyethylene, or better,

FIG. 6 Portable Equipment Battery Charging Circuit (See 6.7.7.2)
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insulation conforming to SAE J1127 and J1128. The use of
multiconductor or ribbon cables is permitted provided they are
not exposed to underhood or under vehicle temperatures/
conditions. The wiring shall be permanently color coded or
marked the entire length of the wire for identification with
easily read numbers and letters, or both, and routed in conduit
or high-temperature looms with a rating of 149°C (300°F).
When cables are supplied by a component manufacturer to
interconnect system components, these cables need not be
continuously color coded/identified. They shall be coded/
identified at the termination or interconnection points. All
added wiring shall be located in accessible, enclosed, protected
locations and kept at least 15 cm (6 in.) away from exhaust
system components. Electrical wiring and components shall
not terminate in the oxygen storage compartment except for the
oxygen controlled solenoid, compartment light, and switch
plunger or trigger device. Wiring necessarily passing through
an oxygen compartment shall be routed in a metallic conduit
(see 6.11.3). All conduits, looms, and wiring shall be secured to
the body or frame with insulated metal cable straps to prevent
sagging and movement which results in chafing, pinching,
sagging, or any other damage. All apertures on the vehicle shall
be properly grommeted for passing wiring and conform to SAE
1292. All items used for protecting or securing the wiring shall
be appropriate for the specific application and be standard
automotive, aircraft, marine, or electronic hardware. Cable ties
shall not be used to support harnesses but may be used for
bundling purposes. Electrical panels that are accessible to

accidental contact shall have a protective cover, shield, and so
forth, to prevent shorts that can result in injury, fire, or damage
to the electrical system.

6.7.2.1 Wiring Criteria—Wire size shall be determined by
the rating of the circuit breaker protecting the circuit and shall
conform to the requirements in Table 1. All wiring (including
grounds), devices, switches, outlets, and so forth, except circuit
breakers, shall be rated to carry at least 125 % of the maximum
ampere load for which the circuit is protected. A service loop
of wire or harness shall be provided at all electrical compo-
nents, terminals, and connection points that permits at least two
replacements of the wire(s) termination. All splices and termi-
nals provided shall comply with SAE J163, J561, or J928 as
applicable. All wiring between the cab/chassis and module in
Type I and III ambulances shall be connected to a terminal
strip(s), block(s), or multi-pin connector(s) near the point of
entry to the patient module. All terminals shall be permanently
numbered or coded. Terminal strip(s), block(s), or multipin
connector(s) shall be readily accessible for checking and
service. All exterior wiring to lights or any other component
shall utilize sealed connectors or splices. The ambulance
electrical system shall incorporate a master circuit breaker
panel with circuit breakers or other electronic, nondisposable,
current protection devices, in each circuit, which comply with
SAE J553 Type I or Type III, if circuit breaker is readily
accessible for resetting by the driver or EMT. When multicon-
ductor cables/ribbon cables are used for low current (self-
limiting) circuits, additional fuses/circuit breakers are not

FIG. 7 12-V Electrical System—With Battery Disconnect Switch—Functional Diagram
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required. Additionally, one 15-amp circuit breaker shall be
provided for future use. For high current circuits, where SAE
Type I breakers are not commercially produced, protection for
these circuits may be provided with other types of circuit
breakers. All circuit breakers shall be securely mounted, easily
removable, and readily accessible for inspection and service.
All electrical and electronic components, switches, connectors,
circuit breakers, lamps, and indicators, including the vehicle
batteries, shall be marked with an easily read identification
code number and letter, or both. Complete, highly legible,
wiring diagrams and schematics, including identification codes
and parts list for the ambulance’s standard and optional
equipment furnished, shall be included in the service manual
and be supplied with each ambulance in accordance with 9.8.

6.7.2.2 Printed Circuits—When printed circuits are used,
they shall conform to SAE J771. Printed circuit boards shall be
securely mounted and protected from physical damage and
accidental shorts. Printed circuit board connections and com-
ponents shall conform to all other specification requirements.

6.7.3 Grounding:
6.7.3.1 Dedicated grounds for all appliances, circuits, and so

forth shall be furnished. The use of appliance mounting
screws/hardware shall not be used for grounding purposes
unless specifically designed for such use by the appliance
manufacturer.

6.7.3.2 To provide RF grounding and minimize potential
interference with chassis manufacturer’s computers, the mod-
ule and chassis cab shall be connected to the chassis frame with
a separate dedicated minimum 19-mm (3⁄4-in.), braided ground
strap with soldered ends that are secured to cleaned metal
surfaces on the body and frame with star washers, and so forth.
To prevent corrosion, both ends of the attached ground strap
shall then be sealed with either rustproofing compounds or
nonhardening battery terminal sealer.

NOTE 6—Regular stranded copper wire, while providing a dc ground,
does not provide RF grounding.

6.7.4 Windshield Wipers and Washers—Vehicle shall be
equipped with dual, electric, multispeed, windshield wipers
and washer complying with FMVSS 104. When specified (see
9.2.16), the OEM intermittent wipers shall be furnished.

6.7.5 Horns—The chassis manufacturer’s dual electric
horns shall be furnished. See 6.14.6 for switching arrange-
ments.

6.7.6 Electrical Generating System—(See Fig. 7 or Fig. 8.)
Unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.17), the ambulance shall,
when available from the chassis manufacturer, be equipped
with a standard or optional generating system designed for
ambulance applications, nominally rated at 14 V, with a
minimum underhood temperature of 93°C (200°F). As a

FIG. 8 12-V Electrical System—Without Battery Disconnect Switch—Functional Diagram
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minimum, the generating system shall be capable of supplying
at its regulated voltage, at 93°C (200°F), the continuous
electrical load which consists of the following electrical
equipment and systems: engine/transmission control system;
headlights (low beam); all FMVSS 108 lights; windshield
wipers (low speed); cab air conditioning (at coldest setting with
highest blower speed); radio in receiving mode (or equal load,
if not equipped); patient module dome lighting (in the high
intensity setting); patient module air conditioning (at coldest
setting with highest blower speed); emergency warning light-
ing system (in the daytime “primary” mode) (see 6.8.2); and
20-amp medical load or equal. (Warning—Additional (op-
tional) continuous load, electrical devices or systems, (addi-
tional warning lights, on board 115-V ac supply, and so forth),
are permitted, providing reserve or additional generating ca-
pacity is available or added.) (Warning—Manufacturers/
purchasers should note that the “cold,” maximum rpm, output
rating of the alternator may be substantially higher than the hot
93°C (200°F) operational speed ratings.) The generating sys-
tem shall supply the maximum electrical load, at the regulated
voltage, at 93°C (200°F) underhood temperature, and with an
engine speed not exceeding the furnished engine manufactur-
er’s high idle setting in order to maintain battery charge at the
regulated voltage. The throttle control device, specified in
6.7.6.2, shall control the engine RPM necessary to maintain the
heating and air conditioning systems, at full operating capacity,
and to maintain the generating system’s required output when
the vehicle is stationary. The 12-V electrical system shall
incorporate an ammeter (see 6.7.6.3) and a voltmeter or voltage
warning device (see 6.7.6.4) which are functionally connected
as shown in Fig. 7 or Fig. 8. The final stage manufacturer/
supplier shall test each ambulance before delivery and provide,
to the purchaser, a written certification (tag) indicating the
amount of generating capacity remaining, at the regulated
voltage, at 93°C (200°F), after supplying the total electrical
load as manufactured (including the purchaser options). Test-
ing and tagging shall be in accordance with AMD Standard 005
(Ambulance 12 Volt dc Electrical Systems Test).

6.7.6.1 Load Management—If the total connected load
exceeds the minimum continuous electrical output of the
installed alternator(s) operating under the conditions defined in
6.7.6, an automatic electrical load management system shall be
required. The priority of all managed loads shall be specified
by the purchasers so that electrical loads are shed in the order
least likely to affect emergency operations. Optical warning
devices in excess of the minimum required in this practice can
and should be load managed.

6.7.6.2 Engine High-Idle Speed Control, Automatic—An
engine high-idle speed control shall be furnished on all
vehicles which automatically increases the engine speed
(RPM) to the engine manufacturer’s recommended setting to
sustain the ambulance’s total continuous electrical load at the
regulated voltage, and provide maximum heating/air condition-
ing output. The device shall be preset so that, when activated,
it will operate the engine at the appropriate RPM (see 6.7.6).
The device shall operate only when switched to the “ON”
position and the transmission is in “NEUTRAL,” “PARK,” and
the parking brake is applied (when required by the chassis

manufacturer). For transmissions without a “PARK” position,
the device shall function only with the transmission in “NEU-
TRAL” and with the parking brake applied. The device shall
disengage when the operator depresses the service brake pedal
or the transmission is placed in gear, and automatically
reengage when the service brake is released or when the
transmission is placed in neutral or park. The device shall be
furnished by the chassis manufacturer when available.

NOTE 7—Diesel engine manufacturers state that their engines should be
set at an elevated speed during extended idle periods. Additionally, the
elevated idle speed reduces torsional vibration which causes alternator belt
slippage.

6.7.6.3 Ammeter—The electrical system (see Fig. 7 or Fig.
8) shall incorporate a center scale ammeter or equivalent
electronic digital display which is capable of indicating a
current of 6150 amps or greater to exceed the worst case
ampere load. The ammeter shunt, Hall Effect, or other current
sensing device shall be electronically located in the electrical
system to indicate all the current going to (charging) or from
(discharging) the vehicle’s batteries. When specified, furnished
(see 9.2), or when the chassis manufacturer disallows the
cutting of power leads, a “Hall Effect” or other similar current
sensing device shall be furnished in place of the ammeter
shunt. The ammeter, or equivalent electronic digital display
shall incorporate an external shunt or current monitoring
device which does not exceed 150 mV at maximum current.
The ammeter and shunt, or equivalent device, shall have a
combined accuracy of610 % of the full-scale reading. The
meter shall be mounted in a location highly visible to the
vehicle operator and shall be illuminated for night operation.
The shunt or monitoring device shall be protected against
physical damage, weather, road spray, and shall be mounted in
an easily accessible location which shall minimize the length of
the power cables.

6.7.6.4 Voltmeter or Voltage Monitor—A voltmeter, or
equivalent electronic device, illuminated for nighttime opera-
tion, which constantly monitors the 12-V electrical system or a
warning device and indicates abnormally high or low electrical
system voltages shall be furnished. The device furnished must
be mounted so it is clearly visible to the driver at all times.

6.7.7 Battery System—Two 12-V batteries (or additional
batteries as required by the chassis manufacturer) for ambu-
lance use shall be furnished. When installed by the chassis
manufacturer, a labeled “Battery Disconnect Switch,” (or a
switch-operated solenoid) shall be furnished per Fig. 7. All
electrical loads added by the ambulance manufacturer shall be
controlled by an illuminated “Module Disconnect” switch as
shown in Fig. 7 or an illuminated, switch-controlled solenoid
as shown in Fig. 8. Unless otherwise specified (see Table 7,
Item 5), the batteries shall be equivalent to the chassis OEM
batteries. When high-cycle batteries are specified, performance
ratings for each battery shall not be less than 700 cold cranking
amps and 180-min reserve capacity. Battery ratings shall
conform to SAE J537. Batteries shall be located in a ventilated
area, sealed off from occupant compartments, and shall be
readily accessible for servicing and removal. When batteries
are mounted in the engine compartment, they shall be provided
with a heat shield as a safeguard against high underhood
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temperatures. If the chassis manufacturer furnishes and installs
the “Battery Disconnect Switch” (Fig. 7), it shall be clearly
visible to the driver, in the seated position. If the switch is not
visible, a green indicator light, indicating the batteries are
“ON” (see 6.7.1.1), shall be furnished. Battery selector device
wiring and added/modified starting motor circuit wiring shall
meet or exceed SAE J1127 for high-temperature SGX wire and
SAE J541 for maximum voltage drop requirements for 12-V
heavy-duty applications. When specified (see 9.2.18), the
batteries, on Types I and III vehicles, shall be located in the
module, sealed from the interior, or on Type II vehicles, in a
compartment or lower skirt. Batteries shall be on a slide out
tray or be readily available for service. When relocating
batteries, the method of relocation shall be approved by the
chassis manufacturer.

NOTE 8—Module battery locations can provide for improved front/rear
and lateral weight distribution and for a lower center of gravity.

6.7.7.1 Battery Charger or Conditioner—When specified
(see Table 7, Item 7), either a 12-V dc taper type battery
charger or automatic charger/conditioner shall be provided.
The charger/conditioner shall be listed by an organization
meeting the requirements in 6.7.8, and connected to the 12-V
dc battery system as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 or Fig. 8. The
charger shall be capable of supplying a minimum of 10-amp
charging current. The charger/conditioner shall be permanently
mounted, in the vehicle, in a properly ventilated, accessible
location and wired to the 115-V ac utility power as specified in
6.7.8 and Fig. 9. Battery charger controls shall include an
“ON/OFF” switch and a charging indicator. When a battery
conditioner is provided, it shall monitor the battery state of
charge and, as necessary, automatically charge or maintain the
batteries without gassing, depleting fluid level, overheating, or
overcharging.

6.7.7.2 Portable Equipment Charging Circuit—(See Fig. 6.)
A circuit shall be furnished for charging all portable battery
powered devices, for example, suction units, hand lights,
defibrillators, portable radios, and so forth. This circuit shall
prevent discharge of chassis batteries by only permitting the
charging of portable devices when the vehicle is either running
or the battery conditioner is connected to shore power (opera-
tional). Circuit breaker protection shall be provided and shall
have a minimum of 10-amp capacity. Additional tagged,
identified leads shall be furnished in both the cab and module
for connection of additional (future) portable equipment that
requires recharging. When specified by the purchaser, addi-
tional leads shall be furnished and shall be located in areas
designated by the purchaser. A decal shall be furnished in a
conspicuous location in the cab stating, “This vehicle is
equipped with a battery conditioner to maintain batteries in a
full state of charge and a dedicated 12-V recharging circuit for
portable battery powered equipment. For operation, vehicle
shall be plugged into 115-V ac shore power during periods of
non-use.”

6.7.7.3 Internal 12-V dc Power—(See Fig. 7 or Fig. 8.)
Unless otherwise specified by the purchaser (see 9.2.19), the
patient compartment shall be furnished with a 12-V dc, 20-amp
capacity, separately protected circuit, with two outlet recep-
tacles. The circuit shall include a (low-voltage drop) “Schot-
tky” diode to isolate medical equipment batteries from any
electrical loads that the remainder of the ambulance electrical
system may impose. The “Schottky” diode shall be heat-sink
mounted, have an inverse voltage rating of at least 45 V and
also be rated to carry the maximum short circuit current, until
the circuit breaker opens. The diode shall be physically located
in an accessible location and be electrically connected between
the circuit breaker and the “action wall9 mounted receptacle.

FIG. 9 115-V Electrical System—Functional Diagram
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Unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.19), the receptacles shall be
a military-type connector of the following generic configura-
tion, MS3112E12-3S or its interchangeable commercial
equivalent. The polarity of the connector shall be as follows:
Pin A (+12 V), Pin B (Ground), Pin C (not used). The
receptacles shall be located on a vertical surface of the “action
wall” or other location specified by the purchaser. The mating
plug attached to the medical equipment shall be an
MS3116FI2-3P or its interchangeable commercial equivalent.
The polarity for the plug shall be the same as above. Two of
these unwired plugs shall be furnished and tagged with polarity
requirements and shall be connected to the receptacles.

NOTE 9—These connectors are widely available directly from most
major industrial electronics distributors.

6.7.7.4 Master Module Disconnect Switch or Device—This
switch (see Fig. 7 or Fig. 8) shall be located in the driver’s
compartment, be legibly marked, illuminated when “ON,” and
rated to carry at least 125 % of the circuit’s maximum current.

6.7.8 115-V or 115/230 ac Utility Power—(See Fig. 9.)
Unless otherwise specified, the ambulance shall be furnished
with a two–wire plus ground 115-V ac wiring system that is
separate and distinct from the vehicle’s 12-V dc wiring
system(s). The ac electrical system, including wiring and
associated equipment, shall comply with AMD Standard 009.
Listing shall be by a nationally recognized testing laboratory,
recognized by OSHA under Appendix A to 29 CFR 1910.7.
The ac system is to be used while the vehicle is stationary for
powering maintenance devices, medical equipment battery
chargers, and when specified (see 6.15.3 and 9.2), vehicle
battery conditioner/charger, and any other device(s) deemed
necessary by the purchaser. The ac system shall incorporate a
ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) device and a minimum
15-amp circuit breaker which can be used as a master ac
disconnect switch. The GFCI and circuit breaker may be an
integral unit. The ac wiring shall use stranded wire in armored
cable, nonmetallic sheathed cable, “Type SO” or better flexible
cable rated at 600 V and 90°C, covered with a minimum 149°C
(300°F), flame retardant wire loom, or approved wire in
conduit. When an onboard ac power supply is specified (see
6.7.8.3), an automatic transfer switch shall be furnished which
turns off this onboard ac supply (interlock) and disconnects its
output, when the ac utility power is applied. When the 12-V dc
battery charger (see Table 7, Item 7) and any power plant
heater(s) (see Table 7, Item 16) are furnished and connected to
this system, they shall be wired so that they can be energized
only from the utility power, and not the onboard ac supply. The
onboard ac system shall not be utilized for operational ambu-
lance interior lighting, such as dome and cot lights.

6.7.8.1 Utility Power Connector—Unless additional capac-
ity is required, a 115-V ac (male) plug (NEMA 5-15P), rated at
15 amp with spring-loaded cover assembly suitable for wet
locations, shall be installed on the driver’s side of the ambu-
lance body in close proximity to driver’s door. The connection
shall be permanently labeled with the following: “This Con-
nection is for 115 V ac, 60-Hz, 15-amp Supply.” This recep-
tacle shall energize the vehicle’s internal ac circuit(s) from an
exterior power source (utility power). The purchaser’s station-
ary utility power circuit supplying the ambulance’s 115-V ac

power should incorporate ground fault protection. A proper
mating weatherproof, 15 amp or more when required, female
receptacle (NEMA 5-15R) shall also be furnished without
cable and tagged specifying the size, type of wire necessary,
and the polarity of the future hookup.

NOTE 10—The above label shall reflect actual voltage and current
connections if other than shown.

6.7.8.2 Electrical 115-V, A/C Receptacles—The patient
compartment shall be furnished with a pair of two-wire plus
ground duplex 115-V ac receptacles. Receptacles shall be near
flush vertically-mounted. One outlet shall be located on the
primary patient action wall and the other shall be located in the
right front cabinet/storage area. Both outlets shall be at least 31
cm (12 in.) from any oxygen outlet. An indicator shall be
located within each 115-V ac receptacle as a line monitor
indicating a live (hot) circuit. The receptacles shall be labeled
with the following: “115 V ac.”

6.7.8.3 Solid State Inverter for Onboard 115-V A/C
Power—When specified under Table 7, Item 6, a dc-to-ac
inverter shall be provided in conjunction with the onboard
115-V ac wiring system (see 6.7.8). The device furnished shall
be capable of continuously delivering at least 750 W of
sine-wave-type regulated ac power to safely power all types of
electrical or electronic loads and maintain a frequency of 606
4 Hz. The single phase RMS output sine-wave-type regulated
voltage shall not rise to more than 135 V nor drop to less than
105 V from no load to full load, at an 80 % power factor, over
the 12.8 to 14.8 range of the dc input voltage. The device shall
be capable of operating all types of ac loads, including resistive
and reactive (either inductive or capacitive) over the tempera-
ture range in 6.4.2. The installation shall include an “ON-OFF”
switch to activate the device. This switch shall be located on
the EMT’s control panel or cab console, have a red “ON”
indicator, and be labeled with the following: “115-V ac
Inverter.” A decal shall be provided near this switch which
states that: “When Operating the 115-V ac System, all unnec-
essary 12-V dc Electrical Loads Should Be Turned Off.” The
inverter shall have integral GFCI protection and shall be wired
as shown in Fig. 7 or Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

6.7.9 Driver Compartment Controls—In addition to the
left-hand drive controls and switches, the final stage ambulance
manufacturer shall provide and locate, within easy normal
reach of the driver, the specified controls and instruments. The
battery and module disconnect switches or devices (see
6.7.7.4) shall be different in feel from each other and be
supplied with a handle or knob which feels different to the
touch than the other switches or be physically isolated from
them.

6.7.10 Patient Compartment Controls—Unless otherwise
specified by the purchaser (see 9.2.20), the patient compart-
ment controls, switches, and instruments shall be panel
mounted and located within normal reach of the seated EMT
(see 6.10.3).

6.7.11 Marking of Switches, Indicators, and Control
Devices—All switches, indicators, and control devices sup-
plied by the end product manufacturer of the ambulance shall
be clearly visible to the ambulance personnel. They shall be
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perceptively and permanently identified with at least twelve-
point letters for the noun or function and eight point for the
remainder of the legend. The identifications shall be contrast-
ing colors etched or engraved in plastic or metal, or printed and
laminated in see through plastic, and grouped according to
function, mounted in illuminated or backlit panel(s) or console.

6.7.12 Electromagnetic Radiation and Suppression—In ad-
dition to OEM chassis, all added electrically operated or
electrical generating devices, including alternators, air condi-
tioning, warning light systems, electromagnetic coils of high-
current solenoids and relays, and medical equipment including
portable medical equipment that can be operated from its own
internal power source, shall be electromagnetic radiation sup-
pressed, filtered, or shielded to prevent interference to radios,
telemetry equipment, and other medical devices operated
aboard the vehicle and the surrounding area and shall not
exceed SAE J551 limits. Type certification for these devices is
acceptable. When specified by the purchaser (see 9.2.21), the
completed ambulance vehicle shall be tested and certified to
demonstrate that the RFI does not exceed the maximum limits
of SAE J551. When electrically operated medical equipment is
specified, such equipment shall be in compliance with and
tested in accordance with MIL-STD-461.

6.8 Lighting Ambulance Exterior and Interior:
6.8.1 Ambulance Exterior Lighting—The basic exterior am-

bulance lighting shall comply to FMVSS Std. No. 108 and the
requirements herein and include daytime running lights when
standard from the manufacturer, amber-colored front and rear
directional signals, and hazard warning lights (except on Type
II ambulances, if amber lenses are not available from OEM).
The lower front and rear side marker lights shall flash in
conjunction with the directional signals. Backup light(s)/
loading light(s), clearance lamps (when applicable), ambulance
emergency lights (see 6.8.2), floodlights (see 6.8.3), and
spotlight(s) (see 6.8.4) (see Figs. 2-4), shall be furnished as
specified. The ambulance manufacturer shall furnish light
assemblies that are stainless steel, plastic, or other weather
resistant materials that are installed in a manner that will not
cause electrolysis of light housings or vehicle body.

NOTE 11—To minimize electrical system loading and reduce mainte-
nance LED (light emitting diode) stop/tail, directional and marker lights
shall be furnished when specified by the purchaser, (see 9.2.58) on
modular bodies.

6.8.2 Ambulance Emergency Lighting—As specified (see
9.2.22), a strobe, halogen, HID, or any other source of light for
the emergency lighting system shall provide the ambulance
with 360° of conspicuity for safety during its missions. The
system shall display highly perceptible and attention-getting
signals that function in a modal system and convey the
message in the Primary Mode—“Clear the Right-of-Way” and
in the Secondary Mode—“Hazard, Vehicle Stopped on Right-
of-Way.” The ambulance warning light system shall not impose
a continuous average electrical load exceeding 40 amp at 14.2
V and 42 amp with the optional second amber rear light.
(Warning—Purchasers should not specify warning lights be-
yond those required herein. Additional lighting will use reserve
alternator capacity and could result in overloaded electrical
systems. (See Warnings in 6.7.1 and 6.7.6.)) Additional warn-

ing lights are not required but if specified (see 9.2.22), shall not
obscure the light output of the warning light system. Additional
warning light systems furnished shall be separately switched.
Any warning devices furnished, in addition to the specified
system, shall be compensated for with reserve or additional
generating capacity as required in 6.7.6 or by use of an
electrical load management system as described in 6.7.6.1.

6.8.2.1 Standard Emergency Lighting System
Configuration—The ambulance standard emergency warning
light system shall contain twelve fixed red lights, one fixed
clear light and one or two fixed amber or SAE “selective
yellow” light(s). These lights shall function in a dual mode
system as shown in Table 2 and meet the physical and
photometric requirements of 6.8.2.2 and Table 3. The upper
body warning lights shall be mounted at the extreme upper
corner areas of the ambulance body, below the horizontal
roofline. The single clear light shall be centered between the
two front facing, red upper corner lights or in a dedicated
housing mounted forward of the body on the cab roof (see Figs.
2-4, and Fig. 10). The lights also may be mounted in dedicated
housings on the cab roof if necessary as a result of limited body
dimensions and the physical size of the outboard forward
facing lights. The standard warning lights shall not be ob-
structed by doors or other ancillary equipment. The amber
light(s) shall be symmetrically located between the two rear
facing red lights. The red “grille” lights shall be located at least
76 cm (30 in.) above the ground and below the bottom edge of
the windshield and be laterally separated by at least 46 cm (18
in.), measured from centerline to centerline of each lamp. The
lateral facing intersection lights shall be mounted as close as
possible to the front upper edge of each front fender and may
be angled forward a maximum of 30°. All warning lights
furnished shall be mounted to project their highest intensity
beams on the horizontal axis (see 6.8.2.4).

6.8.2.2 Standard Emergency Warning Lighting System Pho-
tometric and Physical Requirements—Each emergency light
shall flash 75 to 125 times/min. All warning lights shall project
a beam spread of at least 5° up and 5° down and at least 45° left
and right of H-V. Each light shall produce a decreasing flash
energy per flash, measured from the H-V to all the extreme test
point coordinates and shall be tested at all 5° increments. At no
point shall the flash energy values drop to less than the
minimum values as shown in Table 3, when tested at 14.2 V.
Flash energy shall be determined in accordance with SAE J845
method for determining the flash energy of a light. Testing shall
be conducted on the devices as manufactured including use of
the actual light source and all other related system components.

6.8.2.3 Switching Arrangements—The emergency light
switches shall be wired and arranged to provide the warning
light signal modes and combinations as specified. All emer-
gency light switches shall be labeled (see 6.7.11) and each
primary/secondary mode switch shall have an amber or red
indicator light to show the driver which mode is activated.
When strobe lights are furnished or, when specified (see
9.2.22) for incandescent lights, a day-night switch shall be
provided. When specified (see 9.2.23) from the lighting system
manufacturer, an automatic switch to secondary mode in
“Park” with manual override to “Primary Mode” shall be
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furnished. Additionally, when specified (see 9.2.22) from the
lighting system manufacturer, the lighting system shall provide
an ambient light sensing circuit to automatically switch to the
night position while in the secondary mode. A manual override
to the daytime (bright) mode shall be provided. Operator’s
manual (see 6.20) shall include suggestive management in-
structions for the warning systems.

6.8.2.4 Hardware Construction and Installation—The
emergency lighting system shall be comprised of components
and devices that comply to the general requirements and tests
of SAE J575, J576, J578, and J551 as applicable for the unit.
Warning lights shall be firmly fastened to reinforced body
surfaces per the lighting manufacturer’s requirements and
recommendations, and shall include aiming wedges to com-
pensate for sloped body surfaces or mold release angles on roof
caps, grill, hood, and fender angles. The ambulance manufac-

turer shall aim the lights to assure that all lighting performance
requirements herein are being met. The lights shall be aimed
either mechanically or optically on the horizontal axis with a
tolerance of +0 to -3°. All switches, connectors, and wiring
shall be rated to carry a minimum of 125 % of their maximum
ampere load. When halogen lamps flashed by current interrup-
tion are used, the duty cycle of any lamp shall not exceed 50 %.
When strobe lights are furnished, all high-voltage leads and
connections shall be insulated and enclosed or weatherproof
connectors, with the proper voltage rating, shall be used.

6.8.2.5 Tests, Warning, Light System—The lighting manu-
facturers shall furnish and certify or the ambulance manufac-
turer shall measure and record the total average current load of
the standard emergency warning light system on the vehicle as
manufactured at the regulated voltage of 14.2 V, when operated
in the mode which draws maximum current. This load current

FIG. 10 Flash Pattern

TABLE 2 Modal Emergency Lighting System

Mode of operation

Color and Location
Red Clear Amber Red

Front and Rear Corners Front Upper Center Rear Center Grille and Fender
Primary
“Clear the right of way”

on on on on

Secondary
”Hazard-vehicle stopped on right of way”

on off on off

TABLE 3 Minimum Flash Energy, (cd.s) Per Flash, Per Fixture

Color Red Red Clear Amber
Location Grill and Fenders Upper Body Corners Front Center Rear Center

Day 160 cd.s @ HV 240 cd.s @ HV 900 cd.s @ HV 600 cd.s @ HV
80 cd.s @ 65° 120 cd.s @ 65° H

Points
450 cd.s @ 65° H

Points
300 cd.s @ 65° H

Points
12 cd.s @ All

5° V-45° H PointsA
32 cd.s @ All

5° V-45° H PointsA
96 cd.s @ All

5° V-45° H PointsA
72 cd.s @ All

5° V-45° H PointsA

Night 10 to 30 % of the above
A Single center rear or dual rear (optional). Flash energy reduced 20 % per flash per fixture for optional dual amber lights.
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test shall be conducted in accordance with AMD Standard 005
(Ambulance dc Electrical Systems Test). The warning light
system and related components and devices shall conform to
temperature conditions in 6.4.2 and be tested and approved by
an accredited laboratory for compliance with the requirements
in this standard.

6.8.2.6 Alternative Emergency Warning Light System—A
warning light system that complies with the requirements of
SAE J2498 and 6.8.2.3 may be used as an alternative to the
standard emergency warning light system (see 9.2.22).

6.8.3 Flood and Loading Light (Exterior)—Flood and load-
ing lights shall be not less than 191 cm (75 in.) above the
ground and unobstructed by open doors. Floodlights shall be
located on the sides and a patient loading light on the rear of
the ambulance. They shall be firmly fastened to reinforced
body surfaces, below the roofline. When specified by the
purchaser (see 9.2.23), two flood lights shall be furnished on
each side and two patient loading lights shall be furnished on
the rear. These flood lights shall have the maximum possible
spacing between them. The lamp(s) H-V shall be projected
downward, either mechanically or optically, at an angle of 12
to 18° from the horizontal plane and the lighting on each side
of the ambulance shall provide a minimum of 800-beam candle
power with a trapezoidal beam pattern. Floodlight switches
shall be located on the cab console and control each side
independently. Loading light(s) shall provide a minimum of
500 candle power with an 80° horizontal by 30° vertical beam
spread, and shall illuminate the area surrounding the back
loading doors. Loading light(s) shall automatically be activated
when rear doors are opened and may be incorporated with the
FMVSS backup lighting system.

6.8.4 Spotlight—A hand-held spotlight shall be provided
with a lamp that produces a minimum of 100 000 CP. It shall
have a corrosion-proof housing with momentary switch, and
minimum 244 cm (8 ft) heavy-duty coiled cord. It shall be hard
wired to the vehicle 12-V dc system (for anti-theft reasons) and
stowed in a holder in a compartment/area, accessible to the
driver and passenger. When specified (see Table 7, Item 25), a
remote-controlled spotlight shall be furnished, having an “ON/
OFF” panel switch and variable speed fingertip control. The
spotlight shall be a minimum 13 cm (5 in.) in diameter and
shall be capable of producing a beam of 100 000 CP. Lights
shall be operable over 360° horizontal sweep and approxi-
mately 90° vertical range. Remote control, exterior, light
housings shall be chrome-plated, bronze, brass, or other
materials with intrinsically corrosion-resistant construction.

6.8.5 Ambulance Interior Lighting—The basic interior am-
bulance lighting configuration shall be designed to minimize
electrical loads and include: A driver’s compartment dome
light; instrument panel lights; master switch panel; and console
light(s). When specified (see Table 7, Item 33), a map light for
the front seat passenger shall be furnished. Lighting shall be
designed and located so that no glare is reflected into the
driver’s eyes or his line of vision, from switch, control panels
or other areas that are illuminated while the vehicle is in
motion. The patient compartment dome lighting (see 6.8.5.1)
shall be sufficient to illuminate the stepwell (see 6.10.12). The

EMT’s control panel shall be separately illuminated. All lights
shall have lamp shells and housings grounded.

6.8.5.1 Patient Compartment Illumination—Normal while
illumination (dome and EMT’s switch panel lighting) in the
patient compartment shall not be less than 15-ft candle
intensity, measured along the centerline of the clear floor
without any outside ambient light. The primary cot shall be
provided with a minimum of 35-ft candles of illumination
measured on at least 90 % of the cot’s surface area. Blue
light(s) or lenses shall not be used. Patient compartment lights
shall not be powered by the vehicle’s 115-V ac system if so
equipped. The patient compartment dome lighting (in the dim
setting) and loading lamp(s) shall be automatically activated
when the patient compartment doors are opened. All interior
dome lighting, including “checkout” lights, shall be near flush
mounted and not protrude more than 3.8 cm (1.5 in.). The use
of fluorescent lighting which operates on 12-V dc, meets the
above performance and interference requirements of 6.7.12,
can be used in lieu of incandescent lighting. Fluorescent
fixture(s) shall have a removable cover that positively locks in
place. The fluorescent tube shall be positively locked in place
to preclude loosening due to vehicle movement or vibration.

Dome lighting shall not consume more than 15 amps in the
bright setting and shall have two separately protected and
controlled circuits. Switches, electronic controls, or fireproofed
rheostats may be used to control lighting.

6.8.5.2 Patient Compartment “Checkout Lights”—When
specified (see Table 7, Item 9), two “patient compartment
checkout lights” shall be furnished with 6-candle power lamps,
or equal, and 5-min timer switch that is wired directly to the
ammeter shunt (battery side of load disconnect switch) (see
Fig. 7 or Fig. 8). One of the light fixtures shall be located
towards the front of the patient compartment and one towards
the rear. The checkout lights may be integrated into the
standard patient compartment lighting by activating two of the
lamps in the “dim” circuit.

NOTE 12—Use of checkout lights minimizes battery cycling, precludes
the necessity for turning on batteries, and use of higher power compart-
ment lighting.

6.9 Cab-Body Driver Compartment and Equipment:
6.9.1 Driver’s Compartment, Cab-Body Structure:
6.9.1.1 All cab compartments shall be of sufficient size to

accommodate a driver and assistant, with space to perform
driving and control activities. The cab (Type I) or the cab-body
(Types II and III) shall be organized and designed with the
specified and required equipment and accessories for ease of
operation and safety.

6.9.1.2 The partition and door, when provided between cab
and patient compartment on Type II and Type III vehicles, shall
not interfere with or restrict the OEM’s full range of front seat
adjustment.

6.9.1.3 The cab and cab-body shall comply with Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 107,
108. 111, 113, 115, 120, 124, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210,
211, 212, 219, 301, and 302. Types II and III vehicles, of the
integral cab-body design, shall be equipped with front doors
and window openings equal to the Type I conventional truck
cab and conform to 6.9.2-6.9.8. All ambulance types shall be
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provided with a partition between the cab or driver’s compart-
ment and the patient’s compartment (see 6.10.2 and 6.10.15).

6.9.2 Cab-Body Provisions—Cab-body section shall pro-
vide a right and left side, weatherproofed, forward hinged door
with crank-operated side windows and, when available from
the OEM: crank or push-open vent windows; door stops;
external key operated door locks with two sets of keys; trim or
closed panels and headliner (washable vinyl upholstery, or
flooring type materials); floor covering (OEM’s heat, noise and
appearance trim packages); panel mounted instrument; and
seat(s). All exposed interior surfaces shall be painted. Hard-
ware and other exterior exposed metal shall be chrome plated,
stainless steel, or anodized aluminum. When specified by the
purchaser (see 6.10.15.2 and Table 7, Item 29), a console shall
be furnished that will contain a map book, clip board, radio
control head(s) speaker(s), and so forth. The console shall be
furnished per purchaser’s specifications. Additionally, the ve-
hicle shall be furnished with at least the following equipment:

6.9.2.1 Dual sun visors (padded).
6.9.2.2 Armrests, mounted on each side door.
6.9.2.3 Compartment ventilation, other than windows.
6.9.2.4 Key operated ignition/starter switch.
6.9.2.5 Ammeter and voltmeter (see 6.7.6.3 and 6.7.6.4).
6.9.2.6 Fuel gage(s).
6.9.2.7 Oil pressure gage.
6.9.2.8 Engine temperature gage.
6.9.2.9 Speedometer with odometer.
6.9.2.10 Environmental controls (heater, defroster, air con-

ditioner, and so forth.).
6.9.2.11 Seatbelts and shoulder harness for driver and pas-

senger, when available from chassis manufacturer.
6.9.2.12 Dual outside mirrors (see 6.9.5).
6.9.2.13 Cab lighting and controls.
6.9.2.14 Tinted windshield.
6.9.2.15 Dual electric horn(s).
6.9.2.16 Throttle control (see 6.7.6.2).
6.9.3 Cab Compartment Driver and Assistant Seat—Unless

otherwise specified (see 9.2.24), the driver’s compartment shall
be furnished with at least two individual bucket-type seats
(driver and assistant) or, when specified (see 9.2.24), bench
style seating for three. The seats shall be frame constructed
with cushioned springs or foam rubber, padded and upholstered
to provide maximum riding comfort. Unless otherwise speci-
fied (see 9.2.24), the seats shall be covered with fire-retardant
(per FMVSS-302), washable, nonabsorbent material. Driver’s
seat shall have the OEM’s full, unobstructed range of longitu-
dinal adjustment, and a minimum of 30 % of the range of
inclination, but not less than the angle furnished on the chassis
manufacturer’s standard nonreclining high back seat.

6.9.4 Controls and Operating Mechanism—All controls and
operating mechanisms shall be located for left-hand drive.
Lever controls, equipment, items, and devices shall be in-
stalled, located, and stowed for the convenience of the purpose
intended and shall not interfere with the ambulance personnel
or patient’s ingress or egress of respective compartments.

6.9.5 Outside Rearview Mirrors—Unless otherwise speci-
fied (see 9.2.25), dual, firmly secured, vibrationless, rearview
mirrors, having a combination flat/convex mirror system, shall

be furnished. Convex shall be a minimum 13-cm (5-in.)
diameter, that is, approximately 130-cm2 (20-in.2) in area.
Mirrors shall have the largest usable reflective area practical
for the designed ambulance, totaling at least 806 cm2 (125 in.2)
per vehicle. Unless the mirror assembly is manufactured as an
integral assembly, all four mirror head faces shall be indepen-
dently adjustable. Hardware and mirror heads shall be
chromed, polished stainless steel, or polished aluminum.

6.9.6 Bumpers and Steps—Chassis manufacturer’s standard
chrome bumper shall be furnished in the front of the chassis.
The rear of the ambulance shall be furnished with a sturdy,
full-width, rear bumper, with step secured to the vehicle’s
chassis-frame. The rear bumper and step shall be adequate to
support a test weight of 227 kg (500 lbs) without flexing. A step
shall be furnished at the back (loading) door opening, if the
patient compartment floor is more than 46 cm (18 in.) above
the ground. Unless otherwise specified by the purchaser for
Class 2 vehicles (see 9.2.26), the step installation shall be equal
distance65 cm (2 in.) between the ground and the floor. The
bumper-step shall be designed to prevent the accumulation of
mud, ice, or snow and made of antiskid open grating metal (a
folding style step if specified in Table 7, Item 21). These steps
shall not be located or exposed to the interior of the ambulance
when the door(s) are closed. All necessary steps shall be at
least the width of the door opening for which they are
provided. The step’s tread shall have a maximum depth of 13
cm (5 in.) and a maximum depth of 25 cm (10 in.). If the step
protrudes more than 18 cm (7 in.) from the rear of the vehicle,
a foldup step shall be furnished.

6.9.6.1 Override Front Grille Guard—When specified and
permitted by the chassis manufacturer (see Table 7, Item 22),
an override protection (high-rise heavy-duty grille guard) shall
be furnished to protect the vehicle grille, siren speakers, grill
lights, radiator, and air conditioner condenser. The heavy-duty
grille guard shall be custom fit to the front bumper and bolted
to the vehicle frame. The grille guard shall be of all steel
construction with not less than 9.5- to 10-mm (3⁄8-in.) thick side
plates and two horizontal 5.0-cm (2-in.) diameter tube cross-
members. The grille guard shall be of a height to extend from
the bottom edge of the front bumper to not less than 20.3 cm
(8 in.) above the top edge. Unless otherwise stated in ordering
data, the grille guard shall be chrome plated or painted to
match the vehicle exterior color. (Warning—Purchasers
should be aware that grille guards add additional front end
weight and should not be ordered unless absolutely necessary.)

6.9.6.2 Bumper Guards—When specified and permitted by
the chassis manufacturer (see Table 7, Item 22) or required for
protection of grille mount siren speakers which extend beyond
the face of the bumper, a set of bumper guards shall be
furnished. Bumper guards shall be rubber faced, 30 to 36-cm
(12 to 14-in.) high, polished aluminum, chromed steel, or
polished stainless steel. They shall bolt or clamp to the bumper
or chassis, and shall protect the bumper, siren speakers, grill
lights, and so forth.

6.9.7 Body Protection:
6.9.7.1 Fenders—Fenders and wheelhousings (see 6.10.13)

shall be provided to cover all tires. Fender extension(s) over
dual rear tires are permitted on ambulance bodies to cover tires,
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providing they are less than 20 cm (8 in.) wide, reinforced,
secured, and may be painted black, unless polished metal is
specified (see 6.4.11.2 and 9.2.27).

6.9.7.2 Running Boards—When specified (see Table 7, Item
30), bright finish aluminum running boards shall be provided
from the rear of the front wheel opening to the rear of the cab
(Type I); to the front of the rear wheel opening (Type II); and
to the front of the modular body (Type III). All running boards
shall be securely attached to the cab and body, or both, as
required, and include nonmetallic spacers to prevent contact of
dissimilar metals and prevent trapping of dirt and water
between the running board and the cab body. All running
boards shall be gusseted and provide brackets to prevent
flexing, sagging, and damage. Design of the running boards
may incorporate mud flaps. Running board installation shall
conform to the manufacturer’s recommendation.

6.9.7.3 Mud Flaps—When specified (see Table 7, Item 31),
mud flaps, at least as wide as the tire(s), shall be provided per
SAE J682 behind the front and rear wheels and shall be
reinforced at the point of attachment to the vehicle. Mud flaps
may be incorporated into the running boards.

6.9.7.4 Mud/Stone Guards—When specified (see Table 7,
Item 15), bright finished aluminum diamond plate shall be
provided to protect the lower part of Type I and Type III
ambulances.

6.9.7.5 Rub Rail—When specified on Type I and III bodies
(see Table 7, Item 19), a body rub rail, minimum 25.4 mm (1
in.) thick by 50.8 mm (2 in.) wide, shall be provided that
extends the full length of the right and left sides of the lower
third section of the module. The rub rail shall be firmly
attached to the body.

6.9.7.6 Fuel Fill Splash Plates—The painted surface of the
ambulance body shall be protected from discoloration due to
spilled fuel during refueling. Protection shall be provided by a
drain in the fuel fill housing(s) or by splash plate(s) under the
fuel fill opening.

6.9.8 Engine Hood—Engine hood and cowl shall be fitted to
prevent precipitation, heat, odors, and noise from entering the
interior of the cab and body. Cab compartment engine covers,
on Types II and III ambulances, shall be removable for easy
access to engine and components.

6.9.9 Cab Connecting Bellows for Type 1 Vehicle—A flex-
ible, weather-tight bellows, fabricated from sheet or molded
synthetic rubber (EPDM (Ethylene Propylene), Hypalon, or
equivalent) or other durable materials that meet the tempera-
ture requirements herein and resist ozone, sunlight, oil, fungus,
and will not crack or deteriorate, shall be provided between the
Type I cab and the modular body. Bellows shall be designed for
proper fit and finish and be able to absorb lateral, vertical, and
torsional displacement due to body/cab movement. Window in
the cab or body shall be of the sliding type, shall be aligned,
and connect with the modular body window opening (see
6.10.2, 6.10.14, and 6.10.15) and shall conform to require-
ments of the partition.

6.10 Ambulance Body and Patient Area:
6.10.1 Body Accommodations—The ambulance body and

patient compartment shall be sufficient in size to transport
occupants, as specified in Configuration A or B (see 6.1.5), and

accommodate and store all the stretchers, cots, and litters
through the range of dimensions as specified in Table 4. There
shall be space around the patients to permit a technician to
administer life support treatment to at least one patient during
transit (see dimensional parameters in 6.10.4).

6.10.2 Cab/Patient Compartment Access Window—The am-
bulance and body bulkheads shall have an aligned window
opening of at least 968 cm2 (150 in.2), for visual checking and
voice communications between the cab and the patient’s
compartment for Type I vehicles and, when specified (see
6.10.15.2). in lieu of walkthru door on Types II and III. The
window shall be latchable from the cab side and shall be an
adjustable, transparent, shatterproof panel (see 6.9.9 and
6.10.14).

6.10.3 Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) Seating—The
EMT shall be provided with a seat conforming to FMVSS 207,
when applicable, FMVSS 210, and equipped with a safety belt,
a padded back, and a padded headrest. Unless otherwise
specified (see 9.2.28), the seat shall be not less than 46 cm (18
in.) deep by 46 cm (18 in.) wide and 38 to 46 cm (15 to 18 in.)
high, measured to the top of the seat cushion (see 6.11.1.1) and

TABLE 6 Miscellaneous Extrication Equipment

1. One wrench; 30 cm (12 in.), adjustable, open end.
2. One screwdriver, 30 cm (12 in.), regular blade (slot).
3. One screwdriver; 30 cm (12 in.), Phillips type.
4. One hacksaw; with 12, wire blades (carbide).
5. One pliers; 25 cm (10 in.), vise grip and one pair, channel lock pliers.
6. One hammer; 1.4 kg (3 lb.), 38-cm (15-in.) handle (engineer style).
7. One fire ax; flat head.
8. One crowbar; 130 cm (51 in.), pinch point.
9. One wrecking bar; 61 cm (24 in.), combination tool.
10. One bolt cutter; 91 cm (36 in.), jaw opening of 32 mm (11⁄4 in.) or greater.
11. One power jack; portable, hydraulic and spreader tool kit, hand powered,
minimum 4064-kg (4-ton) capacity.
12. One shovel; pointed blade (folding type).
13. One tin snip; double action, minimum 20 cm (8 in.).
14. Two ropes; synthetic, kernmantle, 15-m (50-ft) by 19-mm (3⁄4-in.) diameter
each.
15. Three pairs gloves; leather (gauntlets).
16. Three pairs goggles; clear eye protective.
17. One cold chisel; and one center punch; 13 mm (1⁄2 in.) by 305 mm (12
in.).
18. One cold chisel; 25 mm (1 in.) by 305 mm (12 in.).
19. One seatbelt cutter.
20. Two utility knives; curved blade.
21. One rope; weighted, polypropylene, 30 m (100 ft.), 13-cm (1⁄2-in.)
diameter.
22. One pair lineman’s rubber gloves with leather shells.
23. Two lights; portable, battery operated.
24. One fire blanket and case (min. 152 cm (5 ft.) by 183 cm (6 ft.)).
25. Two baling hooks.
26. Three hardhats with face and eye protection device.
27. One spring loaded, window punch.
28. Twelve hardwood, shoring blocks, 51 mm (2 in.) by 102 mm (4 in.) by 254
mm (10 in.) with rope handles.
29. Four blocks; hardwood, cribbing, 102 mm (4 in.) by 102 mm (4 in.) by 304
mm (12 in.) with rope handles.
30. Four blocks; hardwood, cribbing, wedge shaped, with rope handles.
31. One come-along, 1814-kg (2-ton), chain type with hooks.
32. Two alloy steel, rescue, pull chains, 3 m (10 ft.) minimum, with grab
hooks and rings.
33. One gun kit; air cutting, 1722 kPa (250 psi), with cylinder and chisels.
34. One truck jack, hydraulic, 2722 kg (3 ton).
35. Two extrication straps, synthetic fabric, 2.7 m (9 ft), with quick release
buckles.
36. One extrication, loop sling, 2.5-cm (1-in.) wide nylon, or equal, 183-cm
(6-ft.) circumference with closure ring.
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adjustable a minimum of 10 cm (4 in.) (front to rear) when a
bucket-type seat is furnished. The EMT shall be seated at the
head of the primary patient, near the bulkhead or position
behind cab compartment facing rearward (see 6.1.5). The space
under the seat may be designed as a storage compartment or
used for other equipment. The EMT seat shall be upholstered
per 6.11.4. When an ambulance manufacturer’s fabricated seat
is furnished, the padded backrest shall be the maximum
practical width and height. When specified and available (see
9.2.28), an EMT seat with integral infant/child safety seat shall
be furnished and conform with all requirements including
FMVSS 213.

6.10.4 Patient Compartment Interior Dimensional
Parameters—The patient compartment shall provide, but not
be limited to, a minimum of 9.2 m3 (325 ft3) of space, less 1 m3

(35 ft3) for cabinets, while complying with the following:
6.10.4.1Length—Unless otherwise specified or permitted

by the purchaser (see 9.2.29), length, measured from the
partition to the inside edge of the rear loading doors at the floor,
shall be at least 310 cm (122 in.). This length in the compart-
ment shall provide at least 64 cm (25 in.) and not more than 76
cm (30 in.) of unobstructed space at the head of the primary
patient measured from the face of the backrest of the EMT seat
to the forward edge of the cot. A minimum of 25 cm (10 in.)
shall be provided, from the end of the cot to the rear loading
doors, to permit clearance for traction or long board splints.

6.10.4.2Width—The width of the compartment, after instal-
lation of the cabinets, shall provide 466 15 cm (186 6 in.)
of clear aisle walkway between cot and base of squad bench,
with the cot located in the street side (non-centered) position.

6.10.4.3Height—Unless otherwise specified by the pur-
chaser (see 9.2.30), the patient compartment shall provide at
least 152 cm (60 in.) height, over the primary patient area,
measured from floor to ceiling panels.

6.10.5 Body, General Construction:
6.10.5.1 For modular construction, the body shall be all

welded aluminum or, when specified or approved by the
purchaser (see 9.2.31), other lightweight, inherently corrosion
resistant materials of equal, or greater, strength. The exterior of
the body shall be finished smooth with symmetrically radiused
corners and edges, including rub-rails when specified (see
Table 7, Item 19), and shall include doors and windows
specified herein. Ambulance body, as a unit, shall be designed
and built to provide impact and patient compartment penetra-
tion resistance and shall be of sufficient strength to support the
entire weight of the fully loaded vehicle on its top or side, if
overturned, without separation of joints or permanently de-
forming roof bow or reinforcements, body posts, doors, string-
ers, floor, inner linings, outer panels, rub-rails, and other
reinforcements. Wood, or wood products, shall not he used for
structural framing. As evidence that the ambulance body meets
the above criteria, the manufacturer’s body (fabricated, modi-
fied, or converted), excluding the conventional cab, shall
furnish for each body model (Type) a certification that the
ambulance body meets AMD Standard 001 (Static Load Test
for Ambulance Body Structure).

6.10.5.2 Additionally, the roof structure, liner, and outer
skin or cap shall be designed and constructed to prevent

separation and the possible ejection of patients or crew in the
event of an accident and shall include welded and, if necessary,
reinforced attachments to the body. (Warning—Any absorbent
material such as carpeting, fabric, or inside/outside plastic type
carpeting, and so forth, that resists cleaning and decontamina-
tion shall not he used in any storage or patient compartment.)

6.10.6 Ambulance Body Structure:
6.10.6.1 All parts of the ambulance body and attachments

shall be fastened with rust-resistant fasteners in a manner that
will preclude loosening. Cabinets, benches, partitions, oxygen
cylinder holders, guide rails, and cot holders shall be attached
to metal tapping plates and flame-welded to the body structure,
or both. These components shall he fastened by welding,
bolting, or self-tapping (threading) machine screws, on at least
46 cm (18 in.) centers or less, as applicable to the component
being installed. Sheet metal, self-tapping wood/metal screws,
nails, staples, and so forth shall not be used in assembling the
ambulance structure, except for self-threading sheet metal
screws used for light trim panels and for retention of wood
flooring. Vehicles furnished with fiberglass/plastic, exterior
roof panel shall have the center section embedded with metal
wire screening (see 6.14.3) for a radio antenna ground plane.
Ambulance bodies with an extended roof shall have the roof
structural members permanently fastened to structural mem-
bers of the body (welded, bolted, and sealed) to prevent
separation in an accident. Body structure shall, as necessary,
include gusseting to provide diagonal strength. Drip rail(s)
shall be provided around the entire modular body and have
drain points at each corner. Drip rails shall also be furnished
over each entry, and compartment door. When structure per-
mits, drip rail shall extend 2.5 cm (l in.) beyond the edge of the
doors.

6.10.6.2 Body skirt(s) shall not extend more than 8 cm (3
in.) below the vehicle cab/body. The body, roof and panel joints
shall be watertight. All openings between the chassis-body and
occupant carrying compartments, including the bulkhead be-
tween cab and body of Type I and III (See 6.9.9), shall be
sealed to prevent intrusion of water, dust, and exhaust gases.

6.10.7 Body Mounting—On Types I and III ambulance
bodies, to reduce stress on body and frame, minimize height
above the frame, and isolate the patient compartment from
noise and vibration, full floating, automotive style, rubber body
mounts or other chassis manufacturer’s approved body mount-
ing systems shall be furnished with a minimum four per side on
bodies up to 371 cm (146 in.) and five per side on bodies over
371 cm (146 in.). Reinforcements or filler blocks shall be used
where mounting device(s) may deform frame flanges. Mount-
ing devices shall be locked units which will minimize loosen-
ing, but which may be retightened, if necessary. Modular
bodies shall be interchangeable with other chassis of the same
manufacturer having the same cab to axle (CA) dimension (see
6.5.6).

6.10.8 Doors—Two patient compartment door openings
shall be provided. There shall be a door opening on the right
forward side and at the rear of the body for loading a patient on
a cot. The side opening shall have a single forward hinged door
for Types I and III, double hinged doors for Type II, or if
specified (see 9.2.32) a sliding-type door for Type II vehicles
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shall be furnished. Door(s) shall provide a minimum right-side
clear opening of 76 cm (30 in.) wide and of 160 cm (63 in.)
high for Types I and III and the chassis manufacturers standard
opening for Type II vehicles. Should the rear doors be rendered
inoperable, the side door and interior configuration shall permit
emergency removal of the patient either on a backboard or
other device used for spinal immobilization. Unless otherwise
specified (see 9.2.32), for example, wide offset, rear loading
door(s) shall cover a clear opening of not less than 117 cm (46
in.) in height for Type II and a minimum height of 117 cm (46
in.) for Types I and III and 112 cm (44 in.) in width for Types
I and III and the chassis manufacturer’s standard opening for
Type II vehicles. All ambulance body doors shall be equipped
with not less than 1613 cm2 (250 in.2) of safety glass area per
door. Doors shall be designed for easy release and meet the
requirements of 6.10.9. A “Door-Open” warning device shall
signal (indicate in the cab) when doors are not closed (see
6.7.1.1). Each door shall have effective compression or over-
lapping seals to prevent leakage of exhaust fumes, dust, water,
and air. Doors may contain and be equipped with recessed
compartments as applicable to the interior for storage of
supplies and devices. Patient compartment doors, on Types I
and III, shall be flush or near flush style, full box-type
construction with removable inner panel. Inner panel shall be
finished with a durable, washable-type material and include
trim moldings around all unfinished exposed edges. A red light
or reflector, minimum 7.6-cm (3-in.) diameter, shall be in-
stalled, one on the interior surface of the side and each rear
door. The reflectors shall be so positioned as to provide
maximum visibility when the doors are in the fully open
position. At the manufacturer’s option, red reflective tape, with
the equivalent surface area, EMVSS 108, may be furnished in
lieu of the reflector.

6.10.8.1 Protection of Patients and Crew—Upholstered
padding/cushions shall be provided at the upper interior areas
of the door frames. Similar padding/cushions also shall be
furnished at other areas that may be capable of causing injury.

6.10.9 Door Latches, Hinges, and Hardware—Door
latches, hinges, and hardware furnished by chassis and ambu-
lance manufacturers shall comply with FMVSS 206. When
doors are open, the hinges, latches, and doorchecks shall not
protrude into the access area. All doors shall have hardware or
devices to prevent inadvertent opening and closing. To facili-
tate entry and exit from the vehicle, a minimum 15-cm (6-in.),
tubular or semi-oval, minimum 19-mm (3⁄4-in.) wide (diam-
eter), grab handle shall be provided on the inside of each door
or the adjacent body structure (in addition to a door operating
handle). Door stops, to prevent damage to body sides, and a
handle with latches, operable from inside (even if key locked
externally) and from outside of the body after unlocking, shall
be furnished. One external operated lock, with one key per
door opening, shall be provided. All patient compartment door
locks shall be identically keyed. Hardware shall be chrome-
plated bright finish, stainless steel, anodized aluminum, or
other powder-coated metal. Inside door latch handles shall be
designed and placed so they cannot be operated when acciden-
tally hit or used as a grab handle. Ambulance body side and
rear door hardware, installed by the ambulance body manufac-

turer, shall be tested to ensure installation meets or exceeds the
requirements of AMD Standard 002 (Body and Door Retention
Components Tests).

6.10.10 Floor:
6.10.10.1 Floor shall be at the lowest level permitted by the

chassis/body, but not exceed the height permitted in 6.4.11.7. It
shall be flat, except when the area near the rear entrance door
is sloped for a lower entering height, and with the exception of
cot related hardware, shall be unencumbered in the door(s)
access and work area. All floor areas shall withstand a
distributed load of 73 kg/1000 cm2 (150 lbs/ft2). Metal floors
shall be reinforced to eliminate “oil canning” and insulated
against outside heat and cold. The subfloor of the Types I and
III patient compartment shall be water resistant. When ply-
wood is used, it shall be water resistant, not less than 13 mm
(1⁄2 in.) thick, five-ply minimum, supported by body frame-
work. Under the subfloor of the Type I and III vehicles shall be
a aluminum heatshield/splash pan, minimum 1.3 mm (0.050
in.), with silicone or other non-hardening sealant evenly
distributed around its perimeter. The subfloor of the Type II
patient compartment shall be not less than 13-mm (1⁄2-in.)
thick, marine or exterior grade plywood. Fiberglass, aluminum,
or other nonhydroscopic composites with at least the equiva-
lent strength of plywood may be used as the subfloor. Particle
board or equivalent-type materials are not acceptable. Addi-
tionally, noise/thermal insulation shall be provided under the
floor as necessary.

6.10.10.2 Voids or pockets, where water or moisture can
become trapped to cause rotting and unsanitary conditions, are
not acceptable. Voids and pockets shall be filled with sealer or
caulking compound. Flooring shall extend the full length and
width of the patient compartment or body (including space
under the cabinets, unless otherwise insulated).

6.10.11 Floor Coverings and Color—Floor covering shall
be easily cleaned, sanitized, and harmonize with the interior
color and decor of the patient compartment. The floor covering
shall be seamless, one piece, no wax type, solid linoleum, vinyl
or poured epoxy or acrylic not less than 1.6-mm (1⁄16-in.) thick
and permanently applied to the subfloor. The floor material
shall cover the entire length and width of the compartment’s
working area. The covering of joints (corners, and so forth),
where the sidewalls and covering meet, shall be sealed and
bordered with corrosion-resistant cove molding or the covering
shall extend at least 7.6 cm (3 in.) up the sidewalls. Cabinets at
floor level shall be finished with floor covering material. Floor
covering shall comply with FMVSS 302.

6.10.12 Stepwell (Side Door)—Steps shall be provided in
the door openings, if the floor is more than 46 cm (18 in.)
above the ground. Stepwell, when applicable, shall be the
enclosed two-step type. Height of the bottom step shall not
exceed 466 5 cm (186 2 in.) (Types I and III vehicles), and
56 cm (22 in.) (Type II) with the exception of Class 2 vehicles.
Stepwells shall be lighted by interior lights and all step surfaces
shall be fabricated from reinforced, bright finish, aluminum
diamond plate or covered with antislip material.

6.10.13 Wheelhousings—Wheelhousings of Type I and III
vehicles shall include metal or plastic splash shields between
the body wheelhousing and the wheel(s) (see 6.9.7) extending
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over the top of the tires to the bottom of the body side skirting.
Wheelhouse openings shall allow for tire chain usage and easy
tire removal and service. Chassis manufacturer’s standard
wheelhousings will be acceptable. Wheelhousings shall be
undercoated or rustproofed.

6.10.14 Windows—Glazing shall comply to FMVSS 205
and unless otherwise specified (see Table 7, Item 12), the
patient’s compartment shall not have windows, except the
viewing panel in the partition or bulkhead(s) (see 6.10.15) and
in the side and rear doors (see 6.10.8). All windows shall be
tinted and when specified (see 9.2.33), upper windows shall
open and, when vertical windows are furnished, shall have
provisions to prevent accidental closure.

6.10.15 Bulkhead/Partition for Type II and III Vehicles—A
full height and width partition or bulkhead (with or without
compartments), having rollbar characteristics and a walk-
through opening with a door shall be placed between the driver
and patient’s compartment. This partition shall be located
directly behind the driver and companion seats when in the
rearmost position. The partition shall be secured on the sides,
ceiling, and floor by welding or bolting to tapping plates.

6.10.15.1Door/Walkthrough—Unless otherwise specified
by the purchaser to delete walkthrough or to specify or approve
alternate door opening dimensions (see 9.2.34), the door
opening shall be at least 43 cm (17 in.) wide and 117 cm (46
in.) high and shall provide an aisle between the compartments.
The door shall have at least a 968 cm2 (150 in.2), transparent,
shatterproof viewing panel in the center section at the driver’s
eye level. The door shall be secured with a driver’s side
self-latching device in the open and closed positions (see
6.10.2).

6.10.15.2Walkthrough Deletion—When specified (see
9.2.34), the partition door shall be deleted and a window, as
specified in 6.10.2, shall be furnished. When specified (see
9.2.34), additional compartments shall also be furnished in the
space normally occupied by the door opening, including the
area above the required passthrough window. Further, a con-
sole (see Table 7, Item 29) may be specified between the driver
and passenger seat.

NOTE 13—Purchaser should consider deleting the walkthrough be-
cause, in addition to providing increased space for compartments and the
capability of adding a radio control head/map book console (see 6.9.2 and
Table 7, Item 29) between the front seats, the deletion of the door also
provides for isolation of the driver from violent patients and the separation
of individuals that may be accompanying the patient who could interfere
with patient care.

6.10.16 Insulation—The entire body, sides, ends, and roof
of the patients compartment shall be completely insulated to
enhance the performance of the environmental systems, speci-
fied in 6.4.2 and 6.13, and prevent external noise from entering
the vehicle interior. The insulation shall be a nonsettling type,
vermin-proof, mildew-proof, fire retardant, nontoxic, and non-
hygroscopic. If fiberglass insulation is used, it shall not be
exposed to water, for example door and panels.

6.10.17 Interior Surfaces—The interior of the body shall be
free of all sharp projections. All hangers or supports for
equipment and devices shall be mounted as flush as possible
with the surrounding surface. The finish of the entire patient

compartment, including interiors of storage cabinets, shall be
impervious to soap and water, disinfectants and mildew, fire
resistance, in compliance with FMVSS 302, and be easily
cleaned/disinfected (carpeting, cloth, and fabrics are not ac-
ceptable). Interior body lining and cabinetry materials, exclud-
ing the cab compartment (see 6.9), shall be selected to
minimize dead weight and shall be plastic laminated or painted
aluminum panels or plastic laminated wood or other light-
weight, equivalent strength materials such as fiberglass, com-
posites, and fiberglass reinforced plastics. Panels shall be
installed in a manner that prevents sagging, deflection,
warpage, or vibration. The ceiling/headliner shall be of similar
lightweight materials. For interior colors, see 6.16.2.

6.11 Storage Compartments—Storage compartments shall
be furnished for all items required by this practice and specified
by the purchaser, or both, and include storage for, but not be
limited to, backboards, portable cots/litters, stair chairs, and
any other specified patient handling devices. Any absorbent
material such as carpeting, fabric, or inside/outside plastic type
carpeting, and so forth that resists cleaning and decontamina-
tion shall not be used in any storage or patient compartment.

6.11.1 Interior Stowage Accommodations—Unless other-
wise specified by the purchaser (see 9.2.35). the interior of the
patient compartment shall provide a minimum volume of 1 m3

(35 ft3) of enclosed stowage cabinetry, compartment space, and
shelf space which shall be conveniently located for medical
supplies, devices, and installed systems as applicable for the
service intended. Enclosed compartments and spaces shall be
located at, in, or on the partition, sidewalls, overhead, squad
bench, technician seat, and doors. Compartment(s) under the
floor, with opening panel(s) inside the patient compartment,
shall not be acceptable.

At a minimum stowage shall be required for the following
items as shown in Table 5.

6.11.1.1Location of Medical Equipment and Supplies—
Location of medical supplies and equipment shall be dictated
by their relative importance and shall be readily accessible to
the Emergency Medical Technician (EMT). Priority shall be
given to items necessary to cope with life threatening condi-
tions at the scene and in transit. The equipment and supplies
necessary for airway maintenance, ventilation, oxygenation,
and suction shall be at the head of the primary litter (action
area). When items for cardiac monitoring/defibrillation,
mechanized CPR, administration of intravenous fluids/
medications, and the monitoring of blood pressure are fur-
nished, they shall also be readily available to the EMT at the
action area. Supplies, devices, tools, and so forth shall be
stored in enclosed compartments and drawers designed to
accommodate the respective items. All medical devices and
equipment shall be stowed or properly fastened in/on the action
area or in cabinets or to the rail system(s) brackets’ when
specified (see Table 8, Item 1), to prevent items from becoming
projectiles in the patient compartment that can cause injury
while the vehicle is in motion or involved in an accident.

6.11.1.2 Interior Compartment with Exterior Access—
When specified by the purchaser, on Types I and III vehicles
(see Table 7, Item 32), an interior/exterior compartment with
two shelves, or other interior configuration as specified by the
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purchaser, shall be provided in the front, right corner of the

body or other location as specified. This compartment shall
also have an exterior door and, unless otherwise specified (see
Table 7, Item 32) or permitted by the purchaser, a roll-up,
inside door with an enclosed, roller assembly. When viewed
from the vehicle’s interior, this compartment shall have the
following minimum dimensions: W 76 cm (30 in.), D 46 cm
(18 in.), and H 102 cm (40 in.). The door shall be equipped
with the necessary gaskets, seals or other vibration and noise
silencing devices, a positive mechanical latch and a grab
handle to facilitate opening and closing. The shelves shall be
adjustable and have an approximate3⁄4-in. lip covered with
automotive edge molding.

6.11.1.3Waste and Sharps Disposal: (a)A trash receptacle
compartment for general waste, with closure over the opening,
shall be furnished with a full size plastic/rubber trash can and
disposable plastic liners, with twelve spare liners. The trash
compartment shall be accessible to the EMT seat and to the
head of the squad bench. The consignee shall furnish bags/
liners that meet OSHA requirements, for disposing of regulated
medical waste (as defined by OSHA).

(b) A sharps receptacle compartment/storage or a commer-
cially available container mounted in a convenient area shall be
furnished for retention of a sharps container that meets OSHA
requirements.

6.11.2 Exterior Storage Accommodations—On Types I and
III and when specified (see 9.2.25) on Type II vehicles, outside
entered, weatherproof, storage compartments shall be provided
in the ambulance body for extrication, spare tire, oxygen, and
miscellaneous equipment. When specified, (see 9.2.35), addi-
tional exterior storage compartments shall be furnished. Exte-
rior compartment doors and hardware shall be flush or near
flush style construction. All doors shall have spring or gas tube
type, hold open devices that permit one hand closure. Hard-
ware (hinges, locks, latches, and so forth) shall be rust
resistant. All exterior compartments shall have latches with
locks and shall be keyed alike. All exterior compartments,
except the long narrow backboard storage compartment, shall
be automatically lighted when opened. When top and vertically
hinged doors are furnished, they shall use ratchet or spring
loaded or gas tube hold open device.

6.11.2.1Extrication Equipment and Storage—The extrica-
tion equipment compartments, maximum of two, shall provide
at least 28 m3 (10 ft3) of storage accommodations. Small
hand-tools shall be contained in a single pouch type carrying
device. An example of items and other miscellaneous extrica-
tion equipment which shall be stored in the extrication storage
compartment(s) follows (see Table 6). The contractor shall
furnish specific items as specified under Table 7, Item 18.

6.11.3 Storage Compartments and Cabinet Design—
Storage cabinets, drawers, and kits shall be easily opened but
shall not come open in transit. For rapid identification of
contents, medical supply cabinets above the litter patients shall
have shatterproof, transparent or lightly tinted, sliding doors
provided with two recessed metal finger cups, near flush grip,
or low profile handles. Storage compartments shall be divided
into sections, shelves shall be adjustable, drawers shall be
marine style slide or tilt and all shall be removable. Sliding
doors for cabinets designed to carry lightweight items such as

TABLE 7 Optional Ambulance Equipment

1. Reserved.
2. Tachograph; 145 km/h (90 mph), with 24-h chart, warning light, and siren
recording.
3. Intercom, silent; The system shall consist of amber, red, and green lights in
the driver’s compartment controlled by the EMT. It shall include an alerting
buzzer in the driver’s compartment.
4. Intercom; voice intercommunication system between driver and technician
compartments as per 6.14.5.
5. Batteries, 12-V dc, heavy-duty 9high cycle life,9 maintenance-free automotive
type per 6.7.7.
6. 115 ac onboard electric power supply, Inverter (specify brand or equal) per
6.7.8.3.
7. 12-V dc battery charger or conditioner and portable equipment battery
charging circuit: Specify conditioner or charger, and locations of additional
portable equipment battery charging lead termination points per 6.7.7.1 and
6.7.7.2.
8. High intensity cot lightA; with flexible or adjustable shaft located near head of
primary cot.
9. “Checkout light” for patient compartment (see 6.8.5.2).
10. Patient fan; located near primary cot, minimum 250 CFM rating, 12-V dc.
11. Rear step storage compartment for Type I and III when available on
specified chassis.
12. Window; tinted, right side panel of patient compartment, minimum 2774
cm2(430 in.2) per 6.10.14.
13. Reserved.
14. Drug kit compartmentA; locking, security compartment located near primary
patient with piano hinge and non–exposed fasteners, door with key lock,
minimum size 56-cm (22-in.) W by 36-cm (14-in.) D by 46-cm (18-in.) H per
6.1.5.1.
15. Stone/mud guard; to protect lower front end of body (for Type I and III) (See
6.9.7.4).
16. Power plant heaters; minimum -34°C (-30°F) startability per 6.6.3.3 for
severely cold areas only.
17. High altitude operations; engine adjustments and emission control(s), or
both, and test if available and applicable per 6.6.4.3.
18. Extrication equipment, specified in 6.11.2.1. (This equipment may normally
be carried on the ambulance unless it is routinely accompanied by a rescue
vehicle. Select which items, (1 through 36) and fully detail specific items
wanted by brand, model, size, quantity, as required.
19. Body rubrails; for Types I and III as specified in 6.9.7.5.
20. Automatic transmission heavy-duty oil cooler, additional unit (for very hot
areas only), per 6.6.5.3 when not furnished from the chassis manufacturer.
21. Folding style step; at ambulance body rear loading doors, per 6.9.6.
22. Front bumper override, grille, and radiator protection, per 6.9.6.1 (grille
guard) and 6.9.6.2 (bumper guards).
23. Emergency safety kit; in sturdy metal/plastic carrying case containing: three
bi-directional reflective triangles (approved FMVSS 125) six fuses, 15 min each
with holders, two sets of chassis circuit electrical system spare fuses.
24. Towing devices (if permitted by chassis manufacturer), not less than two
towing devices on the front of the vehicle.
25. Spotlight, 360° horizontal and 90° vertical controlled per 6.8.4.
26. Radio-chassis manufacturers, AM/FM, as specified. Additional speakers
shall be furnished as specified.
27. Reserved.
28. CPR seatA on left, street side of vehicle (right side of patient) (see 6.1.5.1
and 6.11.4).
29. Cab console between driver and passenger seat. Purchaser shall specify
layout and dimensions (see 6.9.2 and 6.10.15.2).
30. Running boards (see 6.9.7.2).
31. Mud flaps (see 6.9.7.3).
32. Interior/exterior compartment, two shelves, at the front right corner of the
body with exterior access per 6.11.1.2 (for Types I and III).
33. Map light, dash or ceiling mounted as required by the purchaser and shall
be separately switched. Purchaser shall specify type or model required (see
6.8.5).
34. Siren system. Specify features, for example, foot switch or other
requirements (see 6.14.5).
35. Audible warning indicator, in the cab, that sounds only when the patient or
equipment compartment(s) are open and when the vehicle is placed in forward
or reverse gear.
36. Air horns, bumper/grill mounted (see 6.14.6).

A Items furnished as standard equipment when Configuration “A” (ALS) is
specified (see Section 6.1.5.1).
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dressings, bandages, and so forth shall automatically latch or
be fitted with friction holding devices when in a closed
position. Other compartments designed to carry heavier items
such as first aid and drug kits, portable and spare oxygen
cylinders, suction units, and so forth shall have positively
locked latches that are bolted to the door and the door frame
structure and are designed to remain closed in an accident,
including rollovers. Use of sheet metal or wood screws is not
acceptable. Side cabinet shelves shall be no more than 51 cm
(20 in.) in depth, when located above the vehicle belt level.
Storage compartments, cabinets, and support equipment area
interior surfaces shall be finished in accordance with 6.10.17.
To preclude injury, in the event of an accident, all cabinets shall
be firmly anchored (bolted or welded) to tapping plates of the
body structure (see 6.10.6). Tops of the cabinets and shelves
shall be surrounded by a lip of not less than 13 mm (1⁄2 in.) in
height covered in a soft, pliable molding. All shelves shall be
continuously adjustable. Storage for the main oxygen cylinder
(see 6.12.1) shall be accessible for replacement from an outside
position. The oxygen compartment shall be provided with at
least a 58-cm2 (9-in.2) louvered device to dissipate/vent leaking
oxygen to the outside of the ambulance. Oxygen cylinder
compartment shall not be utilized for storage of any other
equipment. Any wiring and electrical devices within this
compartment shall comply with 6.7.2. Oxygen cylinder(s) shall
be mounted with a restraining device(s), as required for the
crashworthiness tests of AMD Standard 003 (Oxygen Tank
Retention System).

6.11.4 Squad Bench, Seats, and Backrests:
6.11.4.1 The squad bench shall have post cups and wheel

cups, or both, to prevent lateral and longitudinal movement and
support the Style 3 folding stretcher, combination stretcher
chair specified (see 6.10.1 and 6.11.5), or other purchaser
specified stretcher Table 8, Item 16, or Style 5). The squad
bench top shall be between 48 cm (19 in.) and 56 cm (22 in.)
wide, a minimum of 183 cm (72 in.) long, and a height of
between 43 cm (17 in.) and 51 cm (20 in.) measured from the
floor to the top of the padded seat. Top opening squad bench
platform(s) shall be fitted with an automatic hold open and
closed latching device for safety. All seats in the patient
compartment shall be padded, at least 46 cm (18 in.) wide, and
have the largest practical padded backrest. Padding furnished
shall be rubber or polyester urethane foam of a medium to firm
density, in covered, finish thickness of at least 6.3 cm (2.5 in.)
for seats, and approximately 5.1 cm (2 in.) for head and
backrests. All padding and upholstery shall be fire retardant
and meet FMVSS 302. Additionally, the upholstery shall be
non-absorbent, washable and impervious to disinfectants. Non-
OEM seats shall have 40-oz reinforced vinyl upholstery. To
facilitate cleaning and disinfecting, all seats furnished and
installed by the ambulance manufacturer shall be cleanable to
OSHA standards and all exposed surfaces shall be free of vent
devices that would permit the entrapment of biological con-
taminates.

6.11.4.2 Squad bench shall be furnished with at least three
sets of lap (Type I) safety belts for seated occupants and for
retention of a cot/stretcher when positioned on the squad
bench. The belts shall be positioned at the patients chest, hips,

and legs. Seatbelts shall comply to FMVSS 209. The anchor-
ages for the side facing seatbelt assembly shall withstand a
minimum of 1134 kg (2500 lbs) force when tested in accor-
dance with FMVSS 210–S5.1. Other side facing seats shall
have a Type I lap safety belt.

6.11.4.3 Sealed storage shall be provided for the specified
oxygen cylinder, when located under the rear of the squad
bench, with separate compartment under the front of the bench,
and the maximum possible volume. The squad bench cover
latching device(s) shall be a quick release, slam type latch
similar to a Cleveland Model 3300 TL with 3400–15 striker
pin. For configuration A (ALS) or, when specified (see Table 7,

TABLE 8 Medical, Surgical, and Biomedical Equipment A

1. Rail system; a medical device(s) attaching aluminum rail, with quick release
mounting mechanisms, fastened securely in the action area at the side of the
primary cot. Rail length 152 to 229 cm (60 to 90 in.) long. Medical devices shall
be rail mounted, and three spare mounting devices supplied per 6.11.1.1.
2. I.V. telescoping pole for primary cot (see 6.11.9).
3. Electric clock, 12-V dc chassis powered, with sweep second hand,
illuminated (when module is turned on), 10-cm (4-in.) minimum dial. Clock shall
be located on the action wall and shall be visible to the EMT from both the EMT
seat and squad bench. Other types of clocks as specified or approved by the
purchaser may be furnished.
4. Suction jar (clear plastic) for secondary patient with 20 disposable inserts or
spare bottle (clear plastic) with holder (see 6.12.3).
5. Sphygmomanometer; 15-cm (6-in.) dial type, wall mounted or rail mounted,
when Item 1 is specified, cuff, stethoscope, inflating bulb, and mounting. Specify
size, obese, adult, child, or pediatric.
6. Self-inflating bag-valve-mask system, portable, for artificial ventilation (see
6.12.2.1).
7. Oxygen flowmeter (pressure compensated) and humidifier (see 6.12.1.1),
with specified disconnect fittings. Specify quantity.
8. Remote oxygen indicator for main cylinder. Specify type (see 6.12.1).
9. Oxygen outlet. A second, self-sealing, duplex oxygen outlet for the secondary
patient to be located at patients head area (see 6.12.1). Additional outlets may
also be specified.
10. Cot for primary and secondary patients (per 6.11.5). Specify desired
models. Cot straps per 6.11.8.1.
11. A lower-extremity traction splint with all necessary straps, attachments, and
case. Specify type and adult, pediatric size or universal type.
12. Emergency medical jump kit or drug kit, specify model (case only).
13. Scoop stretcher, specify model.
14. Backboards; wood, aluminum, or plastic, one long- minimum size 183 by 41
cm (72 by 16 in.), one short minimum size 81 by 41 cm (32 by 16 in.) with three
straps. Boards shall be X-ray translucent. Specify type and quantity.
15. Reserved.
16. Combination stretcher, in lieu of folding stretcher (see 6.11.5.1 and 6.11.4).
17. Oxygen, portable unit (see 6.12.2).
18. Suction aspirator, portable (see 6.12.4).
19. Mast, compartmentalized individually inflatable sections, pneumatic trouser
kit, complete with carrying case. Specify adult, pediatric, and model.
20. Oxygenation device of the type recommended for use by the American
Heart Association (see 2.6). Specify the type of quick disconnect fitting required.
21. Dual position cot fastener mounting assembly (quick detachable type for
center and side positions). Specify type (see 6.1.5 and 6.11.7).
22. Vest type (wrap around) extrication device to provide spinal immobilization
for seated patient, complete with all necessary belts, head straps, padding, and
so forth, and case. Specify type.
23. Extrication collar, specify type and size (pediatric, extra small, short,
medium, tall, and so forth).
24. Automatic external defibrillator or monitor defibrillator (specify desired
model).
25. Cardiac monitor/defibrillator mounting bracket. Specify type of bracket.
26. Pediatric, spinal immobilization/transport device with cot interface capability.
Device shall be complete with all straps, attachment devices, and case. Specify
desired model (see 6.11.8.2).
27. Reserved.
28. Infant/child carrier per 6.11.8.2.
29. Automatic resuscitation/ventilator (see 6.12.2.3). Specify type desired and
type oxygen system interface device (see 9.2.38).

A Items furnished as standard equipment when Configuration “A” (ALS) is
specified (see 6.1.5.1).
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Item 28), a side facing “CPR” seat located on the street side of
the vehicle at the patients thoracic region shall be furnished.
This seat shall also be furnished with a seat belt meeting the
above requirements and shall have rear and lateral padding at
the head areas.

6.11.5 Stretchers, Cots, and Litters—When specified (see
Table 8, Item 10 and 9.2.36), the ambulance supplier shall
provide the following: a Style 1 or Style 2 (with roll-in feature)
cot for the primary patient and a Style 3 folding stretcher or a
combination stretcher chair, each with legs and two wheels
designed to permit a patient to be carted (or wheeled) on
stairways and through other narrow areas (see 6.11.5.1).
Stretchers, cots, and litters shall conform to the dimensions of
Table II (see 6.10.1). Length and width measurements shall be
taken at the metal framing, excluding joint fittings. Wheeled
cots shall include foot and head pulls, when available from the
cot manufacturer, and a polyester foam mattress at least 8 cm
(3 in.) thick or an equivalent mattress covering with vinyl
coated, nylon fabric or other nonporous fabric conforming to
FMVSS 302, or equivalent, and restraint straps in accordance
with 6.11.8.1.

6.11.5.1Combination Stretcher Chair—When specified in
Table 8, Item 16, a combination stretcher chair, shall be
furnished, in lieu of the stored stairway stretcher specified in
6.11.5. The stretcher shall conform to the dimensions of Style
3 in Table II (see 6.10.3). Stretcher shall have posts, wheels,
folding handles at foot-end, straps, and convert to a stair chair
or stretcher.

6.11.6 Seat Safety Belts and Anchorages—All seats shall
comply with FMVSS 207. Safety belts and anchorages shall
comply with FMVSS 208, 209, and 210, except as otherwise
specified (see 6.11.4). Seatbelts shall have retractor devices for
all seat positions in the vehicle, including the squad bench.

6.11.7 Litter Fasteners and Anchorages—A crash stable
side or center mounting cot fastener assembly with quick
release latch shall be furnished. It shall secure the Style 1 or
Style 2 wheeled cot or infant transporter to the ambulance
body. Style 4 and Style 5 litters need not be provided with
fastening devices unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.36). The
installed cot fastener device(s) for wheeled cots shall be tested
to comply with a 2200-lb pull test in accordance with AMD
Standard 004 (Litter Retention System). Additional cot related
hardware is permitted, provided the patient compartment
exit/entry is not encumbered with the cot in place. The
furnished devices shall have a bright colored finish, if the
device presents a tripping hazard in the entry/exit area when
the cot is removed.

NOTE 14—Users shall not use or install any cot or infant transporter that
is not specifically designed for use/interface with the fastener assembly/
ambulance, and is manufactured, installed, and tested/certified as required
herein and in AMD Standard 004.

6.11.8 Patient Restraints:
6.11.8.1Cot Straps—At least three strap-type restraining

devices (chest, hip, and knee) shall be provided per stretcher,
cot, and litter to prevent longitudinal or transverse dislodgment
of the patient during transit. Additionally, the head of the cot
shall be furnished with upper torso (over shoulder) restraints
that mitigate forward motion of the patient during severe

braking or in a frontal impact accident. Restraining straps shall
incorporate metal-to-metal quick release buckles, be not less
than 51 mm (2 in.) wide, and fabricated from nylon or other
materials easily cleaned and disinfected.

6.11.8.2 Infant/Child Carrier—When specified (see Table 8,
Item 26) an infant/child spinal immobilization/carrier device
shall he furnished that safely secures those patients to the cot.

6.11.9 Holders for Intravenous Fluid Containers—Two
near flush style, I.V. ceiling holders specifically designed for
holding I.V.’s, with a velcro-type strap to hold and control I.V.
bags/bottles, shall be provided. The ceiling holders shall not
protrude more than 2.5 cm (1 in.) and shall be located on or
adjacent to the side wall, one at the head of the primary patient
and one at the head of the secondary patient’s cot (squad
bench). When an ALS configuration (see 6.1.5.1) is specified,
one additional I.V. hanger shall be furnished for each patient, at
the lower extremities. When specified (see Table 8, Item 2), a
fold-down, rigid, telescoping I.V. pole and holder, with a
107-cm (42-in.) minimum height (when extended), shall be
provided on the left side of the Style I cot. (Warning—Swing
down I.V. hangers that can cause injury shall not be specified
or furnished.)

6.12 Oxygen and Suction Systems and Equipment—The
ambulance manufacturer, as required, shall furnish devices/
equipment under 6.12-6.12.4 complying to this practice or to
other Medical Associations approved standard(s) (for example,
ASTM). The specified device shall be tested and certified by an
independent, medical testing laboratory for EMS use.

6.12.1 Oxygen, Main Supply and Installation—The ambu-
lance shall have a hospital-type piped medical oxygen system
constructed and tested in accordance with Specification F 1949
and AMD Standard 015. Unless otherwise specified (see
9.2.37), the main oxygen supply shall be from a single “M”
size cylinder. When furnished, cylinders shall conform to
Federal Specification RR-C-901, DOT 3AA2015, and MS-
39226-8. The main oxygen system shall have the following
essential components: an oxygen cylinder capable of storing
and supplying a minimum of 3000 L of medical oxygen (see
cylinder data 9.7); a cylinder changing wrench, chained and
clipped within the oxygen cylinder compartment; a pressure
regulator; nonferrous oxygen piping or low-pressure,
electrically-conductive hose approved for medical oxygen at
the flow rate specified in 6.12.1.1 or both; a self-sealing duplex
oxygen outlet station with quick-disconnect interface; and
when specified, a second self-sealing duplex oxygen outlet
station with quick-disconnect interface for a secondary patient.
The purchaser shall specify the type of quick-disconnect, for
example: D.I.S.S., NCG, or Ohmeda (see 9.2.38) to interface
with a flow meter and oxygen-powered or oxygen-delivering
device (see Table 8, Items 7 and 20). Duplex outlet stations
shall be appropriately labeled and color coded to indicate their
use with medical grade oxygen. Oxygen outlet stations shall be
installed with sufficient vertical space to accommodate attach-
ment of flow meters (see 6.12.1.2), humidifiers, and nebulizers.
There shall also be sufficient horizontal clearance to prevent
interference with the suction inlet quick-disconnect (see
6.12.3) and equipment directly attached thereto.

NOTE 15—Industrial- or welding-type oxygen hose shall not be used.
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6.12.1.1 Oxygen Pressure Regulator—A medical grade
oxygen pressure reducing and regulating valve with inlet filter
at the cylinder shall be provided in accordance with Specifi-
cation F 1949. The regulator gage shall have a range of 0 to
17 225 kPa (0 to 2500 psi) tested to 27 560 kPa (4000 psi). The
gage shall be graduated in increments not exceeding 100 psi.
The oxygen pressure regulator shall be easy to connect and be
preset to 506 5 psi. It shall include an inlet filter, a locking
mechanism to prevent settings from being inadvertently
changed, be electrically conductive from inlet to outlets and
incorporate standard D.I.S.S. oxygen connections. The oxygen
pressure regulator shall maintain accurate readings and cali-
brations during ambulance operation and not be affected by the
temperature conditions specified in 6.4.2. All settings, calibra-
tions, safety valves, and limiters for pressure shall maintain
accuracy to within610 %. Servicing, parts, and instructional
manuals shall be provided and included in 6.20. The oxygen
pressure regulator shall be permanently identified with its
manufacturer’s name, model number, calibrated conditions,
and with specific markings to include warnings and cautions.

6.12.1.2Flow Meter—When specified, a flow meter that is
pressure compensated and shows the actual oxygen flow rate
using a floating-ball indicator will be provided (see Table 8,
Item 7). In accordance with the requirements of Specification
F 1949, the flow meter shall be electrically conductive from
inlet to outlet, incorporate an inlet filter and standard D.I.S.S.
oxygen connections and be continuously adjustable from 0 to
15 L/min in 0.5-L increments. The flow meter shall be installed
vertically so as to not interfere with the suction outlet and shall
be readable from the EMT seat and squad bench. The flow
meter shall maintain accurate readings during ambulance
operation and under temperature conditions as specified in
6.4.2. Servicing, parts, and instructional manuals shall be
provided and included in 6.20. The oxygen flow meter shall be
permanently identified with its manufacturer’s name, model
number, calibrated conditions, and with specific markings to
indicate its use with medical-grade oxygen, and any appropri-
ate warnings and cautions.

6.12.2 Portable Oxygen Unit—When specified (see Table 8,
Item 17), a portable oxygen unit of at least 300 L (“D” size
cylinder, see 9.7) shall be provided having a yoke regulator
with pressure gage, dual 344-kPa (50-psi) ports, regulator/dial-
type flowmeter, delivery tube, and oxygen mask(s). The unit
shall be capable of delivering an oxygen flow of at least 15
L/min through the flowmeter and 100 L/min through each of its
50 psi ports to oxygenation devices of the type recommended
for use by the American Heart Association (see 2.6). A full
spare cylinder of oxygen for this unit shall be furnished and
stored. Portable cylinder(s) and kit shall be secured and, when
located in patient compartment, shall include a crash stable,
quick release bracket that meets the test requirements in the
AMD Standard 003 (Oxygen Tank Retention System Test—
Main and Portable Cylinders). A quick release mounting
bracket(s) shall also be included for the portable oxygen unit
and spare cylinder(s) when located in a secure compartment
(see 6.11.1.2) or other purchaser specified (see 9.2.39) location
not requiring a crash stable mounting system.

6.12.2.1 Self-Inflating Bag-Valve-Mask Systems—When
specified (see Table 8, Item 6), portable self-inflating bag-
valve-mask systems shall be furnished (also see Table 9 for
infant-specific size bag-valve-mask system). The bag-valve-
mask systems shall comply with the following:

(a) Two self-inflating bags without sponge rubber inside.
One bag of at least 1300 mL for adults, one bag of not more
than 750-mL volume for children.

(b) Three see-through face-masks one each in adult, child,
and infant sizes. Two masks covering the full range of adult
through pediatric sizes may be furnished in lieu of three masks.

(c) Standard 15-mm/22-mm fittings.
(d) A true nonbreathing valve.
(e) An oxygen reservoir system for delivery of 80 to 100 %

oxygen through an ancillary oxygen inlet. The system shall be
capable of accepting at least 15 L/min of oxygen without valve
jam.

6.12.2.2Oxygenation Device—When specified (see Table 8,
Item 20), an oxygenation device of the type recommended by
the American Heart Association (see 2.6) shall be provided.
This device shall have a see-through inflatable face mask,
interface with the action wall outlet via the specified quick
disconnect device, and the dual port regulator/flowmeter of the
portable oxygen system, or both, and meet the requirements of
Specification F 920.

6.12.2.3 Automatic Resuscitator—When specified (see
Table 8, Item 29), an automatic resuscitator/volume ventilator
shall be furnished. The device’s features and performance shall
conform to AHA or other medical standards organization
requirements. The device shall be furnished with a connection
hose and ambulance and portable oxygen system compatible
quick disconnect fittings, or both.

6.12.3 Suction Aspirator, Primary Patient—An electrically
powered suction aspirator system shall be furnished with an
illuminated switch and a panel mounted, labeled, quick dis-
connect inlet device on the EMT panel. The system shall meet
the minimum safety and performance requirements of Speci-
fication F 960. The suction pump shall be located in an area
that is accessible but sound and vibration insulated from the
patient compartment. The pump shall be vented to the vehicle’s
exterior. All components, electrical, pressure and vacuum or
both, and other lines and accessories, shall be securely
mounted yet readily accessible. The electric type aspirator
system shall be connected as shown in Fig. 7. The aspirator
system shall provide a free air flow of at least 30 LPM and
achieve a minimum of 300 mm (11.81 in.) Hg vacuum within
four seconds after the suction tube is closed. A vacuum control
and a shut-off valve, or combination thereof, shall be provided
to adjust vacuum levels and to discontinue aspiration instantly.
A vacuum indicator gauge of 766 13 mm (36 0.5 in.) in
diameter, with numerical markers at least every/100 mm Hg
and a total range of 0 to 760 mm Hg, shall be provided. The
collection bottle or bag shall be nonbreakable and transparent
with a minimum 1000-mL capacity. The following accessories
shall be furnished: one suction rinsing water bottle; one
semirigid pharyngeal suction tip, with thumb suction control
port, (nonmetallic) of sufficient diameter to allow aspiration of
semisolid gastric contents; a 3 m (10 ft)length of transparent
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or translucent, non-kinking suction tubing which shall not
collapse under high suction; and a minimum of ten spare
collection bags when the bag type system is furnished. To
assure high air flows and free passage of aspirate, minimum
inside diameter for the suction tubing and tubing connectors
shall be at least 6.4 mm (1⁄4 in.). The user shall provide any
additional suction catheters. An operator’s manual containing
clearly illustrated instructions for operation, cleaning,
assembly/disassembly, decontamination/sterilization, trouble-
shooting, parts list, and so forth, shall be provided. The
apparatus shall be clearly marked with manufacturer’s name,
address, and any applicable standards ratings (see 6.20).

6.12.4 Portable Suction Aspirator—When specified (see
Table 8, Item 18), a portable suction aspirator meeting the
minimum safety and performance requirements of Specifica-
tion F 960 and having the following characteristics shall be
provided. The unit shall be capable of operation from the
vehicle’s 12-V dc electrical system. It shall also operate from
an integral battery supply which will allow the unit to meet the
air flow and suction requirements of this section for at least 20
min of continuous operation. The portable suction aspirator
shall provide an air flow of at least 30 L/min at the end of the
suction tube and a vacuum level of at least 300 mm Hg to be
reached within 4 s after the tube is clamped. A vacuum control
and a shutoff valve, or combination thereof, shall be provided
to adjust vacuum levels and to discontinue aspiration instantly.
A true vacuum indicator with numerical markers at least every
100 mm Hg and having a total range of 0 to 760 mm Hg, shall
be provided. The portable aspirator shall be provided with the
following accessories: one suction rinsing water bottle, one
semirigid pharyngeal suction tip with thumb suction control
port (nonmetallic) of sufficient diameter to allow aspiration of
semisolid gastric contents; and one 2-m (6-ft) length of
transparent or translucent non-kinking suction tubing which
shall not collapse under high suction. The inside diameter of
the tubing shall be at least 6.4 mm (1⁄4 in.). The user shall
provide any additional suction catheters. If the integral battery
supply is rechargeable, it shall be rechargeable from the
vehicle’s 12-V dc electrical system and from 115-V ac. The
115-V ac charging system need not be integral to the portable
suction unit. The unit shall be provided with applicable power
cords and plugs (MS 3116F12-3P). The polarity of the dc plug
shall be as follows: Pin A (+12 V), Pin B (ground), Pin C (not
used). An operator’s manual containing clearly illustrated
instructions for operation, cleaning assembly/disassembly,
decontamination/sterilization and troubleshooting, parts list,
and so forth, shall be provided. The apparatus shall be clearly
marked with manufacturer’s name, address, and any applicable
standards ratings (see 6.20).

6.13 Environmental: Climatic and Noise Parameters:
6.13.1 Environmental Systems—All ambulances shall be

equipped with a complete climate environmental system(s) to
supply and maintain clean air conditions and specified level of
inside temperature in both driver and patient compartments.
The various systems for heating, ventilating, and air condition-
ing may be separate or combination systems which shall permit
independent control of the environment within each compart-
ment. All ambulances shall be equipped with heating, ventilat-

ing, and air conditioning systems that can be made to collec-
tively operate using recirculated air and outside ambient air and
shall be capable of maintaining interior temperature of 20 to
26°C (68 to 78°F) when operated between -18 to 35°C (0 to
95°F) outside ambient temperature. Ambulance shall be tested
in accordance with AMD Standard 012 (Ambient Temperature
Test). The air systems shall be high volume capacity with low
velocity delivery, for minimum draft circulation while provid-
ing a positive pressure within each closed compartment (posi-
tive pressure may be attained through the fresh air ventilation
system either apart from or as an integral part of the heating/air
conditioning system). Environmental system components shall
be readily accessible for servicing at the installed location(s).
Connecting hoses for heating and the air conditioning system
shall be supported by rubber insulated metal clamping devices
at least every 30 cm (12 in.). The driver and patient compart-
ment environments shall not in any way be dependent upon
each other.

6.13.2 Driver’s Compartment Environmental Equipment—
The driver’s compartment shall be furnished with the chassis
manufacturer’s hot water, fresh air, high capacity, heater,
defroster, and air conditioning system. The patient compart-
ment heater shall be installed in a manner that does not
adversely affect the chassis manufacturer’s FMVSS 103 per-
formance certification for windshield defrosting.

6.13.3 Patient Compartment Environmental Equipment—
The patient compartment shall be heated, ventilated, and air
conditioned in accordance with the criteria specified hereto.
During the performance testing (see 7.4.2) of the heating and
air conditioning systems, the use of fans or motors within the
test chamber is permitted only to provide air circulation to help
maintain the required ambient test temperature. The use of
these fans or blowers to direct air through the vehicle’s radiator
and condenser(s) is not permitted.

6.13.4 Heating Criteria—The heating system(s) shall have
sufficient capacity to simultaneously raise the temperature at
the midpoints in each compartment to a minimum dry bulb
temperature of 20°C (68°F) at all twelve test points (nine
patient compartment and three cab) within 30 min (see AMD
Standard 12, “Temperature Test”). Test conditions: the ambu-
lance (with doors open) shall be cold soaked for three hours in
an ambient temperature of (0°F), then the engine started and
allowed to run at the high-idle setting (see 6.7.6) while the
transmission is in park or neutral. Three verification readings
shall be made (start, middle, and final) by nine equally spaced
test thermocouples in the patient compartment, and three in the
cab compartment. Heating equipment may be in the recircu-
lating mode and all compartment openings, including partition
doors/windows and exhaust vents, shall be closed. Heater(s)
furnished shall comply to applicable Motor Carrier Safety
Regulation 393.77. Heater(s) shall, to the maximum extent
possible, be connected to the chassis manufacturer’s furnished
interconnection points. When interconnection points are not
furnished, chassis manufacturers unused engine water pump
supply ports shall be used. All added heater hose shall meet or
exceed chassis manufacturers requirements and when specified
silicone hoses shall be furnished.
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6.13.5 Air Conditioning Criteria—The air conditioning sys-
tem(s) shall have sufficient capacity to lower the temperature
simultaneously at the midpoints in each compartment to a
maximum dry bulb temperature of 26°C (78°F), at all twelve
(nine patient compartment plus three cab) test points within 30
min (see AMD Standard 12). Test conditions: the ambulance
(with doors open) shall be heat soaked for 3 h in anambient
temperatures of 35°C (95°F), then the engine started and
allowed to run at high-idle setting (see 6.7.6), while the
transmission is in park or neutral, with test verification and
thermocouples placement as specified in 6.13.4. Air condition-
ing equipment may be in the recirculating mode and all
compartment openings, including partition doors/windows
shall be closed. When available, chassis manufacturers inter-
connection points shall be used.

6.13.5.1 Auxiliary Air Conditioning Condenser—When
specified by the purchaser (see 9.2.41) or required for high-
temperature geographic areas or furnished as standard equip-
ment, an auxiliary condenser shall be provided which will
allow for maximum system performance, based on the air
conditioning and ambulance manufacturer’s recommendations.
If the condenser is located above the cab, it shall not block the
emergency lights. All added refrigeration lines and fittings
shall be mechanical fittings compatible with OEM components
furnished by the chassis manufacturer. An auxiliary condenser
may be furnished or specified to function in lieu of the chassis
manufacturers condenser provided it meets or exceeds all other
system performance requirements.

6.13.6 Ventilation Criteria—Ventilation system(s) of the
driver and patient compartments shall provide a complete
change of ambient air within each compartment at least every
two minutes with the vehicle stationary. Ventilation shall be
separately controlled within each compartment. Fresh air
intakes shall be located towards the front of the vehicle and
exhaust vents shall be located on the upper rear of the vehicle.
Exhaust vents may be located on the rear lower half of the
module/body, provided the vent/device incorporates a reverse
flow damper to prevent backdraft and intrusion of vehicle
engine exhaust, dust, dirt, or road spray. The patient compart-
ment shall be ventilated by the air delivery system of the
environmental equipment (heater-air conditioner) or by sepa-
rate system(s), such as power intake, exhaust ventilator(s).

6.13.7 Environmental Controls—Adjustable, manual or
thermostatically operative controls shall permit heating and air
conditioning and ventilation, or a combination thereof, in either
compartment without affecting the other compartment.
Switches and controls shall be located in EMT’s panel and
remote panel or both, and identified for function and operating
position (see 6.7.9-6.7.11). Switches, wiring and control com-
ponents shall be rated at a minimum of 125 % of the maximum
electrical load of the blower(s) and other components (see
6.7.2). Blower or fan system shall have at least three speeds
(excluding “OFF”). Separate noncorroding brass, bronze,
stainless steel, plastic or other inherently corrosion proof
shutoff valves, for the patient compartment hot water heating
system, shall be provided to allow servicing and shutoff. The
use of vacuum operated shutoff valves are acceptable provided
the above criteria is met and the valve provides inherent sealing

when vacuum is removed. This sealing shall prevent engine
cooling system pressure and water pump pressure from causing
any leakage when vacuum is removed. Air systems shall have
adjustable louvers to direct the flow of air.

6.13.8 Patient Compartment Sound Level Criteria—Unless
otherwise specified (see 9.2.42) by Federal or State regulations,
the patient compartment decibel level shall not exceed 80 dB
and shall be tested in accordance with AMD Standard 006
(Sound Level Test Code).

6.14 Communications:
6.14.1 Communications and Electronic Equipment—The

ambulance, driver compartment console, and patient compart-
ment console shall be configured for convenient installation of
two-way radio control(s), electronic siren, public address
amplifiers/speakers and microphones, front/rear compartment
intercom, radio telemetry, cellular telephone, computer and
other electronic equipment, or both, as specified herein or as
required or specified by the purchaser (see 9.2.43). Switches
and controls shall be panel mounted and conform to 6.7.9-
6.7.11. When electronic or communications equipment is
specified and installed, all technical manuals and installation
diagrams shall be provided to the purchaser as part of the
delivery documentation. All electronic equipment shall be
installed in conformance with the requirements and specifica-
tions of the manufacturer of the equipment. All communica-
tions equipment shall be type accepted and licensed by the
Federal Communications Commission (See FCC Rules—49
CFR, Part 90, Sub Part B).

6.14.2 Mobile Radio Provisions—The ambulance shall be
provided with a locked ventilated compartment designed for
the convenient installation of two-way radio communications
equipment. The area shall be provided with fused 12-V battery
electrical power sufficient to provide 50-amp service to the
installed radios. Fuses shall be identified and installed as close
to the battery as possible. Electrical power in the radio
compartment shall be terminated in an appropriate insulated
barrier strip or insulated connector of sufficient size and current
capacity to handle the required power. Both Negative and
Positive battery leads shall be provided. The wiring shall be
color coded and identified by marking. An additional switched
electrical lead shall be provided to the radio installation
compartment that becomes energized when the ignition switch
of the ambulance is activated. The switched ignition lead shall
be fused and identified.

6.14.3 Antenna, Cable Conduit, and Antenna Mounting—
The ambulance shall be provided with a ground plane, antenna
opening and conduit from the roof antenna opening to the
ventilated radio installation compartment. An additional con-
duit shall extend from the radio installation compartment to the
driver compartment console area and from the driver compart-
ment console to the patient compartment radio control console
location. The conduits shall be sufficient to permit antenna,
intercom or control cable wiring to be conveniently installed
between these locations.

6.14.3.1 Antenna mounting locations shall be on the center-
line of the patient compartment roof. An antenna inspection/
access port shall be provided in the patient compartment
directly under the antenna mounting area. The port shall
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provide at least a 10 by 10-cm (4 by 4-in.) opening and be
marked as specified in 6.7.11. The inspection port shall provide
access to the conduit that connects between the antenna and the
ventilated radio installation compartment. The conduit is in-
tended to permit RF coaxial transmission cables to be installed
from the antenna to the radio installation compartment. A fish
lead shall be provided to pull the cables from the antenna port
to the radio installation compartment.

6.14.3.2 Any nonmetallic patient compartment roof shall be
provided with a metal radio antenna ground plane molded into
the roof. The metal antenna ground plane shall be grounded to
the vehicle chassis and electrical system. The ground plane
shall be a minimum 102 by 102 cm (40 by 40 in.).

6.14.3.3 All antennas shall be installed with due consider-
ation given to the radio and antenna manufacturer’s instruc-
tions, requirements, and specifications. Antennas shall be
designed and installed to minimize the risk of damage to the
antenna by garage doors, low underpasses, trees, or porticos.

6.14.3.4 All radio equipment and antennas shall be installed
so as to minimize the electromagnetic energy present in the
vehicle or patient compartment. All Federal Communications
Commission requirements regarding EMI (electromagnetic
interference) shall be complied with.

6.14.4 Intercom System—When specified (see Table 7, Item
4), solid state intercom equipment shall be provided between
the driver and patient compartments. The driver shall have the
capability to place the patient compartment in standby “talk”
mode and to control any necessary talk/listen switching. The
intercom system shall be independent of the two-way radio
equipment. Cab compartment intercom shall be mounted in
accordance with 6.7.9 and patient compartment intercom in
accordance with 6.7.10, and comply to 6.7.11.

6.14.5 Siren-Public Address System:
6.14.5.1 A combination electronic siren with integral public

address system and other upgrading features, including radio
interface capability, shall be provided. Dual speakers shall be
installed, outside the vehicle, in the bumper/hood area. Speak-
ers shall not protrude beyond the face of the bumper or bumper
guards. The microphone shall be a noise-canceling type. The
siren’s control shall permit the following sounds: Manual,
Wail, and Yelp. Other applicable sounds such as “Rapid Yelp,”
“Air Horn,” or composite-type sounds may be specified (see
9.2.44) or furnished. The system shall provide plug-in connec-
tions and connecting cables with control capability from the
passenger seat and driver’s horn ring by means of a siren/horn
switch or, when specified (see 9.2.44), by a foot switch, and all
other necessary hardware for the siren/public address opera-
tion. The public address amplifier shall be independent of the
two-way radio, except that a common microphone and control
housing group may be employed. The illuminated (in siren
mode) “Horn/Siren” switch shall be provided on the driver’s
console, or the siren may be switched automatically with the
use of the emergency light switch.

6.14.5.2 The siren, with the exception of cancellation effects
caused by dual speakers, when tested in a full anechoic
chamber that conforms to ANSI Standard S1.13-1971, with test
equipment and methods conforming to California Administra-
tive Code, Title 13, Article 8, shall be capable of producing a

continuous warning sound at the minimum level of 123 dB,
A-weighted, at 3 m (10 ft) on axis in the “Wail mode” with
“Yelp” falling within 1 dBa with 13.6 V 6 1 % input, at a
fundamental frequency in the range of 500 to 2000 Hz
maximum.

6.14.5.3 The output over the sweep range shall not drop to
less than 116 dBa. The speakers shall be located in the
configuration that is representative of the vehicle on which they
will be mounted.

6.14.5.4 In the “Wail” mode the siren shall have a sweep
rate of 10 to 18 cycles per minute and in the “Yelp” mode, a
sweep rate of 150 to 250 cycles per minute. All sweep modes
shall cover a range of at least one octave.

6.14.5.5 In voice (P.A.) operation, the unclipped sine wave
output shall be at least 55-W RMS into a resistive load
matching the nominal speaker system impedance at 1000 Hz.
The frequency response of the amplifier shall be from 500 to
3000 Hz 6 3 dB, when measured from 1000 Hz reference.
Total harmonic distortion shall not exceed 10 %, at 20-W
RMS, over the specified frequency range when measured with
the load shown above.

6.14.5.6 In addition, the electronic siren furnished with the
exception of cancellation effects attributable to dual speakers
shall comply to all the other requirements included in the State
of California Vehicle Code Section 1020 through 1029, Title
13, Article 8, the latest issue for Class A sirens. The electronic
system shall be tested and approved by an accredited labora-
tory for compliance with the requirements of this standard.

6.14.6 Air Horns—When specified by the purchaser, air
horn(s) shall be furnished. Horns shall be activated as specified
by the purchaser. Horn(s) shall be mounted forward of the cab
compartment.

6.15 Additional Systems, Equipment, Accessories, and Sup-
plies:

6.15.1 Additional And Optional Equipment—When speci-
fied (see 9.2.45), additional or optional system(s), equipment,
accessories, and supplies shall be furnished, in addition to the
standard ambulance component systems and devices specified
herein. These items shall be selected by the purchasers.
Optional items may be further described in authoritative
procurement documents. In no event shall the specified or
furnished optional item(s) reduce the quality and intent of the
ambulance but shall enhance its design and purpose. The
materials, devices, items, and fabrication, if not specifically
described, shall be not less in quality, strength, performance,
and service than those normally provided by the most reputable
manufacturers.

6.15.2 Standard Mandatory Miscellaneous Equipment—
Unless otherwise precluded in the contract, each ambulance
shall he equipped with, but not limited to the following:

6.15.2.1 Fire Extinguishers—Two, ABC dry chemical,
minimum 2.3-kg (5-lb) units, in a quick-release bracket, one
mounted in the driver/cab compartment or in the body reach-
able from outside the vehicle and one in the patient compart-
ment. When located in either the driver or patient compart-
ments, the mounting bracket shall be a stable design.
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6.15.2.2 “No Smoking Oxygen Equipped” and “Fasten Seat
Belts” signs: conspicuously placed in the cab and patient
compartment.

6.15.2.3 Overhead grabrail, minimum 152 cm (60 in.) long,
maximum 10.2-cm (4-in.) depth on the ceiling over the primary
patient. Grabrail shall be stainless steel, aluminum, or other
corrosion resistant material, and have padded or curved up
ends, and rounded corners. Mounting brackets shall be
chromed, stainless steel, polished cast aluminum or other
corrosion resistant materials. The grabrail(s) shall be installed
in a manner that precludes loosening and shall meet a 136-kg
(300-lbs) pull test in all three axes. The grabrail shall be tested
in accordance with AMD Standard 008 (Ambulance Patient
Compartment Grab Rail-Load Test).

6.15.2.4 Backup alert alarm, (audible warning device) acti-
vated when the vehicle is shifted into reverse. Device must
meet OSHA and SAE J994 requirements, and shall be rated
(SAE) for Type C or B (97 or 107 dBa at 122 cm (4 ft)) or
purchaser may specify (see 9.2.45) alarms that automatically
adjust to ambient noise levels.

6.15.3 Optional Equipment—When specified (see 9.2.45),
the ambulance shall be equipped with but not limited to the
equipment listed in Table 7. Additional weight resulting from
specified options, shall be deducted from the specified payload
allowance (see 6.5.2).

6.15.4 Medical, Surgical, and Biomedical Equipment—
When specified (see 9.2.45), the ambulance shall be equipped
with the following:

6.15.4.1Pediatric Medical Equipment and Supplies—In
addition to the items in Table 8, ambulances should carry
appropriate equipment and supplies to enable EMTs and
Paramedics to care for ill and injured infants and children.
Guidelines for such equipment have been prepared by a
Committee on Ambulance Equipment and Supplies convened
by the National EMSC Resource Alliance. These guidelines
consist of two minimum lists of equipment and supplies: one
for BLS and one for ALS ambulances as shown in Table 9.
Each list has two categories, Essential and Desirable. For
purposes of these lists, Essential means that the item is
necessary and should be carried. A Desirable item is worth
having and may improve care; however, its use will depend on
local policy, cost and scope of practice of the providers. A
number of items on these lists are also listed in Table 8 and
need not be duplicated on board an ambulance so as to
conserve space and weight. Intentionally excluded from these
lists are specific drugs and fluids useful for pediatric care. The
use of such drugs and fluids by prehospital care providers is
subject to local medical direction, and their availability and use
on ambulances should be approved by Ambulance Service
Medical Directors.

6.15.4.1.1Organization and Storage of Pediatric Equip-
ment and Supplies—Equipment and supplies used primarily for
treatment of infants and children should be organized sepa-
rately so as to be easily retrievable, either in a specific pediatric
pack such as a Pediatric Emergency Medical Jump Kit/Drug
Kit, or a special compartment in the ambulance. Fluids and
drugs locally approved for pediatric use on ambulances by

TABLE 9 Pediatric Medical Equipment and Supplies

NOTE 1—Guidelines for the selection and use of the above equipment
have been prepared by the Committee on Ambulance Equipment and
Supplies of the National EMS for Children Resource Alliance and are
contained in Guidelines for Pediatric Equipment and Supplies for Basic
and Advanced Life Support Ambulances published in the Annals of
Emergency Medicine, Vol 28, No. 6, pp. 699–701.

Basic Life Support
Essential

Oropharyngeal airways infant, child, adult (Sizes 00–5)
Self-inflating resuscitation bag, infant, child, and adult sizes
Masks for bag-valve-mask device: child, adult sizes
Oxygen masks: infant, child, and adult sizes
Nonrebreathing mask: pediatric and adult sizes
Stethoscope
Backboard
Cervical immobilization devices: infant, child, and adult sizes
Blood pressure cuff: infant, child, adult sizes
Portable suction unit with a regulator
Suction catheters: tonsil-tip and 6 F-14 F
Extremity splints: pediatric sizes
Bulb syringe
Obstetric pack
Thermal blanket
Water soluble lubricant

Desirable
Infant car seat
Nasopharyngeal airways (sizes 18 F-34 F, or 4.5–8.5 mm)
Glasgow coma scale reference
Pediatric trauma score reference
Small stuffed toy

Advanced Life Support
ALS ambulances should carry everything on the BLS List
plus the following:

Essential
Transport monitor
Defibrillator for pediatric and adult use with adult and pediatric
paddles and with discharge range of 5 to 360 J

Monitoring electrodes: pediatric sizes
Laryngoscope with straight blades 0–2, curved blades 2–4
Endotracheal tube stylets: pediatric and adult size
Endotracheal tubes: uncuffed sizes 2.5–6.0, cuffed sizes 6.0–8.0
Magill forceps: pediatric and adult
Nasogastric tubes: 8 F-16 F
Nebulizer
Intravenous catheters: 16–24 gage
Intraosseous needles
Length/weight-based drug dose chart or tape
Needles: 20 to 25 gage
Resuscitation drugs and intravenous fluids that meet the local
standard of practice

Desirable
CO2 detection device (disposable)
Blood glucose analysis systems

TABLE 10 Oxygen Tank Dimensions, Weights and Capacities

Oxygen Cylinders D M H

Outside diameter
(cm/in.)

11/4.5 18/7 23/9

Outside heights, without valve
(cm/in.)

51/20 119/47 142/56

Capacity (gal) 95 800 1825
Capacity (L) 360 3,000 6,900
Capacity, flow @

10 L/min (min)
30 325 700

Capacity (ft3) 13 106 244
Weight, empty (kg/lbs) 5.9/13 34/75 54/119
Weight, full (kg/lbs) 6.3/14 37.6/83 61.3/135
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prehospital care providers should also be packaged and stored
separately, so to avoid confusion with drugs and fluids intended
for use for adults.

6.16 Preparation far Painting, Color, and Markings:
6.16.1 Preparation for Painting—Ambulance body and all

attached equipment exterior surfaces, except polished metal
parts, shall be thoroughly cleaned, treated, and coated with a
firm primer and preservative with rust inhibiting properties,
and painted in the finish color as specified (see 9.2.46). Ferrous
metal interior surfaces shall be painted or, when not exposed
for painting, shall be treated or coated to resist corrosion.
Chassis and chassis frame components shall be preserved and
finished in accordance to industry’s standard practice.

6.16.2 Color, Paint, and Finish—Unless otherwise speci-
fied, (see 9.2.46), the exterior color of the ambulance shall be
gloss white in combination with a solid uninterrupted orange
stripe and blue lettering and emblems. The stripe should be as
close to parallel as possible with the road but a stripe transition
angle is acceptable to connect the module beltline stripe with
the chassis stripe. The exterior finish on painted metal modular
bodies and metal roofs on Type II ambulances shall be an
acrylic composition urethane or polyurethane paint. The final
stage manufacturer’s painted components shall have a paint
film not less than 1.25 mils thick and a minimum total
thickness of 4 mils, including primers. The orange stripe shall
not be less than 15 cm (6 in.) wide, nor more than 36 cm (14
in.) wide and shall encircle the entire ambulance body at the
belt line below the bottom edge of cab windows but may
exclude the front of the hood panel. The orange stripe, as
specified by the purchaser (see 9.2.46) may be reflective tape
conforming to 6.16.4 or be painted and may be edged/pin
striped in black or blue. This single, solid band (except when
interrupted by windows, locks, and so forth), when viewed
horizontally, shall appear as a stripe near parallel to the road.
The interior finish shall be the manufacturer’s standard light
color harmonizing with the color of upholstery. The final film
of painted surfaces shall be smooth and uniform, free of grit,
streaks, blushing, runs, sagging, blisters, “fish-eyes,” “orange
peel,” pinholes, or other surface irregularities. Exterior finish
paint shall not be required on the underbody and inside surface
of the body skirting.

NOTE 16—Users should avoid specifying darker or alternate colors
because of the adverse effect on vehicle visibility, and increased heat load
that the darker colors impose on the air conditioning system. Specifically,
the white/orange combination provides the most visible vehicle under
different light conditions, (for example, mercury and sodium vapor lights),
as well as providing, on an international basis, the most easily recognized
color configuration.

6.16.2.1Color Standards and Tolerances—The exterior
surface including the wheels shall be manufacturer’s standard
gloss white. The ambulance colors, orange stripe or band and
blue markings shall be the same as specified Orange and Blue
in American National Standard Z53.1-1974, Safety Color Code
for Marking Physical Hazards. They shall comply with the
tolerances expressed in terms of Munsel hue, value (lightness),
and chroma (saturation).

Color tolerance charts containing the color standards and
tolerances for Ambulance Orange and Ambulance Blue are

available from the Department of Transportation, Research and
Special Program Administration, Information Services Divi-
sion (DMT-11), 400 7th St., SW, Washington, DC 20590.

6.16.3 Salt Spray Resistance—Treated exterior sheet metal
of the ambulance body (except OEM Type II van) shall be
capable of withstanding 250 h of salt spray tested in accor-
dance with Practice B 117. The specimen used for the salt
spray test shall be run through all steps of the cleaning and
treating process, including priming. The primed specimen shall
be scored from corner to corner using a sharp knife. After the
test, the specimen panels shall exhibit no failure and not more
than 3-mm (1⁄8-in.) rust or blister creepage from the scored
lines.

6.16.4 Emblems and Markings—The material for the em-
blems and markings shall be applied using reflectorized mate-
rial conforming to Federal Specification L-S-300, Type 1,
Class 1 or 3 reflectivity 1. The reflective color used shall be
blue (Color a) and white (Color i) when applicable. The
emblems and markings shall be of the type, size, color, and
location as follows:

6.16.4.1Front Markings:
(a) The word “AMBULANCE,” mirror imaged, shall be in

block, blue, die cut style letters, not less than 10 cm (4 in.)
high, centered above the grille, on the orange or white
background. The placement of the word ambulance on the
curved surface of the hood or on a flat plastic type bugscreen
is permitted.

(b) A “Star of Life” in 7.6-cm (3-in.), blue, die cut style,
with a white border, conforming to Fig. 1 (Size A) shall be
located both to the right and left of the word “AMBULANCE.”

6.16.4.2Side and Rear Markings:
(a) The word “AMBULANCE” shall be block, blue, die

cut style letters of not less than 15 cm (6 in.) in height,
centered, with a white border, alongside or under the “Star of
Life” on each side and rear of the vehicle body.

(b) A “Star of Life”, not less than 40.6 cm (16 in.), in blue,
die cut style, with a white border, conforming to Fig. 1 (Size
C), on the right and left side panels. A “Star of Life” emblem,
Size B, shall be provided on each rear door.

(c) All additional lettering and markings (required by the
purchaser) should be below the word “AMBULANCE,” except
the units abbreviated identification lettering/number, which
may be located on the uppermost white space of the front, rear,
and sides.

6.16.4.3Top Markings—A “Star of Life,” of not less than
81 cm (32 in.) (Size D) in blue, die cut style, conforming to
Fig. 1 (may be without the white Staff of Aesculapius), shall be
provided on the ambulance rooftop.

6.17 Undercoating—Unless the ambulance is rustproofed,
the vehicle shall be undercoated for sound deadening, corro-
sion, and stone damage protection. A commercial, sandless,
petroleum base undercoating or other materials providing
equivalent protection, shall be applied to the underbody and
under chassis sheet metal surfaces to a thickness of 1.6 to 3.2
mm (1⁄16 to 1⁄8 in.), except to the drive shafts, drain holes,
lubrication points, engine/transmission oil pans, fuel tanks,
heavy castings, suspension components, heat shields, heat
diffusing devices, catalytic converters, and areas 30.5 cm (12
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in.) or less from the exhaust system(s) as well as other areas
specifically excluded by the chassis manufacturer. These areas
shall be kept free of coating material. Chassis frame, underside
of engine compartment hood, and underbody surfaces in excess
of 3.2-mm (1⁄8-in.) thickness, or that are inaccessible without
removing vehicle fuel tank(s) or other major components shall
not require undercoating.

6.18 Rustproofing—When specified (see 9.2.47), ambulance
shall be rustproofed in accordance with Fed. Std. No. 297.

6.19 Markings, Data Plates, Warranty Notice, and So
Forth—Unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.48), final stage
manufacturer’s caution plates and identification plates shall be
conspicuously installed for all equipment, and so forth, fur-
nished requiring such notices. Other than the manufacturer’s
trademark(s) names, no identification other than that authori-
tatively specified shall be shown on exterior of the vehicle. The
ambulance/vehicle manufacturer’s “Star of Life” certification
shall be provided on a placard or label as shown in Fig. 11,
permanently affixed and easily visible in the ambulance oxygen
compartment (see 7.3). All ambulances shall display a decal or
sticker providing at least the following information: contract
number, purchaser order number, date of delivery, month and
year, and the warranty time, in months and miles (GSA Form
1398 or equal). Apply these data to the right or left front door
lock face or door jam after final inspection and acceptance by
the purchaser. As specified (see 9.2.48) by the procuring
activity for the appropriate military service, identification
markings and data plates, shall be provided conforming with
MIL-STD-1223.

6.20 Manuals and Handbook of Instruction—The supplier
shall furnish with each ambulance, at the time of ambulance’s

acceptance, one copy of the reference as specified in 9.8 and
herein. This reference handbook shall provide instructions for
the operation, care, and repair for all ambulance related
accessory, component equipment, and system(s) furnished as
part of the emergency medical care vehicle. This handbook
shall also contain all installation instructions, drawings, sche-
matics wiring diagrams, illustrations, and safety precautions to
insure proper management, operation and maintenance. The
chassis manufacturer’s repair manual and parts book shall be
furnished when specified (see 9.2.49).

6.21 Predelivery Inspection and Servicing—The supplier
before acceptance and inspection of the ambulance(s) shall
service and inspect each vehicle in accordance with the chassis
manufacturer’s approved predelivery form, and the ambulance
manufacturer’s predelivery (test, inspection, and road test)
form. A signed copy of these forms (check sheets) shall be
furnished with the vehicle (see 9.8). Servicing shall comply to
ambient temperatures and conditions applicable with the route
of transport to the consignee’s ultimate destination (see 8.1).
Servicing shall include all tank(s) full of fuel; checking to
determine satisfactory and complete operation of all mechani-
cal and electrical features, equipment and system; elimination
of rattles, noises, and squeaks; cleaning the interior and
exterior. Thus the vehicle shall be delivered ready to use.

6.22 Special Requirements—Purchaser shall specify (See
9.2.50) additional requirements and state unusual operating
conditions, miscellaneous items, permissible exceptions, mark-
ing, and so forth, not specified herein. If in conflict with the
manufacturer’s standards and options, those specified shall
take precedence. Contractor shall comply to the requirements
of 9.3.

FIG. 11 “Star of Life” Certification Label
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6.22.1 Overseas Vehicle Requirements—When specified
(See 9.2.51), the following equipment changes, items, devices,
and adjustments to systems shall be furnished:

6.22.1.1 Left dip headlights (as used on right-hand drive
vehicles) adjusted for driving on the left side of the road (prior
to shipment).

6.22.1.2 Speedometer-odometer, calibrated in kilometres.
6.22.2 Export Vehicle Safety, Emissions, and Fuel—Unless

otherwise specified (see 9.2.51), export vehicle(s) shall con-
form to applicable safety standards of the United States.
Vehicles exported to countries marketing only leaded gasoline
fuel shall be capable of accepting (refueling nozzles) and
operating on leaded gasoline. Vehicle modifications needed for
leaded fuel operation shall be made prior to shipment. Ve-
hicle(s) being offered/supplied with catalytic converters shall
be identified in each bid.

6.22.3 Tiedown Points—When specified (see 9.2.51), hard
points (tow hooks, bumpers, axles, or other component points)
suitable for use as tiedown points for the vehicle shall be
identified. Identification of the points shall be provided by
stenciling instructions and applying data plates to the vehicle or
by, supplementary instructions included with each copy of the
owner’s-operator’s manual. Each identified tiedown or hard
point shall be capable of withstanding its proportionate share of
the GVWR.

6.22.3.1Lift Points—When specified (see 9.2.51), a mini-
mum of four hard points for use as lift-points shall be
identified. Identification of the points shall be provided by
stenciling instructions and applying data plates to the vehicle or
by supplementary instructions included with each copy of the
owner’s-operator’s manual. Each identified hard point shall
withstand without permanent deformation a working load
equal to its proportionate share of the GVW and shall have an
ultimate strength of at least 1.5 times the GVW. In addition,
slinging provisions shall be located so that:(1) attached sling
legs shall converge over the center of gravity of the vehicle
when at its GVW, and(2) the attached sling apex shall not
exceed a height of 7.3 m (24 ft) above the lowest extremity of
the equipment when suspended with each sling leg at a 45°
maximum true angle.

6.23 Workmanship—Defective components shall not be fur-
nished. Parts, equipment, and assemblies, which have been
repaired or modified to overcome deficiencies shall not be
furnished without the approval of the purchaser. Welded,
bolted, and riveted construction utilized shall be in accordance
with the highest standards of industry. Component parts and
units shall be manufactured to definite standard dimensions
with proper fits, clearances, and uniformity. General appear-
ance of the vehicle shall not show any evidence of poor
workmanship.

6.23.1 The following shall be reason for rejection:
6.23.1.1 Rough, sharp, or unfinished edges, burrs, seams,

sharp corners, joints, cracks, and dents.
6.23.1.2 Nonuniform panels. Edges that are not radiused,

beveled, and so forth.
6.23.1.3 Paint runs, sags, orange peel, “fish eyes,” and so

forth in addition to 6.16.2 and any other imperfection or lack of
complete coverage.

6.23.1.4 Body panels that are uneven, unsealed, or have
voids.

6.23.1.5 Misalignment of body fasteners, glass, viewing
panels, light housings, other items with large or uneven gaps,
spacing and so forth, such as door, body panels, and hinged
panels.

6.23.1.6 Improper body design or interface with the chassis
that could cause injury during normal use or maintenance.

6.23.1.7 Improperly fabricated and routed wiring or har-
nesses.

6.23.1.8 Improperly supported or secured hoses, wires,
wiring harnesses, mechanical controls.

6.23.1.9 Loose, vibrating, abrading body parts, components,
subassemblies, hoses, wiring harnesses, or trim.

6.23.1.10 Interference of chassis components, body parts,
doors, and so forth.

6.23.1.11 Leaks of any gas or fluid lines, (AC, coolant, oil,
oxygen, and so forth)

6.23.1.12 Noise, panel vibrations, and so forth.
6.23.1.13 Sagging, nonform fitting upholstery or padding.
6.23.1.14 Incomplete or incorrect application of rustproof-

ing.
6.23.1.15 Inappropriate or incorrect use of hardware, fas-

teners, components, or methods of construction.
6.23.1.16 Incomplete or improper welding, riveting.
6.23.1.17 Visual deformities.
6.23.1.18 Lack of uniformity and symmetry where appli-

cable.
6.23.1.19 Unsealed appurtenances or other body compo-

nents, gaskets, and so forth.
6.23.2 In addition, any deviation from specification require-

ments or any other item stipulated herein, that affects form, fit,
function, durability, reliability, safety, performance or appear-
ance shall be cause for rejection.

7. Quality Assurance Provisions

7.1 Responsibility for Inspection and Tests—The contractor
is responsible for the performance of all inspections and test
requirements specified herein. The supplier may use his own or
any other facilities suitable for the predelivery and acceptance
inspections unless disapproved by the purchaser. The purchaser
reserves the right to perform any of the inspections and tests set
forth in the practice where such actions are deemed necessary
to assure supplies and service conform to the practice and
contract. The contractor shall provide the purchaser’s inspec-
tion representatives with the manufacturer’s readily available
instruments and all such assistance as they may find necessary.

7.1.1 Purchaser Verification—Quality assurance operations
performed by the supplier will be subject to purchaser verifi-
cation at unscheduled intervals. Verification will consist of
observation of the operations to determine that practices,
methods, and procedures of the supplier’s inspection are being
properly applied. Failure of the supplier to promptly correct
observed deficiencies shall be cause for suspension of accep-
tance of the ambulance(s) until conformance to practice criteria
has been demonstrated.
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7.2 Classification of Inspection (For Purchaser’s
Acceptance)—Purchasers should select either or both of the
following methods of inspections: Source Inspection and
Destination Inspection, or both. (To specify, see 9.2.51.)

7.2.1 Source Inspection—Ambulance(s) shall be inspected
upon completion by the purchaser prior to shipment from
manufacturer’s factory or assembly plant and may consist of
the following:

7.2.1.1 Workmanship inspection (see 6.23).
7.2.1.2 Quality conformance inspection (see 7.2.3).
7.2.1.3 First production ambulance inspection (see 7.2.5).
7.2.2 Destination Examination—When specified (see

9.2.51), the contracted ambulance shall be examined at the
destination. The vehicle(s) shall be visually examined to
determine compliance to the contract requirements and the
quality conformance inspection of 7.2.3. Vehicle component
chassis failures and other minor defects may be accepted
subject to correction by the contractor/manufacturer of those
points.

7.2.3 Quality Conformance Inspection—Quality conform-
ance inspection applies to all ambulance(s) offered for accep-
tance under the contract. Quality conformance inspection shall
be as follows:

7.2.3.1 Workmanship inspection (see 6.23).
7.2.3.2 Operational checks (see 7.2.4).
7.2.3.3 Water spray test (see 7.4.5).
7.2.3.4 Examine ambulance handbook (see 6.20).
7.2.4 Operation Checks—Operational checks of the ambu-

lance shall cover all controls, electrical systems, and devices,
doors, windows, cabinets, accessories, in and outside the
ambulance. Ambulance shall be driven at highway speeds,
turns made at minimum radii, brakes tested for dependability,
checked for rattles and squeaks, and compliance to 6.21. All
controls and mechanisms shall function and operate as in-
tended.

7.2.5 First Production Ambulance Inspection—When speci-
fied (see 9.2.53), the first production ambulance of each type
and class specified under contract shall be inspected. This first
ambulance shall be completely representative of the balance of
the vehicles to be delivered under the contract. The purpose of
the inspection is to determine vehicle conformity to the
contract. The ambulance shall be inspected by the contractor at
his plant under the direction of and in the presence of the
purchasers’ representative(s). Inspections shall be conducted
during normal weekday working hours. The cost of inspec-
tions, examination, all tests, and vehicle support exclusive of
personal expenses incurred by participating purchaser’s repre-
sentatives, shall be borne by the contractor. Acceptance of the
first production vehicle shall not constitute a waiver by the
purchaser of any rights under the provisions of the contract.

7.2.6 Inspection Failure of Ambulance(s)—Failure of a
production ambulance to have the certifications required or
successfully complete the examinations and tests shall be cause
for nonacceptance of any of the contract quantity until defi-
ciencies and evidence of the corrective action preclude recur-
rence of similar deficiencies. Failure of the vehicle to success-
fully complete inspection shall not constitute an excusable
delay in meeting scheduled deliveries.

7.2.7 Production Sample—The first production ambulance,
once it has been accepted by the purchaser, shall remain at the
manufacturing facility as a production sample and shall be the
last vehicle shipped on the contract. The contractor shall
maintain the vehicle in a serviceable condition for the duration
of the contract. Vehicle shall be then cleaned, serviced, and
refurbished to the extent required for delivery of a new vehicle
to the purchaser.

7.3 “Star of Life” Certification Requirements:
7.3.1 Qualifying Provisions—The manufacturer/supplier is

obligated to certify, to the purchasers that the ambulance
bearing the “Star of Life,” its components, and equipment meet
or exceed all the requirements and tests set forth in this
practice. The certification and “Star of Life” label (see 6.19),
verify that the ambulance conforms to this practice on the date
of manufacture. Compliance for a “Star of Life” label is
defined as certification backed by confirmed verifications of
inspections and tests. The verifications shall be in possession of
the issuer and presented if and when challenged. For the benefit
of purchaser’s procuring activity evaluation and review, prior
to or with each proposed bid (solicitation), the bidder/supplier
shall provide and forward representative material of their “Star
of Life” ambulance(s). This material shall include: a letter
certified by a company officer, stating that the delivered
ambulance(s) shall comply with 7.3.2-7.3.5. Failure to provide
certification, at the time the vehicle is presented for inspection,
will deem the vehicle unacceptable and shall constitute
grounds for termination in accordance with the terms of the
contract. Also included shall be: general specification data.
exterior and interior pictures, dimensional drawings/data, and
so forth, and other information as requested.

7.3.2 Documentation of “Star of Life” Certification—The
ambulance manufacturer shall compile complete certified
documentation of verifications for all the tests required under
7.4 conforming to 7.3.3 and 7.3.5 in a booklet similar to that
described in 9.8, for each type and class ambulance intended to
be marketed to the emergency medical care industry, as a “Star
of Life” ambulance.

7.3.3 Criteria of Certifications—The testing and inspec-
tion(s) required for certification shall be performed by either an
independent testing facility or the ambulance manufacturer’s
own testing facility. In-plant tests shall be supervised by a staff
registered professional engineer, or consulting registered pro-
fessional engineer. The individual certifications will remain
valid so long as they are applicable to the vehicle model,
component(s) and equipment offered as tested under this
practice, and are furnished without alterations for five years;
the ambulance shall then be recertified. Certifications that
appear on the vehicle need not be resubmitted (that is,
Department of Transportation, (DOT); Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, (EPA), and so forth). Certification(s) will be
acceptable in lieu of actual verification test during inspections
(see 7.2) providing supporting verifying data complying to
7.3.5 is on file for examination. Certifications from the chassis
manufacturer and individual equipment manufacturers are
acceptable providing the equipment in not part of a system or
altered and in accordance with 7.3.4. Type certifications of
individual components and equipment products are acceptable.
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7.3.4 Certification Letter Format—Certification letters sub-
mitted for the ambulance model, components, and equipment
being certified shall contain the following information on
supplier’s letterhead stationery: to whom certifying, date, units
or items, manufacturer and address, date product tested, model
number, and specification data, applicable specification refer-
ences and test requirement, summary of the test report, a
certifying statement, and official signature.

7.3.5 Certification Verification Data Reports—The testing
facility (see 7.3.3) for each certification shall supply supportive
verification data and information on letterhead stationary, for
whom tested, report date, name of sample product or device,
manufacturer’s address, serial and model number(s), specifi-
cation referral and amendment number(s), test requirement(s),
test facilities used and location, test equipment used, test
procedure, test results, verifying test data, photographs, test
conclusion(s), witness(es), and authorized signature.

7.4 Tests:
7.4.1 Test Criteria—The ambulance shall be prepared for

operation in accordance with chassis manufacturer’s recom-
mendations and 6.21. The ambulance shall be manned and
loaded when applicable, to simulate the maximum payload
required for the Type, Class, and plan being tested. Road tests
and test course(s) shall be documented with pictures and route
map. Test room(s) designed and equipped to simulate ambient
temperature environments shall be used to perform tests.

7.4.2 Performance Tests—The following ambulance items,
systems, and equipment shall be inspected, tested, and verified
for conformance to the practice:

7.4.2.1 Ambulance physical dimensions (see 6.4.11-6.4.11.6
and 6.10-6.11.4).

7.4.2.2 Vehicle weight distribution (see 7.4.3 and 7.4.3.1).
7.4.2.3 Road test and performance tests (see 7.4.4).
7.4.2.4 Exterior mounted devices tested for temperature

conditions (see 6.4.2).
7.4.2.5 Cooling system (see 6.6.4.5).
7.4.2.6 Electrical systems and components (see 6.7-6.8.5.2).
7.4.2.7 Electrical generating system (see 6.7.6-6.7.6.4).
7.4.2.8 Electromagnetic radiation and suppression (see

6.7.12), type approval acceptable.
7.4.2.9 Warning light and siren system(s) (see 6.8.2-6.8.2.3,

and 6.14.6).
7.4.2.10 Ambulance body structure (see 6.10.5 and 6.10.9).
7.4.2.11 Patient compartment interior surfaces, FMVSS 302

(see 6.10.17).
7.4.2.12 Oxygen system (see 6.11.3, 6.12.1, 6.12.1.1).
7.4.2.13 Litter fastener and anchorage (see 6.11.7).
7.4.2.14 Suction aspiration system (see 6.12.3 and 6.12.4).
7.4.2.15 Environmental systems (see 6.13.1-6.13.7, and

6.6.3.2).
7.4.2.16 Patient compartment sound level (see 6.13.8).
7.4.2.17 Painting, color, and marking (see 6.16-6.16.4).
7.4.2.18 Manuals and handbook (see 6.20 and 9.8).
7.4.3 Vehicle Weights—The vehicle shall be weighed to

determine curb weight and distribution of curb weight on front
and rear axle. The imposed loading on front and rear axle will
be computed using the curb weight and the payload as specified
in 6.5-6.5.6. Calculated imposed loads on front and rear axle

will be utilized to ascertain that suspension, axles, and tires
furnished are of adequate capacity to meet contract require-
ments.

7.4.3.1 Weight Distribution Tolerance—The mathematical
method to calculate the weight distribution shall be in accor-
dance with AMD Standard 013 (Weight Distribution Test).

7.4.4 Road Test—The vehicle shall be subjected to a mini-
mum 241-km (150-mile) road test of which 121 km (75 miles)
shall be continuous miles on paved highways at highway
speeds up to 113 km/h (70 mph); 48 km (30 miles) on city
streets; 24 km (15 miles) on gravel or dirt roads at speeds up
to at least 56 km/h (35 mph); and not less than 8 km (5 miles)
in simulated or actual cross-country operation at speeds appli-
cable to the terrain. Cross-country operation is defined as travel
over open fields, rolling and side-sloping hills, rough and
muddy terrain. Class 2 vehicles shall demonstrate cross-
country operation in 4-wheel drive for an additional 32 km (20
miles). Ambulances shall meet performance requirements
specified in 6.4.4-6.4.10 during road tests or by certification.
Balance of the 241-km (150-miles) road test may be accumu-
lated during other tests and checks requiring vehicle move-
ments. After completion of the road test, vehicle shall be
subjected to the water spray test (see 7.4.5). Road test may be
performed at any ambient temperature.

7.4.4.1 Test Failure of First Ambulance—The Vehicle used
for the road test shall successfully complete 241 km (150
miles) of test. Rejection of the test vehicle shall be for
deficiencies, including but not limited to the following:

(a) Damage caused by collision.
(b) Failure of any major component.
(c) Vibration as a result of misalignment of wheels, frame,

driveshaft, or defective tires, and so forth.
(d) Vibration as a result of type of body construction or

mounting.
(e) Evidence of abnormal tire wear as a result of misalign-

ment or unbalanced wheels/tires.
(f) Failure of any vehicular safety device such as brakes,

steering assembly, windshield washers and wipers, or electrical
circuits.

(g) Evidence of structural weakness in any part of the
vehicle, vehicle components, or accessories.

(h) Loose mountings of parts or accessories as a result of
workmanship or vehicular operation.

(i) Failure of any vehicular performance requirements.
7.4.5 Water Spray Test—The ambulance shall be subjected

to a water spray test in accordance with AMD Standard 010
(Water Spray Test) for a minimum of 15 min. The spray shall
be delivered by nozzles operating at 172-kPa (25-psi) water
pressure, sufficient in number and placed approximately 91 cm
(3 ft) from the body to afford full coverage of sides, roof, front,
rear, and undercarriage of the vehicle. Ambulance undergoing
quality conformance inspection (see 7.2.3) shall be subjected to
water spray test for not less than 2 min duration. Evidence of
water leakage shall be cause for rejection until leaks are
corrected.

7.4.6 Oxygen System Test—The installed medical oxygen
piping and outlet system (see 6.12.1) shall be leak tested at
1033-kPa (150-psi) pressure, for a time period of 4 h. The
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system shall be tested in accordance with AMD Standard 015
(Ambulance Oxygen System Test) with dry air or nitrogen gas
or equal and kept decontaminated. After the successful comple-
tion of tests, the system shall be capped then tagged with date
and signature of person and firm performing the tests.

8. Preparation for Delivery

8.1 Preparation—Unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.54).
the ambulance(s) shall be preserved and packaged for mobile
delivery, in accordance with the supplier’s standard commer-
cial practice, insuring carrier acceptance and safe delivery to
destination in compliance with regulations applicable to the
mode of transportation.

9. Application of Standard

9.1 Intended Use of Standard—This practice may be used as
described below to procure a certified “Star of Life” ambu-
lance.

9.2 Ordering Data—Purchasers should prepare their pro-
curement document(s) (specification, requisition, contract) in
the following sequence. Select the preferred options and
provide the necessary information requested:

9.2.1 Title, number, and date of this practice and amend-
ment number, if any.

9.2.2 Quantity, Type (I, II, III I-AD, or III-AD), and Class (1
or 2) of the ambulance required (see 1.3) and chassis brand if
desired (see 6.1.2-6.1.4.1).

9.2.3 Patient compartment configuration A (ALS) or B
(BLS). B (BLS is standard on all types). If ALS is required (on
Types I & III), specify Configuration A (see 6.1.5).

NOTE 17—Type II vehicles may be ordered with some ALS features
depending on manufacturer.

9.2.4 Special performance requirements and other chassis,
or both, that may be needed for special use applications such as
carrying additional rescue/extrication equipment or heavily
equipped patient/neonatal transport ambulances (see 6.4.1).

9.2.5 Fuel Range—OEM manufacturers maximum fuel
tanks shall be standard. Specify if reduced fuel capacity
required (see 6.4.9 and 6.6.4.4).

9.2.6 Length—Standard maximum length is 671 cm (22 ft).
Specify if additional length is required for specific applications
(see 6.4.11.1).

9.2.7 Width—For modular units, wide bodies on wide track
axles are standard. Specify if a narrower body on a dual or
single rear wheel chassis is required (see 6.4.11.2).

9.2.8 Height—279 cm (110 in.) is the maximum standard
height. Specify if other heights are required, for example, for
air transportability (see 6.4.11.3).

9.2.9 Payload—Purchaser may specify additional payload
if available from manufacturer for a specific model or a
medium-duty chassis when available (see 6.5.2).

9.2.10 Engine Power Unit (Diesel is Standard)—Only if
absolutely necessary should gasoline engine be specified (see
6.6.3-6.6.3.5).

9.2.11 Air Pollution Controls—Cite where ambulance will
operate. State and county, and if for export, name country, or
both (see 6.6.4.3 and 6.22.2).

9.2.12 Drivetrain and Transmission—Automatic transmis-
sion is standard for all models. Specify if a manual transmis-
sion or other drivetrain options are required, other than that
specified. Check manufacturer’s data (see 6.6.5-6.6.5.11).

9.2.13 Wheels—Wide, dual rear wheels are standard equip-
ment on all Type I and III units (see 6.6.7). Specify if narrow
dual or single rear wheels are specifically desired.

NOTE 18—Ambulance body widths are established in 6.4.11.2. Specify
if narrow, modular type bodies with single or dual rear wheels are
required.

9.2.14 Tires—“All Season” steel belted radials are standard
for all models. Mud and snow, or all purpose type tires may be
desirable and specified on 4x4 vehicles (see 6.6.8-6.6.12).

9.2.15 Spare—Purchaser may state specific location of
spare/wheel, when furnished, or delete requirement for spare
tire.

NOTE 19—Purchaser should consult with ambulance manufacturer
since moving spare can affect weight distribution of the vehicle (see
6.6.10).

9.2.16 Intermittent Wipers—Specify if required (see 6.7.4).
9.2.17 Electrical Generating System—Suppliers are re-

quired to provide adequate generating capacity in ambulances
as manufactured. If reserve generating capacity is desired for
owner installed electrical devices beyond that already pro-
vided, specify minimum additional generating capacity re-
quired (see 6.7.6).

9.2.18 Battery Location—Specify other locations (see
6.7.7).

9.2.19 12-V dc Power—Specify if other than standard 12-V
dc outlets, military type connector, or higher current level
required to power medical equipment, portable radio chargers,
and so forth (see 6.7.7.3).

9.2.20 Patient Compartment Controls—Specify if other
than standard EMT panel/controls, instruments, and so forth
are required (see 6.7.10).

9.2.21 Electromagnetic Radiation Type Certification by
equipment and ambulance manufacturers is standard. Specify
if entire vehicle shall be tested (see 6.7.12).

9.2.22 Warning Lights—Red, clear, and amber lights are
standard. Specify other color(s) only if required by State or
local regulations. If a standard vehicle warning light system is
desired, specify whether strobe or quartz halogen. If an
alternative emergency warning light system is desired, specify
additional parameters, brand, model numbers and equal and
details, or a combination thereof. Specify if other automatic
switching arrangements are required (see 6.8-6.8.2.5). Specify
if automatic primary to secondary mode and automatic day/
night switching arrangements are required. Standard system
includes manual “Primary” and “Secondary” mode switch and,
on strobe systems, a day/night dimming switch (see 6.8.2.3).

NOTE 20—Additional warning lights are not necessary and should not
be specified to avoid overloading the electrical system and reducing usable
payload.

9.2.23 Flood and Loading Lights—Specify if two flood
lights per side and two patient loading lights on the rear are
required (see 6.8.3).
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9.2.24 Seats—Specify if bench type seat is desired or
permitted on Type I vehicles. Specify if high back bucket type
seats are required and specify if other than vinyl type uphol-
stery is desired or acceptable (see 6.9.3).

9.2.25 Mirrors—Specify if other than standard mirrors are
required, for example, West Coast, integral convex, heated
mirrors, and so forth (see 6.9.5).

9.2.26 Bumpers and Steps—On Class 2 vehicles, specify if
other than standard step height is necessary for increased
departure angles, for example, severe off road use, air trans-
portability (see 6.9.6).

9.2.27 Fenders—Required per specification. Specify type
(see 6.9.7.1).

9.2.28 EMT Seating—Specify other than standard require-
ments. Specify if integral EMT/child safety seat is required
(see 6.10.3).

9.2.29 Patient Compartment Length—310 cm (122 in.) is
minimum required. Specify additional requirements (see
6.10.4).

NOTE 21—Lengths less than 310 cm (122 in.) could result in rear door
interference with traction splints on tall patients.

9.2.30 Patient Compartment Height—Minimum height of
152 cm (60 in.) required, specify additional requirements (see
6.10.4).

9.2.31 Body Construction—Aluminum is standard for
modular ambulances. Specify if other materials are required or
permitted (see 6.10.5 and 6.10.6).

9.2.32 Dual hinged doors are standard on Type II. Specify if
sliding door is required (see 6.10.8). Specify if other door
opening widths/configurations are required for specific appli-
cations.

9.2.33 Windows—Specify if other than standard, tinted, or
when opening windows are required or permitted (see 6.10.14).

9.2.34 Walkthrough on Type II and III is standard. Specify
if walkthrough deletion is required (see 6.10.15-6.10.15.2).
When walkthrough is deleted, a pass through window shall be
furnished and additional compartments above and below the
window can be furnished as specified by the purchaser.

9.2.35 Interior and Exterior Storage Accommodations—
Specify any specific additional requirements (see 6.11.1-
6.11.4).

9.2.36 Stretchers, Cots, and Litters— Specify specific cot
fastening device, item(s) required, and any upgrading features
preferred (see 6.11.5-6.11.7, and Table 8, Items 10, 16, and 21).
Cots are optional and not standard with vehicle. Cot fastener is
standard. Specify specific model.

9.2.37 Oxygen System (on board)—Specify if other than
“M” size cylinder and other than manufacturer’s standard
location (see 6.12.1).

9.2.38 Oxygen—Quick disconnect fitting for action wall
and specified accessories. Specify type (see 6.12.1)

9.2.39 Portable Oxygen Unit—Specify location of portable
oxygen unit and spare cylinder if other than location in 6.12.2.

9.2.40 Suction Aspirator System—Electrically powered
type, is standard (see 6.12.3 and 6.12.4).

9.2.41 Air Conditioning, Auxiliary Condenser—Specify if
auxiliary condenser is required (see 6.13.5.1).

9.2.42 Patient Compartment Sound Level Criteria—Specify
if more stringent patient compartment sound level limits are
required (see 6.13.8).

9.2.43 Communication Equipment—Two-way radio, telem-
etry, modulator (local purchase of radio equipment and instal-
lations is recommended). Specify if contractor is to furnish and
install the radio(s), and cite brand(s) acceptable, power output,
frequencies needed, and so forth. Be aware of bid requirements
if equipment brands are specified. Also be aware of pre-
installation requirements to obtain FCC radio license and to
coordinate such licensing through the local FCC designated
radio frequency coordinator. Give complete details and provide
the FCC designated radio frequency coordinator’s name, ad-
dress, and telephone number (see 6.14-6.14.4). One antenna
lead is standard. Specify additional antenna leads and loca-
tions. Specify location(s) of portable radio battery charging
circuit leads (see 6.7.7.2). Specify that the radio remote control
head be so installed as to not interfere with airbag or other
safety equipment installation, be convenient for operation by
the driver, and be equipped with indicators and controls that are
easy to view and operate.

9.2.44 Siren—Specify if foot switch or other siren upgrad-
ing features are required (see 6.14.6).

9.2.45 Additional Systems, Equipment, Accessories, and
Supplies—(see 6.15-6.15.4). Cite additional parameters, brand,
model numbers, and equal, and details, or both. User should be
aware that additional equipment reduces usable payload capac-
ity and if electrically operated reduces spare or reserve capacity
that may be available and requires additional generating
capacity (see 6.15.1).

9.2.45.1 Specify if automatically adjustable backup alarm is
required. (Fixed sound level is standard) (see 6.15.2.4.)

9.2.45.2 Select optional vehicle equipment desired (see
6.15.3).

9.2.45.3 Select optional medical equipment desired (see
6.15.4).

9.2.46 Paint—White-orange is standard. Only if absolutely
necessary, specify other requirements. Reflective tape may be
specified for the orange band (see 6.16.2).

9.2.47 Rustproofing—If required. Undercoating is standard.
(see 6.18).

9.2.48 Markings, Data Plates, and Warranty Notices—
Specify if additional or military markings are required (see
6.19).

9.2.49 Manuals and Handbooks—State if chassis manufac-
turer’s complete repair manual and parts book(s), or both, are
required (See 6.20).

9.2.50 Special Requirements—State any other additions and
permitted changes or deletions in the specification (see 6.22).

9.2.51 Overseas Vehicle Requirements—Select require-
ments (see 6.6.3.5 and 6.22.1-6.22.3.1), include tiedown
points, liftpoint requirements, additional safety requirements
and fuel requirements for the consignees location.

9.2.52 Quality Assurance Provisions—Specify classifica-
tion of inspection desired (see 7-7.2.7).

9.2.52.1Source inspection—(see 7.2.1).
9.2.52.2Destination Examination—(see 7.2.2).
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9.2.53 First Production Ambulance Inspection—State if
required. If quantity contract, see 7.2.5.

9.2.54 Preparation for Delivery—Specify if different (see
8.1). State mode of delivery preferred.

9.2.55 Procurement Requirements—(See 9.3.) Specify other
purchaser’s contractual requirements.

9.2.56 Foreign Use—State any additional or different war-
ranty, requirements for foreign use applications (see 9.4.3).

9.2.57 Statement of Origin—Specify if other ownership
documents are required and locations to which they shall be
forwarded.

9.2.58 Light Emitting Diodes (LED); Stop, Tail, Directional,
and Marker Lights—(See 6.8.1.) Specify LED lighting for
reduced current draw and lifetime durability

9.3 Procurement Requirements—Unless otherwise specified
(see 9.2.55) in the invitation for bids, contract, or orders, the
following are contractual requirements (see 9.4-9.6), except in
those instances where it is determined by the purchaser that
inclusion thereof would not be to the best interests of the
Government or purchaser.

9.4 Warranty:
9.4.1 Warranty Coverage—The contractor shall warrant the

vehicle and furnished equipment against parts failure or
malfunction because of design, construction, or installation
errors, defective workmanship, and missing or incorrect parts
(see 9.4.4 for warranty exceptions) for a minimum period of 12
months, and 15 months for vehicles outside the contiguous (48)
United States and District of Columbia from date of acceptance
(the warranty begins when the purchaser accepts the vehicle
from the contractor FOB point of origin/destination (see 6.19)
or 12 000 miles of operation, exclusive of any authorized
accumulated driveway mileage, whichever occurs first.) How-
ever, if the contractor received from any supplier or subcon-
tractor additional warranty on the whole or any component of
the vehicle, in the form of time and mileage, or both, including
any prorata arrangements, or the contractor generally extends
to his commercial customers a greater or extended warranty,
coverage, the government/purchaser shall receive correspond-
ing warranty benefits.

9.4.2 Domestic Use—When vehicles are used within the 50
states of the United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin Islands, the warranty shall include the
furnishing, without cost to the purchaser (FOB contractor’s
nearest dealer or branch to vehicle’s location or station) new
parts and assemblies to replace any that failed or malfunctioned
within the warranty period. In addition, when the purchaser
elects to have the work performed at the contractor’s plant,
branch, dealer, or with the contractor’s approval, (1) to correct
the defect itself or (2) to have it corrected by a commercial
facility, the cost of the labor involved in the replacement of the
failed or malfunctioned parts or assemblies shall be borne by
the contractor

9.4.3 Foreign Use—Unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.56),
when vehicles are used outside the 50 states, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, the warranty
shall include the furnishing of new parts or assemblies to
replace any returned to the contractor which failed or malfunc-
tioned within the warranty period. The replacement parts or

assemblies shall be delivered by the contractor to the port of
embarkation in the United States designated by the purchaser.
The contractor shall not be required to bear the cost of the labor
involved in correcting defects in vehicles operated in foreign
countries.

9.4.4 Warranty Exclusions—Unless within the additional
coverage under 9.4.1, the following items are considered
normal maintenance and repair for which the contractor need
not assume liability for reimbursing the government/purchaser
regardless of the vehicle age or mileage:

9.4.4.1 Abuse, negligence, or an approved alteration of
original parts;

9.4.4.2 Damage from accidents;
9.4.4.3 Standard brake and clutch adjustments;
9.4.4.4 General tightening, headlamp adjustments;
9.4.4.5 Wheel alignment or tire balancing;
9.4.4.6 Tires, batteries, medical supplies and equipment,

and radio(s) (if warranted by their manufacturers); and
9.4.4.7 Miscellaneous expense such as fuel, towing, tele-

phone, travel, lodging, or loss of personal property.
9.4.5 Warranty Extension—In addition to the warranty pro-

visions specified, the following shall also apply:
9.4.5.1 The ambulance chassis, chassis components (pow-

ertrain, and so forth) and applicable body and cab shall be
warranted and implemented in accordance with the original
chassis manufacturer’s standard warranty.

9.4.5.2 For vehicle(s) located within a country which has
branch, dealer, or approved contractor service facilities, the
cost of labor, parts, and materials involved in correcting
warranted defects shall be borne by the contractor (see 9.4.3).

9.4.5.3 If action to effect repairs under warranty (except for
chassis as specified in 9.4.5.1) is not initiated within seven
working days by a dealer or supplier and completed within a
reasonable length of time, or if the contractor does not have
regular facilities in the city or county in which the vehicle
operates, and in the event of emergency, or dire need for the
vehicle, the purchaser reserves the right to make such repair,
and be reimbursed the contractor as follows:

If work is performed at a purchaser facility, the per hour rate
for labor based on the manufacturer’s flat rate time schedule,
and full cost of expenditures for parts and material; or actual
labor time and materials, for repairs of nonscheduled opera-
tions, or when warranty services are performed at a commer-
cial facility because no contractor facility is available, the new
cost of the correction will be billed to the contractor.

9.5 Repair Parts and Service—As a continuous operation of
the vehicle described by this practice is of utmost importance
for the successful bidder to be in a position to render prompt
service and to furnish replacement parts.

Accordingly, bidders shall indicate the extent of their ability
to render prompt service by furnishing a list of branch offices
or agencies where complete stocks of repair parts are main-
tained and can be secured within a reasonable time after
ordering by part number from the manufacturer’s part book and
at such discount as may be quoted from year to year by the
manufacturer of the vehicle purchased under this practice.

9.6 Statement of Origin or Bill of Sale—A manufacturer’s
statement of origin or bill of sale showing the applicable
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purchase order number is required for each vehicle procured
under this practice. Unless otherwise specified (see 9.2.57),
such documents shall be forwarded to the consignee.

9.7 Oxygen Tanks—Following are the approximate dimen-
sions, weights, and capacities of the various size oxygen
cylinders referenced in this practice:

9.8 Reference Handbook—The handbook and all the mate-
rial referenced in this practice (see 6.20) for the model
ambulance furnished shall be provided in an 21.6 by 28-cm
(81⁄2- by 11-in.), three-ring, hard cover, loose-leaf binder,
inscribed with the complete address and telephone number of
the manufacturer and shall contain the following:

9.8.1 Table of contents.
9.8.2 Copy of supplier’s invoice/date of delivery, including

chassis.
9.8.3 Manufacturer’s “Star of Life” certification of compli-

ance statement.
9.8.4 Ambulance manufacturer’s illustrative, pictorial lit-

erature and a copy of predelivery inspection/test form signed
by inspector.

9.8.5 Complete copy of this practice and all amendments
including purchaser’s specifications and modifications in effect
for date of manufacture.

9.8.6 Conditions of sale and contract (unless otherwise
specified).

9.8.7 Shipping papers.
9.8.8 List of ambulance manufacturers service points (See

9.5).
9.8.9 Copy of chassis manufacturer’s warranty and owner

manual.
9.8.10 Final stage manufacturer’s components and equip-

ment information (hardware, fixture, and so forth) including
supplier’s part numbers.

9.8.11 Complete wiring diagrams and schematics (See
6.7.2).

9.8.12 Manufacturer’s operating and servicing instructions
for the entire ambulance, electrical system(s) of the ambulance,
components, devices, and equipment aboard, and so forth,
including each equipment manufacturer’s data.

All contents of the handbook that cannot be punched with
three holes shall be secured in plastic leaves.

10. Keywords

10.1 ambulance; emergency medical ground transportation;
EMS vehicle
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